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Introduction
In 2001, the H.H.S. Office of Community Services funded the California-Neva
CAA Association, now named the Cal-Neva Community Action Partnership, for $25,000
to develop a set of distance-learning materials for Board members. The State Department
of Community Services and Development (CSD) added $10,000 to the effort. John
Ochoa, Field Operations Manager from CSD served as an official member of the
planning team on this project, and generously contributed many materials he has
developed on formation of partnerships, strategic planning, and other topics.
There are over 1,000 CAA Board members in California. Most are not able to
attend conferences or training. There are three general ways the development of training
materials for CAA Board members could have been approached. One approach would
have been to develop a comprehensive set of materials on every topic a CAA Board
member might be interested in. The second would have been to develop the “Intro Kit,”
the board orientation for new members, however this would have been duplicative since
the Minnesota CSBG office already has an excellent set of Introductory board materials
which can be accessed through www.cencomfut.com/mnboard.pdf
The approach that was used in this set of materials was to identify a small number
of issues where there are challenges, or where existing Board training materials seem
incomplete. The purpose of the project, then, was to produce board training materials on
selected topics that can be used by each board member independently, or in a training
session with other board members. Each topic will take about 20 - 30 minutes to read the
material, and answer a series of short questions to help them apply the ideas to their
situation.
The materials will be available on CD-ROM, and/or on the Cal-Neva web site at
http://www.cal-neva.org
but
currently
they
are
available
at
www.cencomfut.com/toolkit.htm Per the provision of the grant from OCS they will also
be listed on the national clearinghouse on ROMA related materials. There are many
documents in this set of materials. Each is anywhere from 3 to 25 pages long. If you
have questions about the content to any document, or how to do the exercises, contact
Jim Masters at jmasters@cencomfut.com, or FAX to 510.339.3803,or call 510.339.3801.
An advisory committee was formed, and the project and draft materials were
discussed with them at the Cal-Neva meetings. People who have offered their input and
opinions on this effort include:
Lois Carson, Executive Director, CAP Riverside County
Helga Lemke, Executive Director, CAP Sonoma County
Harry Dull, Executive Director, Merced CAA
Tom Tenorio, Executive Director, Butte CAA
John Ochoa, Manager, Community Services and Development
Board Members:
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Barbara Holt, CAC of Santa Barbara County
Jacqueline Johnson, CAP Riverside County
James Colquitt, CAP of Orange County
Onis Lentz, Merced CAA
Sister Gaillac, CAP of Orange County
Gladys Green, City of Oakland CAA,
Sandra Johnson, City of Oakland CAA
Connie Jene Jones, CAP of Orange County
Barbara Franklin, CAP Riverside County
Ron Von Medlin, CAP Riverside County
Staffing this project were:
Lisa Tadlock, Project Director for Cal-Neva/Interim Executive Director
Lynn Victor, Executive Director
Jim Masters, Center for Community Futures
Teresa Wickstrom, Center for Community Futures
We will credit many of the good ideas included here to their participation, and
any errors and omissions are solely the fault of the primary author, Jim Masters.
These materials are presented as a way of doing things, but they are not presented
as being the way you must do things. As Jim’s Mom always said, “There are a lot of
ways to skin a cat.” And, even though he never actually witnessed a cat being skinned,
he was willing to accept this aphorism as the truth.
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CHAPTER ONE. Planning Overview
A. Background
Systematic planning is the method for identifying the strategies and programs that
will have an impact on poverty. Every CAA should have a planning process and produce
an anti-poverty plan.
Statistics about poverty need to be supplemented with “people contact.” In addition
to knowing that Ms. Smith makes less than $7,000 per year as head of household, it is
also important to know she is reluctant to work more than that because she knows she
could lose medical care. It is this people contact that puts life into statistics.
B. The Planning Committee and the Planning Cycle
Members of the Planning Committee or the Executive Committee have the
opportunity to be the Board's liaison in the people contact process. Involvement at the
neighborhood and people level is paramount to the Planning Committee's meaningful
evaluation of the needs of the poor and the selection of effective strategies, goals, and
results measures.
Planning is a continuing cycle of program implementation, evaluation and
refinement. Planning consists of:
1. Studying the community to decide which of the causes of poverty are most
important and can be affected by the CAA. (See the section on Sorting
Community Input)
2. Deciding which problems and opportunities are the most important and will
receive greater emphasis by the CAA. (See the section on Ranking Problems)
3. Deciding on the strategy that the CAA will attempt to eliminate the causes of the
poverty problems. (See Types of Strategies, Strategy Elements and Exercise, and
New Antipoverty Strategies Needed)
4. Deciding on goals for definite time periods, for example; six months, one year,
five years.
5. Deciding the resources (money, volunteer time, from other agencies) that are
needed.
6. Deciding the ways that achievement of the goals and progress toward the goals
will be measured by the Board, e.g. how you will measure outcomes and results.
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7. Communicate these decisions to the CAA Executive Director; and giving the
Executive Director sufficient authority to carry out the Board's decisions.
8. Maintain an active Board role, exerting community leadership by pursuing some
of your objectives yourselves, instead of simply assigning all tasks to the staff.

C. Board Roles in Planning
The primary responsibility for making sure that planning takes place rests with the
CAA Board. It is legally responsible for CAA operations; it is ultimately responsible for
the effectiveness of the CAA. The staff, neighborhood organizations, low-income people
and other community interests should participate in the planning process. One of the
major reasons that plans do not get completed or implemented is because Board members
do not have a very compelling reason for doing planning. Here are a few; which apply to
you? What other reasons do you have for planning?
1. Clarity of purpose -- with more specific goals, strategies and objectives, the
agency will be able to better see where it is -- and where it wants to go.
2. More effective strategies -- with more careful selection of strategies, the CAA can
more effectively change the causes of the problems in their communities.
3. Focuses the Board's attention -- A plan focuses the energy and attention of both
Board and staff in a systematic way. The plan is results-oriented.
4. Educating the community and building support -- When you are out there asking
questions and sharing ideas, you can tell your story, make friends and develop
allies for the future.
5. Better organization -- Board and staff members will have a greater understanding
of their respective responsibilities and a greater sense of unified purpose and
direction.
6. Responsiveness to low-income people -- The CAA can provide for involvement
of the people in the community in making the plans that will affect their future.
7. Provides a decision making framework -- A plan provides the criteria, against
which most day-to-day decisions can be made.
8. Effective resource utilization -- The CAA will be able to identify the specific
resources needed and to direct its resources toward long-range benefits.
9. Helps solve accountability problems -- Makes it easier to show the community
and funding agencies where money has been spent and what it has accomplished.
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10. Simplifies assessment of staff -- There are goals against which performance can
be measured.
11. Reduces crisis management -- Planning can help to avoid crisis situations that
soak up so much time.

D. The Complete Planning Cycle
The Complete Planning Cycle has four generic stages:
1.
2.
3.
4.

Plan for Planning.
The Planning Process.
Implementation of the Plan (e.g. Program Operations).
Evaluation for feedback to future planning.

The first two of these four stages is discussed in this workbook.
The first step is to prepare your plan-for-planning. The Executive Director assumes a
vital role in the planning process. The CAA Board makes requests to the Executive
Director for gathering, analyzing and presenting information for their use in making
decisions. The Director is responsible for the accomplishment of these tasks in a timely
manner. The Director will delegate many of these tasks to staff and then report back to
the Board. Let’s look at the first two stages.
1. The Plan for Planning.
This describes the planning PROCESS. It includes the steps to be taken, the calendar,
the assignments -- who will do what, how the community will be involved, and the
dates on which draft products will be reviewed. The Executive Director drafts the
Plan for Planning for modification and approval by the Board.
2. The Planning Process Itself.
There are many types of planning systems. A few are: zero-based budgeting;
Planning-programming budgeting system, strategic planning, management by
objectives, market-oriented planning, and program budgeting.
No one of these systems is so much more powerful for CAA purposes than
another that it cries out to be used. The big issue is not which planning system you use.
There are three big issues for CAA’s. (1) Whether you use any formal, long-range
planning system -- or you just run day-to-day. (2) Whether you run a community-based
planning process with lots of involvement -- or a pro-forma, staff-written job that is
rubber-stamped by the Board. (3) Whether you adapt the generic planning process you
select to the mission of the CAA -- or just try to use it in a lockstep fashion. Assuming
you will use a long-range planning system and that you will involve a large number of
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people, how do you adapt a generic planning process for CAA purposes?
Regardless of which planning system is used, you will want it to focus on the
unique social planning responsibility of a CAA: to analyze poverty problems and to
develop solutions to those problems, and to seize other opportunities that will benefit low
-income people.
This is your “instant conversion kit” to adapt one of the generic planning systems
so it will work in your CAA. This CONVERSION KIT is based on a simple but very
powerful analytic concept that is used in many CAA’s. That concept is to take each
poverty problem identified during the planning process and to separate the elements of
the problem into two components (1) the problem CONDITION and (2) the CAUSES of
the problem. Most CAA’s will do this during their community assessment.
(1)

The CONDITION of poverty is the result of the causes. It is the
statistical representation of the problem. It is a static snapshot of the
problem we see in the census data and other social indicators. “X
number of people with characteristics L and M live in a condition of N
and O.” It is the people who are “in” poverty.

The CAA sets a GOAL to change the CONDITION. The GOAL is phrased in
terms of a change in the condition. For example: “We will reduce the total number of
substandard housing units in our community from 400 to 200.” Or, “We will increase the
number of units of one-bedroom housing in Z County that rent for less than X amount
from the present total supply of 100 units to a total of 150 units.”
(2)

The CAUSES are the dynamic factors, the underlying social values,
beliefs and behavior of specific individuals or groups of people that
produce the condition. These may be acts of omission or commission by
somebody at some level of society, e.g. nation, region, community,
family or individual, in one or more sectors of society, e.g. economic,
political, social, etc. Ms. Mary Evert was appointed by President
Reagan as Director of HHS/OCS. At the 1988 NACAA Conference she
said: “It is accepted by conservatives and liberals alike that there are
both social and individual causes of poverty.” The planning task is to
sort it all out and develop a strategy to change the causes. This is an
important point -- both social and individual causes.

By adopting STRATEGIES that modify or eliminate the CAUSES of the poverty
condition, you will achieve your goal. The strategy is phrased in terms of a change in the
cause. “To finance the rehabilitation of the 200 units in our goal, we must overcome the
unwillingness of the city to create a new bond issue to finance the costs of rehabilitation.”
Or, “To overcome the 'bad attitude' of individuals with these characteristics, we must...”
This approach is essential in order to sort out the individual, the family, and the
group -- and the political and economic -- causes of poverty. If you do not use this
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methodology, the concepts get blobbed together in a way that it is almost impossible to
figure out WHAT happened and WHY it did or did not happen.
Also, it is very easy to slide off into constantly repairing the condition, i.e.
band-aiding new victims, but failing to address the causes. With this in mind, we now run
through a brief description of a poverty problem-solving planning process used in many
CAA’s.
This workbook has two approaches to planning. The succinct version is found in
the planning workbook that John Ochoa, CSD, wrote and it is at
www.cencomfut.com/mnboard.html in MS Word format. The second and longer, more
comprehensive approach to planning follows.
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E. Steps in a Typical CAA Planning Process
You may not have to do every one of these steps, but a planning process would
have most of these steps in it. You do not have to do them in sequential order. Take a
building block approach and add elements as you have time to create them.
1. CREATE YOUR VISION for the future. What do you want your community to
look like 20 years from now? The vision is usually bigger than any one
organization can accomplish. It takes a community to realize a vision. This is a
good place to clarify the values that will guide the organization. Values are the
principles that serve to keep you on the road.
2. REVIEW the MISSION. The next step in implementing your Plan for Planning is
to review the MISSION STATEMENT of your CAA. Why are we here? What is
our purpose? Should the Mission Statement be modified or used as is?
3. NEEDS and OPPORTUNITIES ASSESSMENT. You can identify a wide range
of poverty problems by looking around, through meetings with low-income
residents, evaluations of existing programs and by talking with community
leaders and government officials. There is no scarcity of problems and
opportunities. The focus during the community assessment is on sorting the
poverty problems into their CONDITIONS and their CAUSES. (See Section 3B
on Sorting Community Input). The CAA Board may ask the Executive Director to
help them:
a. Obtain data that describes the CONDITIONS,
b. Suggest the full range of CAUSES of the problems. This presentation is
not just a Xeroxed batch of census charts. There are very powerful
TRENDS in American society. The Board must understand these
demographic, economic, political and social trends, and how they may
affect your community. These trends are the context within which the
CAA plans. A trend may create a major problem in your community, or it
may solve one without your help. Learning about these trends is a vital
part of planning. A review of these national trends and analysis by a
“futurist” is an excellent topic for a one-day Board retreat.
c. Conduct special studies or surveys.
d. Report on staff opinions concerning community needs. Give them a place
to “put” their ideas so you can tell the difference between what they think
and what the other people that they have talked with think.
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4. PROBLEM RANKING. After they have identified the problems, the Board can
RANK the poverty problems in terms of their magnitude and severity.


Magnitude is the size of the problem; the total number and/or the
percentage of the population who experience it. You can set up a scale of one
to five, i.e. over 40% = 5; 30% to 40% = 4; etc.



Severity addresses the urgency. Is it life threatening? Or just
inconvenient? You can develop a numerical scale and assign problems to it.
Very severe = 5; severe = 4; etc.

Then MULTIPLY the Magnitude factor times the Severity factor for the final
ranking.
The Executive Director can be asked to draft criteria for Ranking for modification
and use by the Board, or the Board can do it themselves. (See Ranking Problems)

5. RESOURCE ANALYSIS. After you have ranked the problems, then determine
what public and private monies are already focused on solving the problem.
Perhaps some problems are well covered. Others may be new or unpopular and
have almost no resources devoted to them. Others may be beyond the scope of
your organizations mission, interests, resources or capacity.
The Executive Director can obtain data on public and private resources
that already exist and are being spent on each problem. The Board must find out
the amount of the existing public and private resources already focused on those
problems to measure how much of the problem is already being met.
6. PRIORITY SETTING. After you know the other resources that are devoted to
the ranked problems and opportunities, you can set your own priorities. This is a
subjective process that reflects the values of the people who make the decision. It
is what YOU the Board members want the CAA Board, staff and volunteers to
work on. Some of the factors that will affect your decision are the:
a. Ability of the agency to improve the situation.
b. Length of time and amount of funds required to achieve results.
c. Enthusiasm that Board members have for personally working on a topic.
d. Interests of other stakeholders.
The Executive Director can help to organize and facilitate meetings of target area
groups at which Board members will be present to discuss community issues. This
community meeting or hearing is required by many states or CAA’s. It is an excellent
way to determine the “fit” between board member perceptions and the opinions of people
who may be affected by those decisions.
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7. GOAL SETTING. Back to GOALS. Now that the Board has selected some
problems or opportunities as the priority areas they want to work on, you can test
out some GOALS that are phrased in terms of changing the conditions of that
problem. Goals are typically multi-year because it usually takes two to five years
to make a significant change in a social problem. Use the ROMA goal framework
as an agency-wide framework.
8. This is where most CAA’s also develop RESULTS MEASURES. How will you
know when you have accomplished your goal? What changes will you see OUT
THERE in the community or in families or individuals?
9. STRATEGY SELECTION. There are often a variety of ways to accomplish a
goal. The strategy should modify the CAUSES of the problem so that the GOAL
can be achieved. The strategy should be sufficient to accomplish the goal but use
the least amount of resources -- financial, energy, political clout, staff time, etc.
The strategies and programs are then related to the ROMA goals. (See Types of
Strategies, Strategy Elements and Exercise, and New Antipoverty Strategies
Needed)
10. OBJECTIVES. After the Board has selected the GOALS and the STRATEGIES,
the Executive Director can work with the staff to convert them into specific
objectives. The objectives are annualized, with quarterly measures to determine
progress. The objectives, activities and attendant budgets are typically what is
included in a “program plan” or “grant application.” These are generally written
by the CAA staff and reviewed by the Board of Directors. The depth of the
review performed by the Board is affected by a variety of factors, such as funding
source requirements and whether you are a public or a private CAA.
At this point, you will again review possible private and public resources
and then proceed to mobilize those resources. Those resources may take a variety
of forms such as money, transportation, volunteer services, space, etc.
11. ACTIVITIES. These are the nitty-gritty assignments to staff; the realignment of
the organization and staff responsibilities to achieve the goals. The Executive
Director is responsible for this.
NOTE: The material in this section was excerpted from the CAA Executive Directors
Manual and The Planning Manual for CAA=s, both published by the Community
Action Partnership back when it was the National Association of Community Action
Agencies.
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F. Sorting Out Community Input: Conditions, Causes, Strategies
CONDITIONS, CAUSES and STRATEGIES THAT ADDRESS CAUSES
This exercise illustrates the challenges in just trying to sort out what people are
saying, and to organize the information in a way that action can be taken on it.
Instructions. Read the list of comments from the Needs Assessment community meeting
(on the next two pages). Assume that you were there as a CAA representative. You were
assigned to keep track of what is said in the meeting relevant to HOUSING and
EMPLOYMENT.





Pick out the issues that might be of interest to a CAA.
Put the number of each statement about your problem on the worksheet.
E.g. # 8, # 12
Share the results of your efforts with the larger group.
You have 20 minutes to complete this exercise.

NOTES from a “typical” local community planning meeting.
Present: 26 residents, of whom 6 are Head Start parents. Several CAA staff are present.
The CAA Planner stated that the CAA Board Planning Committee was asking for
ideas about which problems the CAA should address. The Planner stated that needs are
to be looked at in terms of problems and opportunities in the community, not from the
perspective of existing programs. Further, the CAA uses the definition of PROBLEM as
“a barrier or condition that prevents individuals or families who are poor from realizing
their full potential.” The CAA is also looking for opportunities or strengths in the
community. A brainstorming process was used to identify problems/needs, and persons
present made the following statements:
1.

Transportation is a major problem affecting both young and old. People
can't get to doctors. If cars break down, it's impossible to get anywhere, even in
emergencies.

2.

If Weatherization program funds are cut, this will really hurt people.

3.

The system isn't fair. Resources are not distributed evenly, some get lots
of benefits and others get little. Example: some people get both Social Security
and retirement benefits or Social Security and a government pension. It is now
nearly impossible to get a disability.

4.

There are no jobs for anyone now. People can't get off welfare because:
a) no jobs are available, b) baby sitting and transportation costs eat up the benefits
of working at a minimum wage and low pay jobs. This affects single mothers
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especially hard.
5.

Single)parent families have special needs. When you are the only parent,
it is nearly impossible to get away from the kids for a break. Could a group of
program participants get together and trade off caring for each other’s kids?

6.

When you feel like you have had it with your kids, there is nowhere to
turn. Could a HOTLINE be set up for someone to talk to?

7.

Are there resources for spouse abuse? If so, they need to be supported...
there is a need.

8.

Is the Home Health Care Program going? There is a need to expand the
program.

9.

Community action is needed because it 1) takes at least one kid out of the
program participants' hands for a while, 2) Has made kids “independent” or “selfsufficient,” 3) teaches manners, 4) teaches sharing instead of stinginess, and 5)
helps kids learn and listen.

10.

Can we get use the community action agency bus for a Senior Citizen's
Bus? The local taxi service has prevented this from happening in the past.

11.

The meals programs keep many people out of shelters, especially the
Meals on Wheels program and the WIC program.

12.

If Community action goes down it will mean that 20 kids will not get
assessed by the mental health center, have proper dental care, get at least two
good meals a day, learn shapes and colors, etc., have speech and hearing problems
identified and corrected, or will not have interaction with other kids. Many kids
in our County are living in rotten situations without any help. At least for some
time each week, the kids are in a stable environment with people who care and are
interested in the child when they are in Community action.

13.

Legal aid is really needed. The County Attorney has not been responsive
in the past, especially in spousal-abuse cases.

14.

The Food Stamps program is already being reduced. Meals program Title
XX certification is affected. One person was cut who just cannot fix a meal and
many cannot pay for meals.
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Needs Assessment/Problem Analysis Worksheet
I. Who are the affected groups?
II.
III.

What statements pertain to each target group?
Assign the statements made to one of the following categories. (It is only
necessary to list the numbers of the statements used in the appropriate category.)
a.
b.
c.
d.

Conditions that exist in the community.
Causes of the conditions.
Strategies to affect the causes.
Information or other data.
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Housing and Employment: Conditions, Causes, Strategies
Exercise in Problem Analysis
Have your board or staff sort out these typical statements made at a public
meeting on housing and employment problems.
Housing
Employment
Typical Statements
Typical Statements
(1) We don't have bond money for housing (1) The City spent a lot of money to bring a
like they do in Smithville.
plant here, and all the good jobs went to people
who moved here from out of the area.
(2) Our Development Corporation and the City
(2) Interest rates are too high.
do not support local small business
development.
(3) We need a housing counseling program. (3) We need a GED/Job Referral Program in this
town
(4) Too many low-income families live in (4) Too many poor people here can't find jobs or
substandard housing.
can't find jobs that pay well.
(5) Landlords won't rent to unmarried women, (5) The ABC Company only hires high school
especially those with children.
graduates, even for jobs anyone can do.
(6) We don't have a fair housing ordinance in
(6) We need to get the College to offer
this town.
different training courses.
(7) People don't know about available (7) We need to get employers to drop
housing programs.
education requirements for some jobs.
(8) There's no training offered here for the jobs
that do exist.
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Problem Exercise
Put each statement, or the number(s) of the statement, where you think it belongs.

HOUSING

EMPLOYMENT

Problem Description

Problem Description

Problem Causes

Problem Causes

Strategies

Strategies

Problem Analysis
Discuss this answer key after the exercise.
Problem description
Causes
Strategies
Too
many
low-income
Issue bonds (1)
families live in substandard High interest rates (2)
Landlords/Discrimination
(5)
Enact
and enforce a Fair
housing. (4)
Lack of information (7)
Housing Ordinance (6)
Provide housing counseling
(3)
Too many people can't find
jobs (4)

ABC Co. hiring policies (5)
Inappropriate training (8)
Inappropriate public business
development policies.(1)

Help people get GEDs (3)
Change the hiring policies (7)
Get the college to offer
different training (6)
Start
a
small
business
development program (2)

1. RANKING of Poverty Problems
After they have identified the problems, the Board can RANK the poverty problems in
terms of their magnitude and severity. This acknowledges that the problem exists, and separates
the magnitude from the severity of the problem.
Magnitude is the size of the problem; the total number and/or the percentage of the population
who experience it. You can set up a scale of one to five, i.e.,

Over 40% = 5;

30 to 40% = 4;

20 to 30% = 3;

10 to 20% = 2,

1 to 10% = 1.
Severity is about the urgency or the impact on those affected. Is it life-changing or a threat to
life? Or, is it just inconvenient? You can develop a numerical scale and assign problems to it.
Very severe = 5;
Severe = 4;
Moderate = 3;
Aggravating = 2;
Somewhat annoying = 1, etc.
Then MULTIPLY the Magnitude Factor times the Severity Factor for the final
ranking. The Executive Director can be asked to draft criteria for Ranking for modification and
use by the Board, or the Board can do it themselves.
Problem
AIDS
Poor housing
Transportation
No work
Idle teens
School dropouts
Seniors bored

Magnitude
1
3
2
2
3
1
3

Severity
4
2
2
4
2
5
1

Problem Rank
4
6
4
8
6
5
3

The key insight is that you can have a problem with a high rank, but as you continue
through the planning process and look at resources and priorities, your agency does not
necessarily address every highly ranked problem. This may be because (a) somebody else is
already doing it; (b) it is outside your mission, expertise or resources; or (c) your CAA is
addressing some other priority first, etc.
Agency priorities may be different from the severity and magnitude -- from the rank of a
problem.
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2. What Types of Strategies do CAAs Use?
Most CAAs use a variety of strategies. CAA Board members may emphasize a particular
strategy, or they may create combinations of strategies. Some strategies eliminate the factors
that will cause other people to be low-income in the future, i.e. they go after the causes of
poverty for a social group. Other strategies change the condition of poverty as it affects one
person. This leaves the underlying social causes untouched. This section reviews the types of
strategies typically used individually or in combination with each other by a CAA.
Some strategies do NOT need any funds. They require only the energy of the Board
members to implement. These strategies may focus on changing existing laws, programs,
procedures, or attitudes so that a poor person could receive the equal opportunities or public
benefits to which he or she is entitled. It is crucial that the Board separate those elements of the
strategy that the board can do best from those which the staff should do. If the Board delegate
everything, they are chopping off a major force for change -- their own effort.
Other strategies require funds to hire staff or buy materials. The CAA may use its own
funds to do this either because there are no other funds available, or the solution cuts across
multiple program jurisdictions and no other source is flexible enough to do it.
Many strategies will be developed or implemented through partnerships. An excellent
workbook on partnerships was developed by John Ochoa, CSD. It can be found at
http://www.cencomfut.com/EOGBoardTrainingBook.pdf
The Executive Director can help the Board assess the costs and benefits of each strategy.
The Executive Director must be able to implement each strategy that is selected.
Different strategies address different issues. Most strategies are stand-alone -- they will
not accomplish anything but their own ends. For example, you can ameliorate conditions of
poverty with money and other stuff, like food, but this has only a very weak linkage to a person's
ability to earn money. You can help people develop their capacities through individual and
family counseling, but it is unclear that this has an impact on earning power. You can help a
person increase their income through self-employment, job finding, or job creation through
economic and community development; and this has almost no correlation with their attitude,
mood or personal habits. You can do community building, but this is on a plane different from
economic activity. You can fix bad social institutions and seek equity and anti-discrimination.
Some of the approaches are described in more detail below.
1. INSTITUTIONAL CHANGE. These strategies include promoting changes in other social,
economic and political institutions. They might be changes in laws, community practices or in
the procedures of public agencies. The changes might be implemented in the selection
procedures for housing, or the hiring procedures of a public or private employer.
An interesting feature of this strategy is that it does not necessarily involve coming into
contact with large number of low- income people. They focus is on the social and political
institutions that affect low-income people. The focus is to change society so that it is a better
place for all people. President Richard Nixon reduced the poverty rate among senior citizens
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from 34% to 14% when he signed the Social Security Amendments of 1971 into law. This
income strategy was an anti- poverty program that helped millions of people.
Some people believe that only these approaches can create permanent changes that
have a lasting effect in removing obstacles and barriers for poor people. They argue that these
changes will benefit large number of people now and in the future -- and that these are people
the CAA may never come into contact with personally but who will benefit from the CAA
operations. This can include activity to reduce or prevent discrimination based on race, sex, or
age.

2. COMMUNITY ORGANIZATION AND DEVELOPMENT. This approach helps low-income
people act on their own behalf. They might focus on solving a community problem, creating a
new opportunity, on correcting a social injustice or some other self-help effort. It usually has
community leaders in the forefront with the CAA staff and board providing assistance to them.
These approaches involve advocacy and sometimes even direct political action. Many
feel that community organization and community development strategies help low-income
people obtain the sense of empowerment and obtain the skills needed to solve both the
immediate problem and future problems.
This can include economic development, i.e. creating new businesses that provide
opportunities for people to earn money.

3. PROGRAM COORDINATION. This is an area with as many definitions as there are
practitioners, but the basic concept is that all monies within a community being spent for a
particular purpose should be coordinated to (1) prevent duplication of effort, and (2) to
promote synergy between programs.
Duplication is the same service being provided by more than one provider to the same
people at the same time in the same area. If the total amount of services being provided is
more than is needed, then by eliminating the duplication some of those resources can be
devoted to another task. If there is less total service than is actually needed, it is hard to make
an argument that duplication exists, even if more than one agency are providing the same
service.
A claim was once made that the CSBG was in and of itself a “duplication” of the Social
Services Block Grant. The General Accounting Office, an arm of the U.S. Congress, did a
study in 1986. The GAO found that the CSBG-funded activities and CAAs do not duplicate
the activities provided under the Social Services Block Grant.
Another element of the coordination strategy is to ensure the best possible fit or
synergy between the efforts of various service providers. Otherwise people can “fall between
the cracks.” An example of this might be a transportation program in one agency that operates
from 5:00 pm to 8:00 p.m., but people are still coming out of a nearby location until 10:00 p.m.
By coordinating the type and time of one service so it picks up where another leaves off, you
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are improving program coordination. Needless to say any time you are on the “turf” of other
public or private agencies it can be a delicate or even controversial activity. What is one
person’s effort to make things more rational often affects somebody else's prestige or power.
Nevertheless this strategy can produce benefits for low-income people.

4. RESOURCE MOBILIZATION. In addition to coordination of existing resources, the idea
here is to expand the total amount of resources available to help low-income people. This may
be a single fundraising event, or the development of an new flow of funds that will continue for
a long period, or shifting money from some other purpose into low-income programs.

5. OUTREACH AND INFORMATION AND REFERRAL. The basic idea behind this strategy
is that there are many effective public and private programs, but that not all people who could
benefit from them do so. So the strategy is to reach-out, and bring the person who could
benefit into the other program. This can be as simple as passing out a brochure. Or it may
involve referring people to another agency. It can include performing the intake, assessment
and placement in another program.
Many public programs are set up for walk-in traffic, and many eligible people never get
to programs because of the lack of awareness, motivation or transportation. Even in today's
information age, many people simply do not know a program that might help them exists.
CAAs historically provided and still do provide the outreach and enrollment activities for many
public programs.
One concern about Information and Referral (I&R) is that it does not automatically
ensure that a person will be helped by the agency to which they are sent, or that they will
receive the services or benefits to which they are entitled. It may be just a hello-and-goodbye
system.

6. FAMILY DEVELOPMENT AND CASE MANAGEMENT. A case management system
provides the ongoing contact to enhance personal growth in individuals and families. Utilizing
Case Management techniques (drawn from the social work profession), the CAAs try to obtain
or provide all the services necessary to make a person more functional, regardless of where
these services are located.
These approaches use basic social work theory and methods. They typically involve
extensive fieldwork, coaching the person/family and helping them learn how to navigate the
rapids of American society. a case-management system enables a CAA to ensure positive
outcomes for specific individuals and families. The CAA continues to work with each person
until the problems are solved, the barriers are removed and a higher level of self-sufficiency is
achieved.
Case management is used in child protective services, developmental disability and
rehabilitation and other programs. CAAs should distinguish between the case management
function which is a generic set of activities used by social workers and a more fully developed
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case management program which includes many features that are available from CAAs. The
generic function can be provided by other service providers. The CAA that selects this as a
major strategy will want to be careful to differentiate its case-management program from the
approach used by other agencies.

7. OTHER DIRECT SOCIAL SERVICES. In the 1960's, the idea of a CAA providing direct
services to individuals was the strategy choice of last resort. The purpose of the CAA was to
make the rest of the social services systems “do their job,” not to replace them as service
providers. Over time, several trends have converged to reverse this initial idea.
Many of the innovative approaches to poverty problems that were developed in the
1960's and 1970's came through the incubation process of a CAA. The incubator became the
operator, either by choice or by default.
Programs designed to meet the special needs of a community often had no other
possible operator except the CAA. In many rural areas or even in certain inner-city
neighborhoods, the CAA was and is “the only game in town.”
In some areas the CAA perceived that the community organization approaches were
“too controversial,” and opted for direct service delivery because it was the most acceptable
and least controversial approach. So they operated direct service programs to balance other
activities that might be less popular, or to avoid controversy completely.
Some county and state government agencies prefer to contract out their service
responsibilities. This trend toward “privatization” is expanding for two reasons. First, the
local government think they can contract-out on a more cost effective basis than they can
provide the services themselves. If they hire civil service staff it will cost them more than to
contract out. It is difficult to lay off civil servants if the funding is reduced. Ironically, many
of the lower cost nonprofit agencies are now themselves challenged by private for-profit
vendors whose costs (i.e. wages and benefits) are even lower than in the nonprofit. A second
reason is that local governments recognize that it is faster and easier to use a service delivery
system (offices, staff, etc.) that is already in place rather than to create a new one. It may
simply be a better way to provide the service.
Most CAAs now provide direct service with public money from many funding sources.
In addition, on a nationwide basis, many CAA’s now use most of their CSBG funds to provide
direct service.

8. SELF-EMPLOYMENT. These activities help people earn money by being self-employed,
often in a home-based business.

9. SOCIAL ENTERPRISE. The CAA runs the enterprise to provide work for people. The CAA
“makes a market” for people to sell their goods and services. Examples include thrift shops,
lawn care, babysitting, farmer's markets, repair services and temporary employment agencies.
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So these are some of the strategies used by CAA’s. Do you have others?
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3. Strategy Development
In the community assessment exercises we completed earlier, we have prepared an
overview of our community with a description of the problems and assets, with the causes of
these problems. The causes are often found in (a) how the economy operates, (b) social value
choices as translated into public policy, and (c) decisions by individual or families, and just plain
(bad) luck. Fortunately, strategies can be developed to address all of these types of causes.
A strategy:
a. Eliminates or reduces the cause(s) of a problem.
b. Describes a course of action (method, means to be pursued).
c. Indicates who will be involved in implementing the strategy.

Instructions: Review the strategy statements on this page to see if they have the elements (a, b,
c) of strategy statements. Fill-in-the-blanks for the strategy statements that do not have all three
elements.
1. (Example): Assist the Oread Neighborhood Association in a campaign to have the city
council issue municipal revenue bonds for low) income housing construction loans.
Cause of Problem
Insufficient affordable housing construction loan money.
Course of Action.
Campaign for municipal revenue bonds.
Strategy Implementors.
Oread Neighborhood Association, City Council, Agency.

2. Provide credit counseling to low income people who are deeply in debt.
) Cause of problem.

) Course of action.

) Strategy implementation.
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3. Enroll eligible persons in Food Stamps.
) Cause of problem.

) Course of action.

) Strategy implementation.

4. Create a community coalition to work with existing and potential employers who do not give
jobs to local residents.
) Cause of problem.

) Course of action.

) Strategy implementation.

5. Expand the weatherization program to include basic home repair.
) Cause of problem.

) Course of action.

) Strategy implementation.

One challenge issue for board in writing strategies is that Board members bring
assumptions, often unconscious assumptions, about how the world works into the strategy
development process. Based on their experience and personality, people have very definite ideas
about how long we should wait for a strategy to produce results, about how difficult a strategy is
to implement, and about how much a strategy might cost relative to the number it will help. It is
VERY useful to bring these assumptions to the surface before you get into developing a specific
strategy. The following exercise will help you do that.
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Strategy Preferences Exercise
Individuals have pre-dispositions towards different types of strategies. These are a
function of: personality, need to see the people who benefit from the strategy, how long a person
is willing to wait for results, and perceptions of the causes of a problem, and perceptions about
what is a realistic solutions to a problem.
Use this exercise to surface the differences of opinion in a group, or in yourself. There
are no right or wrong answers, but in the area of “knowing thyself” the Board members and
senior staff should understand each other's preferences.
Reproduce the exercise on the next page. Ask each person to circle their preferences.
They should be about to do this in about 5 minutes. This is a “forced choice” exercise. Then ask
them to report on their preferences as you tally the results on the following grid on a sheet of flip
-chart paper.
Option Selected
Question

A

B

C

1.
2.
3.
4.

Individuals tend to stay in a pattern, e.g. mostly A, or B, or C.

How do the three types of strategies differ in terms of:
 Amount of time it takes to get the strategy going
 Involvement of residents
 Cost
 Possible payoff or benefits to be achieved
 Permanency of “the cure”
 Changing people
 Changing social or legal institutions
 And other factors.
Then discuss the implications for your planning and policy making process.
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Strategy Option Questions
1. Your agency has just received a modest sum of money (e.g., under $150,000) to address problems
relating to starvation and malnutrition. Which of the following approaches would your agency
adopt?
a. Conduct a food donation drive and distribute the food to low-income people.
b. Help community residents organize and operate a farmer's market where low-income
people (and others) can buy and sell produce.
c. Assist a local group in pushing for changes in, and expansion of, federal and state food
programs.

2. Approximately 70% of the children in a primary school in your agency's service area are from low
-income families. Based on available information, only about half of these children will graduate
from high school. Your agency has decided to use a modest sum of money to address this
problem. Which of the following approaches do you think the agency should use?
a. Provide tutoring and do drop-out counseling with individual students.
b. Get more parent and community involvement in school activities.
c. Help low-income parents and students push for significant changes in the school system's
operation.

3. Which of the following approaches do you think your agency should pursue in helping lowincome people pay heating bills? A modest sum of program money is available.
a. Divide the money and give it to families to pay heating bills.
b. Use the money to purchase weatherization materials and mobilize volunteers to install
these materials in homes.
c. Assist organizations across the state in seeking utility rate reforms of benefit to low-income
people.

4. Your agency has decided to use a modest sum of program money to try to keep low-income
elderly persons out of institutions and in their own homes. How should this be done?
a. Hire homemaker aides for low-income elderly persons.
b. Use the money to push the state to increase its homemaker program.
c. Join with other organizations to have a property tax exemption for low-income elderly
persons enacted.
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4. More Anti-Poverty Strategies Needed
One challenge in creating new anti-poverty strategies is that we are in serious trouble in
terms of anti-poverty theory. I have been working on a book review of Poverty Knowledge:
Social Science, Social Policy, and the Poor in Twentieth-Century U.S. History written by
Professor Alice O=Connor. She traces the theories-in-use from the end of the Civil War to the
present. This is a powerful book for us and offers much insight and guidance. I urge everybody
to read it.
The most powerful theories of poverty actually existed from about 1900 (W.E.B.
DuBois) to the 1930's (political economists, Hull House, and the “Chicago School” of
sociologists). Since the Depression and the New Deal-era programs -- except for the spurt of
insight and action from the civil rights movement in the 1960's -- public policy has essentially
been constricting and discarding poverty theory, not refining or expanding it.
O=Connor shows how much of our current idea of “community action” is primarily a
social control strategy that was developed for juvenile delinquency programs in the 1930's. How
a 1930's delinquency prevention program was transmuted into a general theory about poverty is a
convoluted story in itself. Over a 30-year period, the theory moved from the University of
Chicago to the streets to the foundations to the President=s Council on Juvenile Delinquency to
the Task Force headed by Sarge Shriver.
O=Connor traces how the conservative think tanks have, in the past 30 years, hijacked
the debate on poverty. They have framed the poverty agenda as being “the welfare state causes
poverty and our strategies should focus on reducing the role of the welfare state by getting
people off welfare.” We have discarded most theories about the causes of poverty being caused
by national or global economic and social systems. (This can be also be seen as the “failure of
the academics” or “failure of the left,” or “the implosion of liberalism.” Lots of blame to go
around.)
We have no theory-in-place about how to eliminate poverty at the community level. I am
intrigued by Scott Miller=s “Circles of Support” as an intentional community that seems to work
on a small scale (e.g. 50 to 100 people), but can the approach be taken to a large scale?
What the conservatives have us working with today is theory that says: focus-on-thevictims-and-blame-them. It assumes that society is O.K., and the strategy is to help individuals
fit in. This is the cousin or descendent of a theory and strategy described in 1918 about how to
assimilate new immigrants into the existing society. So even though the economy and the
society has undergone incredible transformations from the 1930's to 40's to 50's to 60's to 80's to
now, our working theory is: “fit in, and if you don=t it is mostly your fault.”
This theory ignores the powerful structural causes of poverty including:
a. technological change (manual labor and manufacturing jobs are disappearing),
b. globalization (good bye to jobs, wage decline),
c. social values (women must work but there is not enough child care),
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d. labor policy (worker organizing is discouraged not encouraged), and
e. political economy (minimum wage, benefits policy)

We will look at:
 demographics and technology, which drive the economy,
and then
 the economy and social values, which drive public policy.
I will help the participants to identify both the causes of poverty and to develop strategies
to address the causes at the national level and community level as well as the individual level.
The three tiers:
Tier One is the society as a whole B in the context of a global economy.
Tier Two is primarily regional but includes some community-level causes of poverty.
Tier Three includes individual/family causes.
At the moment, all our strategy chips are bet on Tier Three. One problem is that Tier
One and Tier Two strategies take years to accomplish, and often require the power of a social
movement to produce action. Only Tier Three has actions that can be accomplished in a few
months by a few people.
We do not have a “unified field theory” of poverty that links all levels. We have been
squeezed down into the lowest level, working with the victims. But, if my work is successful, at
least we will know more about how America is built, and how the economy and social systems
work to create prosperity for many and poverty for some B and how this has been true for about
130 years. We should always acknowledge the good stuff about America and the opportunity
and prosperity that do exist. But B if we want something different, we have to challenge and
change how America is structured and operates.
I know that change is possible, because I was part of the social movements and
organizations that created the Nuclear Test Ban Treaty in 1962, the Anti Vietnam War
movement, the civil rights movement, the Voting Rights Act, the passage of Medicaid, etc.
Maybe this is something called The Many Causes of Poverty and What You Can Do
About Them.
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5. Thinking about Social Change in American Society
This section explores possible roles for CAA’s in directed social change – in change they
help to bring about.
Racism, sexism and poverty are, unfortunately, found in most societies. These negative
tendencies seem to be endemic to human social systems. The concept of the “struggle for social
justice” is a recognition that human beings are not perfect, and that it takes constant work in most
human societies to make them better places to live. These types of problems are not limited to
America, they occur in virtually all societies. In the U.S., research has shown that racism and
sexism account for fully 30% of the differences in income between people who are employed
full time.
The problems are not at their worst in America. We are better off that most other
countries. Nevertheless the problems do exist. The struggle for improvement exists on a
personal as well as a community-wide and society-wide basis. The theme of living our lives in a
way that helps others is present in almost all religions. It is no accident that many of the people
involved with CAA’s are religiously motivated. Nonprofit agencies have always provided a way
for a person to operationalize in the secular world some of their principles of spiritual belief or
faith. Now, some would prefer funding the religious organizations directly.
There are more than dozen ways that change occurs. Change is driven by:
i.

economy,
scientific breakthroughs (ability to measure nicotine, tar, ozone, pesticides, etc)
technological development (microcomputers),
globalization of industries

ii.

changing social values,
media attention,
increases in general educational levels,
a crisis of some kind,
national leadership, Congress “takes off” on it,
international events that are perceived as economically or politically important, e.g.
oil embargo, war.
directed social change – a group of people decide to make it happen.

iii.

demographic change

All of these types of change can be supported, or worked against, or used in a “piggy back”
fashion to produce some other change. This brings us to the key concept for people who want to
create change in human services policy and programs.
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1.

Most directed change in human services occurs because a group of volunteers decide
they want to produce a change and just keep grinding away. For example, the recent
successes of environmental groups around protection of species and protection of forests
are social change movements that started with a few dedicated people who have worked
hard for ten years to drive their issues into the media and into the public policy arena.

2.

Ten times as much change occurs in America as a result of demographic, economic,
technological and social value shifts than occurs because of governmental action. That is
why it is so important to keep track of those trends. In many respects, the Congress is just
a mirror that reflects compromises between social values and groups that have already “cut
their deal” years before Congress gets into the Act (pun intended). One estimate is that
Congress is always five to ten years behind the American people, that Congress only picks
up about 50% of the changes in social values that have actually occurred, and gridlocks on
most of those. While the opportunity to get important legislation appears periodically and
is an important way to “lock-in” gains or to expand funding for them, it is far more
important to understand the basic social, economic and political forces flowing in America
and how to influence them than it is to wait for Congress, or for another JFK or LBJ.

3.

It was the shifts in social values in and the economy in the 1960s that both prompted
and made possible the passage not just of the Economic Opportunity Act, but the Civil
Rights Act, the Voting Rights Act, the Elementary and Secondary Education Act, the
Medicaid Act, the Food Stamp Act, the Comprehensive Employment and Training Act and
dozens of other pieces of legislation.

4.

All the purposes and themes of the EOA had been debated in American society for
twenty to fifty years prior to passage of the EOA; the EOA was another step in an ongoing
and much bigger debate (as was the case with the creation of the CSBG in 1981). Many of
the administrative requirements and structures in the EOA were put there to correct
perceived problems with previously existing programs, e.g. the absence of coordination
among federal agencies during the Depression prompted the creation of a powerful office
in the Executive Office of the President, reporting directly to him. Thus, the Office of
Economic Opportunity was born.

5.

The Executive Branch is one other place where change occurs in this country. It is
however an imperfect mirror that picks up and reflects some of what is happening in the
rest of America. The Feds pick up and expand ideas that have been tried on a R&D, pilot,
demonstration, high-risk basis -- by somebody else, usually at the state level. Federally
induced change is an important way that new ideas are disseminated, but it is by no means
the only way. Whatever our hopes it does not seem like there will be an “Imperial
Presidency” leading a new war on poverty in the foreseeable future.
Whatever the relevance of the Executive Branch in the past, given the U.S. budget and
trade deficits, our deteriorating economic position vis-à-vis other countries, and the
attitudes of the American people, it does not seem like the Federal government is going to
lead the way –but it may follow local or state efforts.
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6. In America, there are many, many opportunities and mechanisms by which desired
change can and do occur if a group of people decide they want to make it happen. Alex
de Tocqueville, the French sociologist, said over one hundred years ago that America is
one of the few societies in the world that empowers a group of people to get together in
their community to IDENTIFY or define or that a problem exists, and where people can
DECIDE what is desirable social policy for their community -- and then can ACT on it.
The premise is that people on a CAA Board and people who work in a CAA are people
who want to make change happen. These materials are designed to help you do that.

SUMMARY. The history of social change from this perspective gives us cause for hope. As
we look at the flow of events from 1964 onward, we describe the changes that occurred during
each of the “eras” of social action. We also want to focus on current and future issues, including:



The economic and social forces shaping the environment, and how the actions of local CAA
Boards play a key role in shaping these trends -- or in developing responses to them.



Most social policy, like most of life, starts locally. It is created, operates and has its impact on
people’s lives -- locally. Then it accumulates into a national policy.



Public policy issues, and how CAA’s can influence the creation of public policy.



Civic infrastructure and how to strengthen it (e.g., the National Dialogue on Poverty Project).



The specific forces and techniques for influencing change that can be used today.

So the tasks to help our CAA board operate in the future are (a) to identify and unravel the
major social and political trends, and (b) to identify local concerns, problems or issues, and what
we want to do in our community, e.g. do we want to ignore, stop or support the trends, (d) how
we as individuals can influence them, and (e) how our CAA can influence them. We will keep
one eye on federal legislation, recognizing it is important but that it is only one element in the
wide range of issues on which CAA’s focus.
After the issues are identified, then we figure out what we can do about them, in our own
lives, in our communities, now and tomorrow.
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Chapter One Quiz
Questions to stimulate thinking and to identify a few of the key points in this chapter.

1. What is “the conversion kit” for changing any generic planning system in an anti-poverty
planning system?

2. What are the most important parts of the planning process in terms of the contribution the
board can make?

3. When sorting community input, what are three useful categories or labels to use for that
input?

4. Do all CAA’s use the same strategies?

5. Where did the theory of “community action” come from?

6. What are some of the major sources of change in American Society?

7. What are a few of the basic choices for board members?
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Answers to Chapter One Quiz
1) Sorting any ‘problem’ into the conditions of the problem and the causes of the problem.
A goal describes a change in the condition; the strategy attacks one or more of the causes
of the condition.
2) The first few steps of the planning process, including creating the agency vision, values,
mission and goals.
3) Problem description or condition, causes and strategies to address the causes. (See the
Problem exercise)
4) No. CAA’s use a wide variety of strategies depending on what needs to be done and
what other organizations are doing.
5) According to historian Alice O’Connor, it was developed by Sociologists at the
University of Chicago in the 1930’s as a social control strategy and as a social integration
strategy to reduce delinquency and to integrate youth into the workforce.
6) The economy, changing social values, and demographic changes. And, never forget that
much change happens because of group of people decide to create the change and then
make it happen.
7) (a) Choices about what they want to work on personally; (b) the types of roles they want
their agency to perform; (c) the types of strategies the agency will use, (d) the types of
problems the agency will work on. These are just of few of the choices.
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CHAPTER TWO. The Twelve Big Problems in Community Assessment
There is no agreement about these issues in America, in a state, or in most communities.
You have to find a compromise that works for your community.
In some CAA’s there is a set of perceptions that was developed at some point in the past
(or that have evolved over time) that serve as the working definitions or the “conventional
wisdom.” These may need to be updated.
1. What is poverty -- and what is not poverty? The poverty index is hopelessly out of date. The
definitions are no longer relevant. Unfortunately, almost all of our allocation formulas (federal
to state, state to local) are based on these outmoded concepts. These formulas tell us nothing
about causation, about WHY people are poor, and they do not lead us into strategies to help
people become un-poor. These old formulas are a hindrance, not help.
2. What is bottom-line responsibility of the individual? Of the family? Of neighbors? Of
religious or other organizations? Of government? Who is supposed to do what and why?
3. Which do we select as our unit of analysis -- the nation or the individual. When we start with
the nation and the demographic/economic and social trends, it leads us into public policy.
When we start with the individual, it leads us into what that individual should do or we can do
to help that individual. Most CAA’s start with the individual and they do not do nearly enough
with the nation, state or community level of analysis. Our materials in this section will help
you get into the nation/state/community level of analysis.
4. For most human development and community development strategies, the difficulty of
establishing a cause-effect relationship between action and results is somewhere between
extremely challenging and impossible. Most social science consists of generalized theories
that apply to a large population (remember the bell curve), not to any one individual. The
human creature is notoriously slippery; it is very difficult to peg, measure, predict or control
one of them. Developing results and outcome measures is a learning process of testing,
refining, and re-testing. It takes years, not hours.
5.

We use rhetoric that is too imprecise. You might think that something called an antipoverty program would significantly reduce or eliminate poverty for an entire community or at
least for an individual. There are about ten times as many programs that are labeled antipoverty programs than there are programs that in fact significantly reduce or eliminate poverty.
Most of them are human development programs (Head Start, basic education, training
immigrants about American culture) or anti-destitution programs (food, homeless shelter).
6.
The kissing cousin of this problem is the confusion about the purposes and effects of
different strategies. Most people think that anti-destitution programs (to create a minimum
quality of life) are anti-poverty programs. There is certainly nothing wrong with a community
deciding it wants to establish a minimum quality of life -- to create a certain level of decency
for all residents with regard to shelter, food, etc. But there is a difference between a strategy
that helps create a minimum quality of life and an anti-poverty program. Let’s take food as an
example. In one community they give out one bag of food per month. In another, three bags a
week but only for two weeks. In another, five bags but you can only come once a year. All of
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these are anti-destitution programs. If the food distribution is tied into a system in which the
person is also doing drug-rehab and education, then maybe it moves over to the human
development column. If the food distribution is tied into a skill training and job-search
strategy, then maybe it moves into the anti-poverty column.
7.

Part of the confusion is that many people perceive that Abraham Maslow’s hierarchy of
needs sets up a ladder that you must go up, starting at the bottom, satisfying the needs of
security and food first then moving upward to self-actualization. I used to believe this, but I
don’t any more. The thing that cured me of Maslow’s hierarchy was travel in many other
countries where people are highly motivated, self-directing, spiritual, and self-actualizing -and living on a less than a dollar a day outside of the cash economy. Maybe Maslow was
trying to say something about America in particular, but as an anti-poverty progression his
sequence no longer works for me. I think people can enter and exit his hierarchy at any level.

8.

Another challenge in developing anti-poverty strategies is that about 5% to 10% of the
people you serve never get better, don’t try, and like the hunter/gatherer cultures of the past
they just want to collect whatever they find lying about, whether it is cash, clothing, food, or
other stuff. They come by year after year and take what they are eligible for, and then
disappear until they are eligible again. The general public may perceive that all low-income
people are like this (remember the Welfare Queen driving the Cadillac to pick up her AFDC
check -- or was it food stamps?) and we know that they are not. But, there is this one little
group, and they are soooo irritating!

9.

Even if you do high-level community assessments, by the time you get down to the
funded program level, all they really want an analysis of the numbers of people who meet their
specific eligibility requirements. This becomes the primary screen for sorting people into
programs and it is built into your life by your very own United States Congress. The “silos”
we work so hard to overcome are invented by the Congressional subcommittees. There, the
members reach compromises (remember the democracy thing) that blend elements of
ideologies, activities, outcomes, population groups etc. into these strange animals called
statutes which are then unleashed upon the public. The statutes are re-enforced by the
bureaucracies, and if you don’t comply you get nailed by the auditors. There have been about
50 “service integration” and “coordination” efforts at various levels of government over the
past 50 years. My opinion is that true integration exists only in two places (1) the hopes of
high-level Federal officials, and (2) on the street where a case-manager refuses to take no for
an answer and insists their family be served no-matter-what the rules say.

10.

The purpose of planning is for the power figures to reach agreements with each other
about the nature of the world and what you are collectively going to do about it. This means
the power people must talk with each other and reach agreements. Staff can provide data, but a
staff-written plan is worth only as much as the enthusiasm level of the people who have the
power to pursue its goals and implement it strategies. The tenth challenge is that planning takes
a lot of time by the Board and management team. I mean a LOT of time. Think 20 to 40 hours
(spread over a period of weeks) to work out all the agreements needed for even a bare-bones
plan.
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11.

The attitudes of Board members vary, just like the rest of America. Some people think
that American Society is just fine-- and it the responsibility of the individual to find their way
in it. Others think that major changes are needed in the socio-economic structure -- and until
we make them millions of people will continue to fail. There is probably some truth in both of
these ideas, the challenge is to find an agreement. But in the meantime it is useful to
understand where different people are “coming from.” Most people have these attitudes when
they first walk in the door, although they may not be fully aware of them themselves.

12.

We have probably gone about as far as we can go in extending the concept of
entitlements and “rights” e.g. the “right” to housing, or the “right” to a decent income. Instead
of being seen as absolute rights, these are now seen as temporary support systems, and are
available only to those who are first in line, or available only for a limited amount of time.
Today, society (at the moment) is not willing to raise the floor and to pay for the raise in the
floor. It is also true that society changes its mind on these matters about every ten to fifteen
years. “Rights” to government assistance get granted, then constrained, then reduced, and then
they expand again. Things are always in motion.
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The Sources of Most Social Change in a Society
By Jim Masters

These elements act separately or in linkage with each other to explain most social change.
Each of these three areas, and the interactions among them, assist or hinder strategies to prevent
or reduce poverty.
Some people show public policy as a 4th circle. I don’t because most public policy is a
function of what has happened in the three domains shown above. Public policy typically
follows behind the changes that have already taken place in one of these other areas. Public
policy typically lags other changes from 7 to 20 years.
Also, only 50% or 60% of the changes in social values, demographics or the economy
ever finds it way into public policy at all. Democracy is full of contradictions, stalemates,
mutual vetoes, sluggishness, and failure to act. I think it was Winston Churchill who said
something to the effect that “democracy is a terrible form of government -- but it is still much
better than any of the others.” And James Madison told us in Federalist # 10 that they were
building in MANY checks and balances. No ‘tyranny of the majority’ permitted here J
Keep track of the big changes taking place in social values, demographics and the
economy (includes science and technology) and you can see the drivers, the foundations and the
limiting factors of public policy.
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Chapter Two Quiz

1) What are some of the problem areas in community assessment?

2) Which of these have been ‘issues’ in your CAA?

3) What is at least one major source of change in American Society? Think of how one of these
has affected low-income people in your area.
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Answers to Chapter 2 Quiz

1) See the list.

2) For the issues that have been a problem in your CAA, discuss these openly and work out
agreements about how to address them. Perhaps an ad-hoc committee or a task force can help
grapple with them.

3) Three of the powerful sources of change are the economy, demographics and social values.
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CHAPTER THREE. Introduction and Overview of Community Assessment
There are two basic ways to do community assessment. The first way is that you start
small and inductively work your way up. You start with the people and what they tell you or
staff through individual conversations, group discussion, meetings, or surveys. You look at the
information they provided on their intake forms or in their family development records. Then,
you try to add up what they have said. You try to see the patterns. The benefit of this approach
is that you know your assessment is grounded in the realities of everyday life, in the challenges
in finding work, housing, food and transportation and childcare. The problem with this approach
is that it very difficult to see underlying patterns. The facts of daily existence -- the conditions -camouflage the complex underlying dynamics or the causes of the individual’s condition.
Adding to the difficulty here is that both community people and your staff tend to over-stress the
significance of what the individuals do. Although individual action is crucial to avoiding
poverty or to getting out of poverty, it is only part of the picture.
The other basic way to do community assessment is to start big, at the national, state or
regional level, and work your way down. You work deductively. You look at the patterns in the
economy and in society, and see how they affect the individuals and families in your community.
The patterns in the economy create the opportunity structure -- the types and numbers of
opportunities for people to earn income. The patterns in social beliefs and values describe what
the public thinks about the responsibility of the individual, the state, of religious organizations,
or of nonprofit organizations. Understanding what the general public believes is fair, what
people believe about who is responsibility for what, and how resources should be allocated (or
not) is crucial to understanding the causes of the conditions in your community. The benefit of
this approach is that it is the best way to see the underlying dynamics or causes of the conditions
in your community. The challenge with this approach is that there are often multiple -- and
sometimes conflicting -- theories and explanations about what is going on. So you have to take
each conclusion that comes from this approach and use it with a grain of salt -- you have to give
it a reality test to determine the degree to which it is real and useful with regard to the specific
people you are working with. Is it really relevant to their situation?
The age-old debate about whether poverty is “caused” by the individual or caused by the
economic and social system was resolved in 1988 by Mary Lou Evert, one of President Reagan’s
appointees in H.H.S. In the late 1980’s, at a NACAA (now the CAP) annual conference, in the
opening plenary session she said: “It is now generally recognized by conservatives and liberals
alike that there are both individual causes and societal causes of poverty.” She freed us to look
at all aspects of the issue.
In summary, to do a good community assessment, you have to use both inductive and
deductive methods. This author believes that many CAA’s have an imbalance in their
community assessment in that they use inductive methods too heavily and deductive methods to
lightly, so in an effort to re-balance the approach CAA’s use to do community assessment -- he
starts with the deductive approach.
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Step 1. Community Assessment and Planning.
Background Issues in Assessment and Planning
What is poverty and what are the causes of poverty?
In doing the community assessment and planning there will be much discussion about what
is poverty, what are the causes of poverty, and what can be done about the causes of
poverty. This is exactly the discussion that should take place among Board members, the staff,
and others in the community. Several areas where there is substantial confusion are listed next,
then expanded after that.
1.
2.

3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.

What is poverty, anyhow? And, what is “not poverty?” There is no agreement on this. And,
we need to update the existing but outmoded poverty line.
Strength-based versus needs-based strategies. Historically we focused on needs. Now the
trend is to focus on community strengths and individual strengths and to use them to build for
improvement.
There is no agreement about the “model” of society. We present one here that will be useful
for a CAA.
What are the causes of poverty? Now we are really getting into it J
We have to un-bundle the elements of society to see how they work.
Most people do not understand how capitalism works. They have it confused with our
cultural values of civil liberties and democracy. These are all independent variables.
How do we structure a discussion on the causes of poverty so that if the causes are changed
household incomes will then increase.
The assessment of the political environment and political trends are time-consuming, very
difficult to control and very slow to change because they are based on social values that are
elusive and conflicted.
Issue #1. What is Poverty?
So what is poverty and what is a condition of “not poverty?” Our continuing reliance on
the old (and I use the word literally) poverty index traps us inside an outdated perspective that is
based only on the amount of food it takes to feed a family, and is based on the obsolete 40 yearold assumption that food is 1/3 of the household budget. Even though food is now about 14% of
the household budget and in urban areas housing is about 50% of the budget, we still use this old
food-based income standard. It is obsolete; it is time to update it.
Regardless of the combination of factors that you might select to define poverty, this
workbook assumes that (1) household income (the amount of disposable income) is important,
(2) that work is the primary way most people get income, and (3) there are many ways income
and benefits arrive in a household and we should be reviewing and counting all of them, and (4)
income poverty alone does not capture all the elements and dynamics of poverty.
In their new book, The Persistence of Poverty in the United States, Johns Hopkins
University Press 2003, Garth Mangum, Steven Mangum and Andrew Sum describes several
alternate methods of measuring who is poor. We have clumped them into food/shelter bundles,
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income measures, and perceptions of the public.
All these are described in their book. (pp. 78-96)
A. Food and shelter; absolute measures.
1. An Updated Food Consumption-based poverty line. Based on the average family spending
of about 14% of their budget on food, the poverty line would go up about 233%.
2.
Shelter poverty – based on the cost of housing, which in 1999 was about 32% of the budget
for a typical household. This would raise the poverty line by about 42%.
3.
The National Research Council of the National Academy of Sciences developed a “basic
needs bundle” of food, clothing and shelter but stopped short of making recommendations.
4.
Bureau of Labor Statistics expanded the NRC basic needs bundle to a ‘basic consumption
bundle” adding in transportation and utilities. Their poverty thresholds would fall slightly for
single households, but increase from 7% to 21% for families of larger sizes.
B. Income and benefits measures
5.
Working with the BLS, the DOL Employment and Training Administration produced the
Lower-Living Standards Income Levels, which in 1999 were about 65% above the then current
poverty line.
6.
Some have argued that the cost of Medicaid, Food Stamps, and other income and benefits
transfers should be factored into the poverty rate, since those benefits do either reduce costs to
the household or put cash directly into it. If you factor in the dollar value of these benefits
against the existing poverty formula, then poverty goes down by about 1/4 to 1/3 in any given
year, i.e. instead of 12% being poor, about 9% would be classified as poor. BUT -- if you deduct
the total value of these benefits from ANY of the alternative methods of measuring poverty, then
the poverty rate still goes up from where it is now.
7.
The relative income approach. Instead of a single national standard, this approach would
define the amount of money needed as “related to the average amount of income obtained by
other families in their local community….” (p 88). Typically, poverty would be defined as half
the median family income. This is used in many European countries. In the U.S. median income
is about $45,000 so poverty would be anything under $22,500. Looking at the poverty rate in
1963 versus median income then, and projecting that same ratio into 1999 would result in an
increase in the poverty threshold by about 53%.
C.
8.

The public’s subjective perceptions of income adequacy.
Over the past decades various surveys the public about how much money a household needs
typically comes up with numbers that are anywhere from 130% to 200% of existing poverty
thresholds.
Discussion. In 1963, the poverty rate was about 1/2 of the median income for a family of
four. In 1999, the poverty rate was down to about 1/3 the median income. ALL of the
alternative methods of measuring poverty will increase the percentage and numbers of people
who are poor. We should open up the discussion of the poverty rate. We should agree to include
the benefits (Medicaid, food stamps, etc), and we will still come out with a higher rate. This will
have several positive effects. It will introduce a more rational and humane standard. It will
show that poverty is more widespread than the public perceives. It will help call attention to the
structural nature of poverty. It will TAKE AWAY the argument that government benefits offset
the effects of poverty.
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For all of these reasons, I recommend abandoning the existing poverty standard and revising
the definition of poverty -- and including the government benefits in the formula. Even if it
came out close to where it is now, we would still realize some of the benefits described above.
The “living wage” discussions are useful in that they help identify the actual costs of living in
an area. Depending on the area this can range anywhere from $12 an hour to $20 an hour. The
downside of the “living wage” approach is that nobody has even a hint of a plan that would
enable most people to achieve a living wage. These computations have now been done for all of
California and for most of the rest of America.
See the web site at: http://www.livingwagecampaign.org/
The discussion about what does “no poverty” might look like is underway in California
because of the Ending Poverty In California (EPIC) commission created by the state Senate,
under the direction of Senator Richard Alarcon. http://democrats.sen.ca.gov/senator/alarcon/
The organizational framework is now renamed the California Dream Foundation.
See http://www.californiadreamfoundation.org/
A few states and CAA’s are now considering development of a “plan to end poverty” for
their area.
Issue #2. Is the glass half-empty or half-full?
Is the community a bundle of needs that can only be fulfilled with Federal money, or
does the community have strengths that enable it to develop itself even if there is not enough
Federal money? Most community analysis now is shifting away from a focus on needs and
toward a focus on strength. The latest trend is based largely on the theories of Northwestern
University Professors John (Jody) Kretzman and John McKnight -- that a community should be
analyzed in terms of its strengths as well as its needs. If you focus only on needs you are looking
at the empty half of the glass. Most real change comes from the use of strengths – from the halffull part of the glass. Their work is found at the Asset Based Community Development Institute,
which is part of the Institute for Policy Research, Northwestern University, Evanston, Illinois.
Check out http://www.northwestern.edu/ipr/abcd/abcdtopics.html

Issue #3. Framework.
Whether you are working inductively or deductively, you need a framework into which
you put the information; a framework that illustrates and explains how America works. There is
no agreed-upon theory of society for America. There are many competing theories.
A simple model of a society for anti-poverty planning purposes would not try to explain
every aspects of American society because that would be too cumbersome and complex. Instead,
a working model of American Society for ant--poverty planning purposes should focus on those
the elements that either create poverty or that can be adjusted in order to reduce poverty.
Those elements would include:
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1. The population (demographics; the characteristics of the people).
2.
Social values (What people believe, especially about: who is responsible for what,
who deserves what, the individual versus the society, fairness, and equity).
3. The economy (includes science and technology).
The interaction of these three dynamic elements then results in
4.
Publicpolicy. Public policy typically lags behind changes in the three key building
blocks anywhere from years to decades.
A review of who is poor and why they are poor in other western industrial societies
shows that there is incredible variation in who becomes poor and why they remain poor, and that
these differences are largely a matter of national choices. As Derek Bok says in his new book
The Trouble With Government, Harvard University Press, 2001, “Since our rates of taxation
are substantially below those of almost all (other nations), our decision as a society not to spend
more on social welfare is clearly a matter of political choice, not an economic necessity brought
on by huge national-security expenditures.” (P. 47)
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I would argue that in the U.S. the sources or ultimate causes of poverty can be traced to:
Personal choices
10%
People sometimes do/choose stupid or self-destructive things.
Example 1: Bad luck.
Example 2: The length of time it took for a hospital to forward
Happenstance
10%
medical records to a Medicare recipient (to send to SSA for a
payee name change) actually cost him opportunities.
We just don’t care that some people are poor, or we can’t quite
Social values
30%
translate a social value to help the ‘deserving poor’ into action.
Jobs disappear for a variety of reasons, sending those without
The economy
30%
family support or other assets into poverty. This is the way
economic systems work -- the issue is what do we do about it.
Much of the poverty in the U.S. is a collective decision about
Public policy
20%
who should be poor, or a decision that we will not help certain
people become un-poor.

Causes of Poverty
By Jim Masters

Social Values

Happenstance

30%

10%

Personal Choices
10%

20%
30%
Public Policy
Economy
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Issue #4. Root causes of poverty.
The root causes of poverty are difficult to unravel in part because they are usually found
in the dynamic interaction of two or more elements of the society, such as:




the structure of the economy and especially in the rapidity of technological change,
the social attitudes, particularly about who-is-responsible for what, and about race
and gender. The social values are then translated into:
public policy – especially around the rules governing the economy, about civil rights,
and human development including education, job training, child care and health care.

The Panel Study of Income Dynamics (PSID) at the University of Michigan’s Institute
for Social Research has been a primary source of data on the causes and dynamics of poverty
since 1968. The PSID was originally funded by the U.S. Office of Economic Opportunity. They
have studied a sample of 8,000 families since 1968. Their web site starts with several pages of
explanation about the PSID and its publications, and then at the end includes the bibliography of
their publications. Their publications can be found at: http://psidonline.isr.umich.edu/
A key publication of the PSID was by then-Director Greg Duncan. Years of Poverty,
Years of Plenty: The Changing Economic Fortunes of American Workers and Families,
University of Michigan, 1984. In this study of the PSID, Duncan found that, controlling for
hundreds of variables, about 1/3 of income differences can be explained by raw educational
attainment. That is the grade level achieved, not the field of study or the prestige of the
institution -- just the number of years of schooling. Another 1/3 of income differences can be
explained by race and gender. Another 15% or so by “family of origin” which is to say social
class, or in short-hand -- the educational attainment of the mother. And – I hope you are sitting
down – nothing else explains more than 1% of the differences in income.
So, what is this “educational attainment” thing? Intelligence? The ability to tolerate
sitting down while an authority figure talks? Commitment to self-improvement? Ability to
function in a social setting? Willingness to learn new things? Persistence, i.e. the ability to grind
away toward a goal? There is no agreement on what this represents, but there is agreement that
it is a powerful determinant of income.
Issue #5. Isolating how our economy operates.
We have to de-construct the elements of a society to isolate how our economy operates.
Even though most of our issues are the result of dynamic interaction of several elements of the
society, we have to unravel or un-bundle them to figure out what affects what. This is
necessarily primarily because non-economists often confuse our concepts of democracy,
individual freedoms and the how capitalism operates. There are capitalist countries that are not
democratic and that do not enjoy our civil liberties. Capitalism as an economic system can be
analysis as a thing unto itself and can be shaped and adjusted with no threat to our democratic
values or our civil liberties. We already have mass of rules regulating the economy.
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For anti-poverty planning purposes, the three big elements, the economy, social values
and demographics are all independent variables. At the end of the first three sections on these
topics we have a case-study that illustrates how these interact. But, back to the commentary on
unbundling.
As described in the review of Peter Berger’s Book, The Capitalist Revolution: Fifty
Propositions about Prosperity, Equality and Liberty, the economy and the technology that
drives it are on one axis of the planning grid, and the society is on the other axis (and this
includes democracy, human rights, and social values). The third dimension in this “Rubiks
Cube” of a world is demographics, including immigration.
Issue #6. Understanding how the economy works
Capitalism is an open market system in which people exchange goods and services.
Demand and supply set most prices.
Transactions of economic activity are recorded as
consumption or investments (capital expenditures). About 2/3 of all economic activity is
consumption, of food, clothing, cars, and the other ‘stuff’ and services of everyday life. About
1/3 is capital investment.
Foreign trade now produces about 20% of jobs in America.
Capitalism is the most powerful engine for economic growth ever developed. There is
nothing else like it in terms of producing wealth. More people have benefited than from any
other economic system.
When we think about intervening in economic activity, either for regulatory purposes or
to promote growth, it helps to think about transactions as occurring at five different levels of
activity. These levels vary significantly in terms of government’s ability to regulate them.
Economic growth occurs primarily because of (a) population expansion, e.g. more people
either domestically or internationally buying goods and services, (b) changes in fashion and fads
that prompt people to buy different versions of the same thing (clothes, cosmetics) (c)
competition, in which one supplier puts out a version with better features, (d) investment, people
spend money because they think it will produce a future benefit, and (e) advances in science and
technology that are adopted by the makers of goods and services. The process of competition
and scientific advance was described by economist Joseph Schumpeter as a process of “creative
destruction,” in which about 1/3 of all goods and services become obsolete each year. This
means that people in those jobs get changed to other jobs, or get laid off. Companies start and
companies fold. The dynamics of most economic activity is “market driven” by advances in
technology and by competition, and most economic activity beyond the direct control of
government.
There is an enormous “churning” of people in and out of jobs. About 1/4 of people now
change jobs each year – although many stay with the same employer. Think of it as a gigantic
game of musical chairs.
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The physical movement of workers is also substantial. About 20% of all American
change residences each year; about 1/3 of low-income people move each year. (Typical person
will change careers several times in a lifetime.)
Capitalism works more or less the same way no matter what country it is in. (Berger
description) This is important because we have to separate the operation of “the economic
opportunity system” from the cultural context in which it operates. Some of the features of the
capitalist system are described below.
Capitalism produces a flow of money upward. This is not a criticism of capitalism, it is
an observation. All other forms of economic organization also result in money flowing
upward. This tendency toward centralization and consolidation is function of the use of the
profits or net income. The income distribution tends to float upward over time, e.g. fewer and
fewer people own or control more and more of the money. This means that over time that the
bottom has a smaller proportion of the total wealth. This tendency toward bi-modalism can be
offset though public policy, e.g. policies on minimum wages, on taxation and policies on income
redistribution through programs such as LIHEAP and Food Stamps.
In the same way that science and TV reporters “just want to know,” capitalism “just
wants to grow.” Economic activity is measured by recording the dollar value of transactions, not
by measuring the social value or moral worth of the transactions. So another feature of
capitalism is that it is amoral; it measures all transactions: food, alcohol, gun sales, health care,
repair of auto wrecks, cigarette sales, building a church, buying children’s clothes, that dreadful
rock and roll music, tattoos, skateboards, pornography, horse racing, etc. If it moves and can be
measured, it is all economic activity. (I recall an incident in the kitchen late one Thanksgiving
night, when my father-in-law, a professor of zoology and veterinary medicine, was eating things
out of the inside the turkey carcass that I did not know were edible, and upon seeing my shocked
expression he said – sagely – “It’s all protein.”)
Capitalism is voracious; it just wants raw materials as cheaply as it can get them.
Capitalism per se thinks about environment only as a source of raw materials. Some people
claim that “enlightened capitalism” will limit capitalism’s consumption of natural resources.
Ask the American bison or the sperm whales about this theory. My pessimistic opinion is that
we will suck every last drop of oil out of this planet is the next 100 years or so, then the world’s
economies – all of which depend on oil – will collapse and we will start over. The concept of 40
acres and a mule was an excellent idea in the 1880's (even though it was never implemented) and
that strategy may become an excellent public policy for the post-oil future.
Unfortunately, the external costs (toxic waste, harm to the environment) of the operation
of capitalism (and to be fair -- ALL other economic systems, too) were ignored for centuries.
The voracious appetites of any economic engine are only curtailed through social values that are
translated into public policy. American society is moving toward recognizing and adding more
of these costs into the final price of goods. The idea of “sustainable development” tries to
balance what we take out of the earth with what it can replenish or renew, and promotes
recycling.
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A fourth feature of any economic system is unemployment. A 2% unemployment rate is
called “frictional” unemployment and occurs because of deaths, retirements and other job
departures. The tolerance for unemployment varies significantly across societies and over time.
In the U.S. in the 1960's a 4% rate was considered too high. Today, people seem willing to
tolerate 6%.
George Will is quoted as saying that capitalism produces the rough justice of the market;
it is the job of government to take the edges off the roughness. So we turn to the social system,
and the cultural beliefs and social values translate into government policy that shape the
operations of the economy. We have come a long way in the past 100 years. We have evolved
from the exploitation and sweatshops of the 19th century to the much safer and more humane
working conditions now.
There are many, many rules created through public policy about how the economic
system should operate. These are tools for shaping the economic system by regulating how the
enterprises (corporations and other types of businesses) operate. Yet, too many assessments just
take the economy as a “given,” and assume it is unchangeable. Wrong!
Issue #7. Structuring Discussions
How do we structure a discussion to focus on the causes of poverty and on how to
increase household incomes? Using earned income – how people get money from their job – as
a focal point for discussion, we can look at (a) the operation of the economy, (b) compensatory
programs to give people money or services because they do not earn enough, and (c) other
quality of life programs. Take the five layers of the economy and see how each of the ideas
below might apply to each layer.
A. ECONOMY. What kinds of issues should we address, and what kinds of strategies
would correct the problems that exist in today’s economy? Our managed-capitalist economy
creates “fallout” or “blowback” on many population groups. What can be done to prevent that?
To compensate for it? As a citizen and as a society, we can do several things.
1. We can adjust the rules about how the economy operates (on the demand side)
A. Rules that govern the structure and constrain operations of enterprises are found in
corporate law, securities law and criminal law. There are many prohibitions and
requirements on accounting, and responsibilities of Board (e.g. the new Sarbanes-Oxley
Act.)
B. Environmental protections and safety issues. Brownfields. Protective clothing, etc.
C. Capitalism wants to reduce labor costs to the minimum. This is offset through laws about
who can work and how long; child labor laws, hours per shift/week; immigration laws.
Capitalism does not want to pay you for not being there. Offsets include
unemployment insurance, retirement contributions, family and military leave.
D. Access to work. Civil rights, prohibitions again discrimination.
E. How revenues are distributed. Minimum wage/living wage. Benefits, health, (“Full time
workers should earn a living wage.”) Right to organize and create unions and bargain.
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F. Foreign trade. Treaties like NAFTA and GATT directly affect the rate of job loss and job
formation. This needs to be brought into the light, and better policies are needed to
offset job losses. We should fundamentally re-think what happens to people who are
displaced because of foreign trade. The existing “transition” programs last only a few
weeks and operate on a small scale. If society wants to continue to enjoy the benefits
of rapid introduction and low-labor cost of foreign goods, then society should also pay
attention to what happens to the domestic workers who are displaced. Too many
people are being left behind!
“Get ready for the second act of the grand drama we call globalization. The 1980's opened
with a massive manufacturing migration from industrialized countries to the Third World that
accelerates to this day. This decade is witnessing a second huge shift, this time in services,
with white-collar professional jobs following the same blue-collar migratory routes to Asia
and elsewhere.” Business Week magazine, February 3, 2003, p. 118.
For some ideas on how to deal with globalization, check out http://www.transfairusa.org/
Also see: Has Globalization Gone Too Far? By Dani Rodrik. Institute for International
Economics, Washington, D.C. 1997
G. What happens about job loss due to technology. This has been accelerating since the
1960's. The rate of change is enormous. Remember life before ATM’s? We should also
assess every new technology in terms of job losses. Yes, most business costs go down after
automation – and the human cost and societal costs go up.
H. The policies of the board and management of enterprises – influenced by stockholders –
operating in the context of all the factors listed here.
I. Facilitating mechanisms to make the economic system work more efficiently.
Labor market exchange mechanisms, e.g. employment office.
2. We can strengthen the programs needed to develop our human resources (the supply
side)
A. Human resource development strategies, such as education and training.
B. Family development.
3. We can work to change the social values that affect the operation of the economy
A. Everybody must work. Really? When we are sending jobs overseas and automating them
out of existence, this social value is inconsistent with current economic reality. Where are the
jobs? Public Service Employment may be the only answer if we really want everybody to
work.
B. Extended adolescence until the person is 35? 40? We have postponed the age at which
middle-class young people get their first real job, get their own insurance, etc. Your
grandparents were adults at 16. Your kids are adults at 30.
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C.

“It is your fault if you do not earn enough.” Our ability to ignore the last 75 years of
the operation of the economy is perplexing.
D. Payoff for “worthy” categories of people. Disabled. Heroes, senior citizens, defenders
of society, etc. Maybe we need some new categories.
E. Perpetual penalties for some categories, e.g. ex-felons who are barred from most
types of jobs. Since a conviction for most types of crime results in them being
permanently barred from the labor force, we need to find ways to get them back to
work.

See the other Talking Points from the Community Action Partnership report on the Dialogues on
Poverty in 1996 and 2000.
This ends the ideas about the economy, the next sections are about compensatory programs and
quality of life programs.
B. COMPENSATORY PROGRAMS These compensate people for the fact that they do
not earn enough money from their j-o-b to pay for desired or needed goods and services using
only their income So as a society we provide:
Child care
Health care
Food Stamps
Earned Income Tax Credit. Pays 36 billion dollars to 18 million families. Pays for the social
value of having them working, even though the jobs in which they work are not
sufficiently valuable to the economy to pay them enough to live on.
Other tax policies on income, etc
Asset development programs (IDA, etc)

C.

QUALITY OF LIFE PROGRAMS
For people who are not earning income due to age or health, as a society we want to provide a
certain minimum standard of quality of life.
Senior centers.
Independent living.
Commodity food.
Recreation.
In-home health care.
Transportation subsidies.

Issue #8. The Political Environment and Political Trends
I left this until last because it is all that some people want to talk about and therefore they
never get around to talking about the economy. As we survey the current “state of the world and
nation” and what is affecting us now, in the year 2005 we would have to list:
1.
Terrorism at home and abroad.
2.
The Patriot Act with its dramatic expansion of the powers of the Federal police.
3.
War in Iraq and Afghanistan.
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4.
5.

Deficits at the Federal and State levels.
A philosophy about the role of the Federal government in which it divests many of its 20th
century responsibilities either to state governments or to faith-based organizations.
6.
Changes in the tax code that do not benefit the poor.
7.
A slow-growth economy.
8.
The explosion of AIDS overseas.
9.
Impact of the 2004 elections.
10.
Changes in how programs are managed. See http://www.whitehouse.gov/omb/ Click on the
Presidents Management Agenda. Look at the sections on “improving government performance”
and “budget and performance integration.”
One significant consequence of these political realities is the enormous amount of clock-time
they consume, from Congressional activity down to casual conversations with co-workers and
friends. Before we get down to talking about “our stuff” on poverty, we have this huge agenda
of hot topics that have an urgent need to talk about. In this respect, the sheer facticity of these
issues eats up our agenda and our energy for developing new anti-poverty strategies.
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Chapter Three Quiz
Questions to stimulate thinking and to identify some of the key points in Chapter Three.

1. What are some of the challenges in doing community assessments?

2. What are the three big drivers of social change in a society?

3. What is poverty?
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Answers to Chapter Three Quiz
1)

Lack of agreement about social values, e.g. – any of the 12 items listed.

2)

Social values, the economy, and demographic changes.

3)

Poverty can be defined either using absolute measures such as the amount of household
income (the poverty index), or with relative measures such as community perceptions of
poverty.
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CHAPTER FOUR: Community Assessment and Planning
This section includes an outline and methods for developing a CAA strategic plan for
reducing poverty. A strategic plan must be based on a realistic assessment of your community
and of societal factors related to poverty. This review can create the dynamics for change; it
opens the door to discussion of a wide range of anti-poverty strategies. If you skip over the
assessment phase then there is a 95% probability that your plan will simply revalidate the status
quo.
Some elements of this chapter are underlined. If there is http or www at the start of the
underlined item, clicking on it will take you to a website for additional information. If the
underlined item does not have a www, then clicking on it will jump you to another document in
this workbook (which may be on a CD or on the Cal-Neva web site).
To start, read through this chapter to get the general idea of the structure and contents,
then go back to the top and start clicking away. Feel free to modify any of these materials for
your own use. You can do some or all of these pieces, and you can do them in any order. If you
have not been involved in anti-poverty planning before, you may want to look at the Background
Issues in Assessment and Planning, which highlights some of the challenging aspects of doing
antipoverty planning.
The Six Steps in Community Assessment
Learn about the economy and how it operates.
Map the social values that shape our society and your community.
Describe the composition of the population and the trends (demographics).
Describe the physical environment.
Assess political realities and trends.
Review the assessments done by other organizations

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

The Six Steps in Strategic Planning
7.
Identify problems and opportunities – the existing conditions.
8.
Identify existing and potential community resources.
9.
Develop goals.
10.
Develop outcome measures.
11.
Set priorities.
12.
Create strategies that really affect the causes of poverty.
These steps always appear on paper as linear, sequential activities. The reality is that you
will skip around, but hopefully over a period of two or three years will accumulate these plan
components.
Each of these twelve steps is expanded on the next two pages and in subsequent sections.
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A. The Six Steps in Community Assessment
Clicking on an underlined item takes you to background information and exercises that
are on this CD ROM.
Step 1) Learn about the economy and how it operates.
a. Basic principles of capitalism.
b. Unbundling the economic opportunity structure from the rest of our society.
c.
The causes of poverty
1. From the Panel Study on Income Dynamics
2. The causes of poverty as seen by CAA staff.
d.
The structure and operation of the U.S. economy
1. Five levels of an economy: global, national, regional; community and neighborhood
2. How globalization directly affects the number and types of jobs in the U.S.
e. Using key indicators: growth rate, inflation rate, unemployment rate
f. Sectoral analysis:
Types of jobs in the economy
Job growth and shrinkage
Technology. Benefits and problems.
g. Typical methods for managing the economy
Interventions on the demand side
Interventions on the supply side
h. Typical methods for providing people what they need even if they do not earn enough
money from their j-o-b. (Pick one or more of these strategies.)
Step 2) Map the social values that shape our society.
a.
What people believe, especially about fairness rights, civil rights, equality, who
should do what for whom, are important because these drive the trends and set the
boundaries for government action.
b.
There are many sources of information on social values.
Step 3. Describe the composition of the population.
a. Demographic trends and discussion of possible implications
b.
Key issues: Immigration, migration and social mobility.
c.
SPECIAL BONUS. A ‘case study’ illustrating the interaction of the economy, social
values and demographics.
Step 4. Describe the physical environment. Some CAA’s include a review of the physical
environment as a topic in their assessment, especially if they are from a rural area where
agriculture or tourism are a major element of the economy, or where resource extraction (mining,
logging) was or is a major element of their economy, or where there is scarcity (water, energy).
Step 5. Assess political realities and trends.
a. Big political issues take up a huge amount of our time
b.
Insights in working with elected officials, by Lois Carson and Lloyd Throne
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Step 6. Review the Assessments Done by Other Agencies
Review the community assessments and other people’s plans. Don’t re-invent the wheel.
Since the 2000 Census was completed most public agencies have updated their community
assessment and strategic plans. Review them and borrow or adapt from them.
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Housing. See your local Consolidated Plan or “con plan”, and the housing
element of your general plan.
Transportation. Every transportation agency has a plan.
Health. The Health Department has a plan.
Education. Every school district has a 10-year projection of the grown in
enrollment and the implications for facilities and staffing.
The Council of Governments or the State Data Center have lots of information.
Food Security. www.foodsecurity.org e-mail cfsc@foodsecurity.org
Maybe you do most of the above through staff work or a small committee. If you
have a meeting open to the public, then you should construct a framework for organizing
the conversation that takes place in that community meeting. We suggest you sort
community input into conditions, causes and strategies. Step 7a, below, gives you a
method for doing that.
After you have the overview, then the action steps in planning might include the
following.
Then – moving into the six steps of anti-poverty planning.
Step 7. Identify problems and opportunities.
a
a. Sorting out Community Input
b
b. Ranking You can create a set of criteria for ranking the severity of problems or
the strong points of opportunities.
Step 8. Resources in the community. Who is already doing what?
Step 9. Set Goals. Using the ROMA goals as agency goals and link individual strategy
goals and program’s goals to them.
Step 10. Develop Outcome Measures. These are the “ends” that you want your agency,
programs and strategies to achieve. These are the “results” that the funder is buying.
Some people describe their desired outcomes BEFORE they set goals.
Step 11. Develop criteria for priority setting. Looking at what other organizations are
doing, at your resources and capabilities, and figure out what you should be doing. This
may be where you review your vision, values, purpose and mission.
Step 12. Strategy Development. A strategy is what you will do to reduce a cause of
poverty or improve a condition of poverty. Strategy selection is easy to do if earlier in
the planning process you have developed a good description of the causes of poverty and
if you have general agreement about these causes. If you do not have agreement, then the
confusion over these issues floats downward and creates disagreement on strategy
selection.


Types of Strategies





Strategy Development Exercise
More strategies are needed
Social change in America
ISSUE # 1. Every planning system is different. There is no standardized way to do a
community assessment or to do strategic planning or any other kind of planning. At
various times and in various types of planning systems, the community assessment has
been called the community needs assessment, an environmental scan, and a SWOT
(strengths, weaknesses, opportunities and threats) analysis. You have to make up your
own framework or select an approach from an existing system.
ISSUE # 2. There are two conceptual approaches to doing community assessments. One
is to work deductively, starting with American society as a whole and determining how
your community is the same as or different from the rest of America. The other approach
is to work inductively, starting with what local people say and adding it all up.
Almost all public policy works off of a deductive framework. Most thinking
about services to individuals works inductively.

The Changing Face of California
Demographic information is available from the excellent U.S. Census Bureau
website at www.census.gov. Use the American Factfinder.
For California, the Public Policy Institute of California has two excellent reports.
They are found at:
http://www.ppic.org/main/publication.asp?i=478 and
http://www.ppic.org/main/pulication.asp?i=153
You can find the same data elements for your county or city through your regional
council of government or the State Data Center.
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I. How Economic Opportunity Overlaps with but is Different from Civil Rights
This has been a major source of confusion because some people confuse economic
poverty and political poverty, i.e., they (mis)perceive that the reason why people are poor
is because they are relatively powerless. The absence of political power can help
perpetuate poverty—to keep people “in their place,” but the presence of political power
does not guarantee an end to economic poverty. Having full power as a citizen or as a
group helps to level the playing field, to ensure that people obtain equal access to public
program benefits. It may be a necessary condition to being a part of the process for
ending economic poverty, but it is not a sufficient condition. You can be a fully
empowered citizen and be dirt poor if you do not have the other knowledge and skills
needed to perform tasks for which other people will pay you money for doing the tasks.
The absence of political rights can “keep you down,” but the presence of political rights
does not assure that you will be lifted up from poverty.
One cause of poverty—one reason there is an absence of economic opportunity—is
that people are discriminated against. Racism and sexism are two major reasons why
people do not have economic opportunity. We have legislation that seeks to prevent
discrimination in hiring and promotion that is based on race or sex (or age or disability
status).
Even though many of the official elements of institutional racism are gone, unfair
discrimination still exists. The University of Michigan says that 30% of the differences
in income between families is explained by the sex or race of the people involved. This
study matched people on educational attainment, work experience and hundreds of other
relevant factors, and the racial factor explained another 30% of the difference in income
between families. In other words, some people, SOLELY by virtue of their membership
in a group that is an ethnic minority or female, will have a lower income than those who
are not in that group.
Thus, one of the fundamental reasons for the creation of the Economic
Opportunity Act and the Civil Rights Acts is, unfortunately, still present in American
Society. People don’t like to acknowledge this in America because it is not consistent
with our national ideals. Yes, racism is inconsistent with American ideals, and that is
precisely why we need organizations that will work to identify and correct this problem.
We know that it takes more than “rulebook” law, either civil or religious. It takes
constant vigilance, persuasion and other corrective action. In this respect, CAA’s have a
“watchdog” role over American society. This is not necessarily going to thrill everybody
and make the CAA popular with all elements of the community, but if done properly this
is a very powerful force for positive social change. Especially since the federal
government has been “backing out” of civil rights enforcement, there is a vacuum here
that needs to be filled. Constant vigilance is needed to work against these negative
practices wherever they occur.
Some other reasons that there is insufficient economic opportunity are explored
here because they offer both challenges and opportunities for groups who are promoting
economic opportunity and self-sufficiency.
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Opportunity and the Economy
Economic stagnation, recession or downturns can occur in a region, city or industry
because the businesses do not keep up with new management or production techniques or
because of rapid technological change here or abroad. Examples include agriculture in
the 1930’s, coal mining in the 1950’s, consumer electronics in the 1960s, steel making in
the 1970’s, and auto making in the 1980’s. There are many reasons for these downturns,
including the development of new foreign competitors or short-sightedness and lack of
planning by U.S. companies.
National economic policy is important because it has a direct and major influence on
whether or not jobs exist at all. The people who have been saying that the Federal budget
deficit, high inflation rates, the trade deficit and high interest rates harm Americans and
take away work opportunities—are right. Any local group promoting employment must
be sensitive to international trends and national economic policy, otherwise they may be
training people for jobs or even whole industries that are on the way out. Yes, even
CAA’s should take positions on topics like the U.S. debt (which drives interest rates and
home construction) and efforts by industry to modernize and remain competitive. In a
global economy, support for policies to support economic growth becomes the job of
everybody.
The General Agreement on Trade and Tariffs and the North American Free Trade
Agreement (GATT and NAFTA) help American relationship to other countries, and as a
general outcome these treaties help keep prices low, stimulate innovation and benefit at
least 2/3 of Americans. But new public policies are needed to make sure the other onethird of America’s residents, especially those who lose jobs to foreign competition or
whose jobs are sent overseas, are not permanently left behind in this new global
economy.
Economic development projects seek to expand the whole pie, to increase the total
number of employment opportunities. Job retention and job creation strategies can work.
It is also a strategy that takes a LOT of time and effort to be successful. It is not a quick
hit, and there is no guaranteed rulebook for success, but where it is successful it puts real
jobs in the community.
For jobs that do exist, there is the issue of whether the workers are able to perform
them or not. This can include basic education or more specialized skill training. In the
1960’s, over ½ of the jobs in the U.S. were in manufacturing. Many required relatively
few skills. Getting the family out of poverty meant getting dad a job on the assembly line
or into an apprenticeship program. Today, these types of opportunities are rare, since
fewer than 1/5 of the jobs are in manufacturing and most of them require literacy. Any
job that can be done by an illiterate will be done by a machine or done overseas at 50
cents an hour instead of at U.S. wage rates.
In today’s information economy for most jobs basic literacy is a must. Some say that
heroin or crack addicts in effect commit spiritual suicide. A school drop-out is literally
committing economic suicide. People MUST have basic literacy skills to function in an
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information-based economy, or be forever at the edges or dependent on public assistance.
The research at the University of Michigan demonstrates that 30% of the difference in
income levels between families is due to differences in educational achievement—in the
raw grade level achieved, e.g. 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12, 13, 14, 15, 16, etc. Grade level
achievement is the single most important factor that explains income differences. What
your Grandma knew intuitively turns out to be scientifically correct—getting a good
education has an enormous impact on earning power. (On the average a college graduate
over a lifetime will earn 2 million dollars more than a high-school graduate. A high
school graduate will earn 1/2 million more than a drop-out, etc.)
Child care is important, as much for the child’s development as to permit the mother
to work. In fact, since 1986 over 50% of females with a child under age one are in the
workforce at least part time.
Another problem area is our restricted idea about how income is produced. The
fixation is on something called a “job” like it was a loaf of bread on a shelf. This is often
described as being in “the private sector” in “a company” or in “a business.” One has
visions of offices, carpets, Xerox machines—i.e. offices like those that exist in
government agencies—or in nonprofit agencies like CAA’s. Yet, a huge number of
“jobs” that already exist and almost all new jobs being created are far less concrete.
They exist in the glimmer of an idea for a service, in the a hope a new product to stay
on the shelf for more than a year, an inspiration of a service that some risk-taker just
starts doing. A j-o-b in the results of somebody doing something useful that somebody
else will find valuable and will pay for. A job starts out of a phone booth, a car-trunk or a
kitchen. It takes hard work for very long hours in an effort to make it succeed. Maybe it
does, and maybe it does not. But the point is that most growth in the number of “jobs” is
in these types of high-risk areas where there may be a “real” salary or not.
If a guaranteed monthly paycheck are a person’s minimum requirements for
considering a “job” this is a hang-over from the old manufacturing days, with large
corporations and assembly lines. We can not define jobs in the information economy the
same way as we did in the past or we will be excluding a large number of opportunities.
A more useful concept is “doing something useful to society or to potential customers
that may, hopefully, produce income.”
Another key element is the nature of work itself. Until the 1930’s, a majority of
people worked to produce the basic necessities of life—the food, clothing, housing, cars,
etc. Now, only 4% of the U.S., workforce are needed to produce and distribute all the
food we need. Another 15% of the workforce produces the rest of the “stuff” we need,
the houses, automobiles, clothes, and everything else.
About 70% of U.S. workers are now in the “information” and services businesses.
Are these “real” jobs the way your grandparents defined them? No, they are not! But
they are socially useful work which enable people in them to have a connection with
society, to do something others find useful, and to put meaning into their own lives. We
need to focus more on the meaning of work, and why it is important to the individual,
family, and society and less on the economic aspects of work.
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The idea that the responsibility for defining what work is and determining why work
is important should be left solely to the private sector is too narrow a perspective. The
idea that only the private sector can define the reward or compensation for work is a
quaint notion that was relevant when every worker produced products that were
necessities of life and that had some finite value. But most workers now produce services
or information with a high social value but a very uncertain economic value, and the
debate about what that is worth and how people will be compensated for it should be a
matter of public discussion.
Both the public sector and the voluntary section should be helping to define new ways
that people can be connected to society, can produce something that is meaningful to
themselves and the rest of society, and can be compensated for it.
Some jobs just don’t pay very well. They don’t produce that much income for the
employer, so they seek to minimize the amount of pay and benefits associated with the
job. The controversies about the costs and benefits of increases in the minimum wage
revolve around these jobs. This “instrumental value” of the work will never be very high
for many types of work.
Every society needs to be able to compensate people both for the instrumental value
and the intrinsic value of work. The intrinsic value is the value to the individual family,
community and society of having the person engaged in socially constructive activity.
Every society needs for its people to be connected to other people outside the family and
connected to society as a whole, and work is one of the three most important mechanisms
by which that happens. Fortunately we have a mechanism for compensating people for
the intrinsic value of their work—the tax system. The Earned Income Tax Credit will
become an increasingly important mechanism for filling the gap between the wages of a
person who works full time at a low-paying job—and the amount of money they need to
live a decent life. The EITC will help fill the gap between the instrumental value and the
intrinsic value of work.
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Chapter Four Quiz
1. What are some of the challenges in doing community assessments?

2. What are the three big drivers of social change in a society?

3. What is poverty?

4. What is ROMA?

5. Why is ROMA important in community assessment?

6. What is “outcome thinking?”
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Answers to Chapter Four Quiz
1)

Lack of agreement about social values, e.g. – any of the 12 items listed.

2)

Social values, the economy, and demographic changes.

3)

4)

Poverty can be defined either using absolute measures such as the amount of
household income (the poverty index), or with relative measures such as community
perceptions of poverty.
Results Oriented Management and Accountability.

5)

ROMA provides a framework of six agency goals to use to organize information
and thinking about what the agency will do.

6)

“Outcome thinking” is defining what we hope to accomplish in terms of the
results it will produce for individual, families, the community, or the CAA itself.
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CHAPTER FIVE. About ROMA
A. What is ROMA?
1. What does “ROMA” stand for?
ROMA stands for Results Oriented Management and Accountability.
2. What is the purpose of ROMA?
ROMA is a set of principles and tools to guide CAA program planning,
operations and reporting. The intent of ROMA is to help CAA’s to produce clearer and
stronger results and to provide ways of measuring those results and reporting on them.
3. Is ROMA a new way to address poverty in our communities?
No. ROMA is not an anti-poverty strategy in and of itself, but is a new way of
measuring the results of our anti-poverty work by measuring the changes that occur as a
result of the services we provide. ROMA is a set of management principles and tools to
measure results or “outcomes” for individuals, families and communities. Community
Action Agencies (CAA’s) must still figure out the causes and conditions of poverty and
how to eliminate or reduce those causes and conditions in their local communities.
4. Why do we have to use ROMA?
In 1993 Congress required all Federal agencies and programs to produce strategic
plans and ways to measure results. In 1998, Congress amended the Community Services
Block Grant legislation (CSBG) to mandate ROMA or some comparable system for
CAA’s. The Federal Office of Community Services (OCS) administers the CSBG
program. There is no “comparable system,” therefore ROMA is the OCS required
system for complying with the Federal law.
5. Who developed ROMA?
In 1995, the Office of Community Services (OCS) set up the Monitoring and
Assessment Task Force (MATF). It is made up of 50 representatives of the Community
Action Agency (CAA) network from around the country. MATF was charged with
developing ways for CAA’s to change the focus of their work from delivering services to
ending poverty and to develop methods for measuring the results of this work.
6. Will ROMA last, or is it just another passing fad?
ROMA is the system for the foreseeable future. ROMA has been endorsed or
adopted by all of the national organizations that work with the CAA network including
the National Community Action Foundation (NCAF), the national Community Action
Partnership, the National Association of State Community Services Programs (NASCSP)
and by the HHS Office of Community Services.
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B. THE SIX ROMA GOALS
7.

What are the national goals for use by CAA’s?
There are six ROMA goals developed by the MATF and adopted by OCS for use by
all CSBG “eligible entities,” most of which are CAA’s. They are:
The Six ROMA Goals
Goal 1. Low-income people become more self-sufficient.
Goal 2. The conditions under which low-income people live are improved.
Goal 3. Low-income people own a stake in their community.
Goal 4. Partnerships among supporters and providers of service to low-income
people are achieved.
Goal 5. Agencies increase their capacity to achieve results.
Goal 6. Low-income people, especially vulnerable populations, achieve their
potential by strengthening family and other supportive systems.
These are agency-wide goals. Under these, each CAA lays out its specific goals for
programs or strategies.

8.

CAA’s are all very different, so how can we all use the same goals?
The six ROMA goals cover MOST – but not all - of the work done by CAA’s
nationwide. The design standard was to capture at least 90% of what CAA’s do
nationwide. Every CAA is unique and makes local decisions about programs and
services based on local needs. However, the MATF felt that a CAA must be able to
report some activity under at least one of the six ROMA goals in order to be called a
CAA.

9.

Are the six ROMA goals just for CSBG funded programs and services or for the
entire agency and all of it’s services?
In the Information Memorandum #49, the OCS states that the six ROMA goals
should also be each state’s and each CAA’s goals. They recommend using the six goals
to rethink and redefine the CSBG and CAA mission, to re-align services, to empower and
re-energize staff and to evaluate effectiveness. OCS states that such an approach is “both
necessary and appropriate.” Many people in the national CAA network believe that
unless we do so, Congress will look less favorably on future CSBG funding.
10. How can we organize all of our programs and services under the ROMA goals?
You do not have to reorganize your agency’s operations to use ROMA. Most of our
programs and services fit under at least one of the ROMA goals. Goal #1 covers most of
the services we provide directly to low-income people to help them become more selfsufficient. Goals #2 and #3 address the work we do to help low-income people improve
their communities and to become “stakeholders” in their communities. Goals # 4 and #5
address the work that CAA’s and other eligible entities do to build community
partnerships and strengthen their internal operations so that they can be more effective in
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ending poverty. Goal #6 covers other human development programs (Head Start) and
quality of life services (food distribution).

C. OUTCOMES AND INDICATORS
11.

How do we plan for Results?
Under ROMA, results are often called “Outcomes”. An outcome is the change that
happens as a result of what we do. Instead of counting the number of services we provide
(our “output”) ROMA asks us to measure the impact of the service we provide (the
“outcome”). At first, these terms may be confusing. One way of looking at this change
is -- if we can measure it by watching our staff as they work, it is probably a program
But, if we have to observe the service recipient, their family or the
“output”.
community, or ask them about it, then it is probably an “outcome”. Outcomes are of
course measured after the strategy or program has been operating.
12. What is an Indicator?
An Indicator is a measurement that helps you determine whether or not an
outcome has been achieved, or whether or not you are making progress toward the
outcome. An Indicator is some show of evidence or proof that your program is working.
For example, one outcome measure could be “increase the assets of a family” and one
indicator could be “increase in dollar value of savings account.”
13. How do we go about designing the Outcomes we want?
The development of outcomes, results and indicators is at the very heart of
ROMA. This work usually requires that boards, staff, program participants and other
stakeholders think through the agency or program goals, strategies and activities, agree
on the realistic results that you hope to achieve (your “Outcomes” or “Results”) and the
ways you will measure your progress (your “Indicators”).
14. Where can I go for help in developing or measuring outcomes or results?
There are now many successful ROMA projects around the nation. The most
successful examples are in those states (PA, WA, NY, IL, MO, MS,) where the CAA’s
have decided to work together through their state CAA association and in collaboration
with their state CSBG office, creating task forces that work collaboratively in developing
measures that all CAA’s can use. For example, in Missouri the CAA’s produced a set of
outcome measures for Goal #1 (the self-sufficiency goal) that all Missouri CAA’s now
use. This is a long process and it is not unusual for it to take 2 to 3 years to complete.
In addition most State Associations, including Cal-Neva, are building their
training capacity by having people from CAA’s become certified ROMA trainers through
the “Virtual Outcomes College,” a Pennsylvania group which is funded by the OCS.
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The National Association of State Community Services Programs (NASCSP)
operates a clearinghouse of ideas on ROMA. See the ROMA website at www.roma1.org
for almost everything in print about ROMA.

D. REPORTING
15. Is ROMA just a new way of reporting the services we provide?
No. ROMA is a new way of reporting on the results of the services we provide.
ROMA requires us to report on the changes in individuals, families, and communities
and/or changes in our agencies that have come about as a result of our work. We are no
longer just counting the number of services we provide. We are also measuring the
results we have achieved from those services. This is difficult work and often requires us
to re-examine our strategies to ensure that we can obtain, measure and report on the
results we seek to obtain.
16. Does this mean we can no longer deliver or report on emergency services?
No. CAA’s may continue to deliver and report on the emergency services they
provide in their communities. Some CAA’s integrate emergency services into selfsufficiency programs and family development efforts, and report those under Goal #1.
Generally, however, emergency services are reported under Goal #6.
17. We find some of the data we have collected in the past to be very useful. Do we
have to abandon the data collection we already do?
No. ROMA is not the only information your organization may collect or find
useful. Each organization should collect the data that is most useful to them in fulfilling
their mission.

E. APPROACHES to IMPLEMENTATION
18. What are the most common approaches to ROMA?
There are three levels of approaches. The largest amount of change is where you
adopt (or adapt) an entire planning and management framework to re-design your CAA
to focus on results. If you are not doing agency-wide change, you can work at the
program or strategy level, where you can use a “logic model” as a framework for revising
each program to produce clearer and stronger outcomes. Or, within a program you can
adopt or adapt specific tools such as “scales and ladders” and surveys that help you
measure results and report on a program. Each of these approaches is further described
below:
A.
a)

Agency-wide management framework: two approaches
The Virtual Outcomes College is using the Drucker Foundation’s Self Assessment
Tool in their ROMA Peer-to-Peer training course. The Virtual Outcomes College (with
funding from OCS) has adapted the Drucker Self Assessment Tool for use by CAA’s. It
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is a comprehensive framework of vision setting, mission review, goal setting and
reporting.
b)
b) The Rensselearville Institute in New York has developed a planning and
management system for use by CAA’s that has been adopted by CAA’s in about a dozen
states. The state or national CAA Association can provide contact information on both of
these systems.
Using Logic Models for a Program, Strategy or Goal.
A logic model lays out the purpose, goals, activities, results desired, and measurements
for an entire strategy or program. Typically these are laid out on one page in adjacent
columns. It is a useful way to visually see the relationships between activities and
outcomes. The logic model, developed to improve the ability to evaluate the results of
program, went into widespread use in human services in the 1980’s. The OCS
Demonstration Partnership Program required development of a logic model for each of
the 100 projects they funded. Examples of logic models for family development, minority
male, micro-business and other programs are included in the evaluation reports on those
projects that are available from OCS. The Early Head Start Program also requires
development of a logic model.
Specific Tools: Scales, Ladders and Surveys
Scales and ladders are a way of measuring incremental change in individuals,
families, communities or agencies. One familiar ROMA scale and ladder system
currently in use measures a participant/client, agency or community as they progress
from “In Crisis”, to “At Risk”, then “Stable” and then, hopefully, to “Safe” and then to
“Thriving”. For example, a family may be “in crisis” because they are homeless. They
get a temporary job and move into an over-crowded or unsafe apartment, so they are no
longer homeless but still “at risk.” Over time, with assistance from the CAA, their
income increases and they obtain a more appropriate apartment - so they are now
“stable.” As the family moves from up the scale or up the ladder from “in crisis” to “at
risk” to “stable,” the CAA records the families progress and the CAA’s efforts to help the
family make this progress - and reports each step under a ROMA goal. Another useful
measuring tool is a survey, a series of questions that provides feedback from a group of
respondents. Like the customer satisfaction surveys used in restaurants or hotels, the
survey ask a series of questions about what happened to you and how you feel about it.
The results of the survey provide useful management information.
F. MEASURING YOUR PROGRESS TOWARD ROMA IMPLEMENTATION
19. How can we assess our progress and ensure we are moving in the right direction
toward full use of ROMA?
The change to ROMA will take most agencies several years to complete. There are
four basic ways to measure your progress. They include:
(a)
Comparing where you were last year with where you are today (Are we making
progress?) .
(b)
Comparing your methods and progress with those of other CAA’s (benchmarking
with our peers).
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(c)
(d)

Talking with people who have ideas about results measurement, and
Comparing your progress with the national expectations and norms as described by
OCS in their Information Memorandum #49, dated February 21, 2001 Responsibilities
and Strategies – FY 2001-2003. On page six, OCS describes expectations for all entities
eligible for CSBG funds with regard to ROMA as follows:

1.

The entity and its board complete regular assessments of the entity’s overall
mission, desired impact(s) and program structure, taking into account: 1) the needs of the
community and its residents; 2) the relationship, or context of the activities supported by
the entity to other anti-poverty, community developments services in the community; 3)
the extent to which the entity’s activities contribute to the accomplishment of one or more
of the six ROMA national goals;

2.

Based upon the periodic assessments described above, the entity and its board has
identified yearly (or multi-annually) specific improvements, or results, it plans to help
achieve in the lives of individuals, families, and/or the community as a whole;

3.

The entity organizes and operates all its programs, services and activities toward
accomplishing these improvements, or outcomes, including linking with other agencies in
the community when services beyond the scope of the entity are required. All staff are
helped by the entity to understand the direct or indirect relationship of their efforts to
achieving specific client or community outcomes; and

4.

The entity provides reports to the State that describe client and community outcomes
and that capture the contribution of all entity programs, services, and activities to the
achievement of the outcomes.

ROMA: Where it came from and why are we doing it?
ROMA stands for Results Oriented Management and Accountability. Remember
management-by-objectives? This is managing-for-results. In 1993 Congress passed the
Government Performance and Results Act. All Federal agencies and funded programs
must use the GPRA system. ROMA was development by a Task Force from the CAA
network to implement GPRA in the CSBG network. ROMA is the mandated system that
all CAA’s nationwide must use.
So the big reason we have ROMA is because of GPRA, and the big reason we
have GPRA is because of a fundamental change in social values by the American public.
In the 1970's, the level of confidence the American people and Congress had in
government in general and in publicly funded programs began to decline. Some say this
was caused by the Vietnam War. Other say it was Watergate and President Nixon’s
resignation. This manifested itself in the 1980's in the form of President Reagan saying
in his Inaugural Address that “Government is the problem” The newspapers ran stories
with allegations of “waste, fraud and abuse.”
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In 1990, Congress Amended the Chief Financial Officers Act to require better
explanations of expenditures. Congress quickly realized that this kind of reporting was
only the caboose of a very long train, and they needed to describe where the train was
going, the engine and the other cars. So they decided to require each and every Federal
agency to develop a strategic plan, with a vision, goals, and measures of the results and
outcomes being produced.
So Congress passed, WITH NO DISSENTING VOTES the Government
Performance and Results act of 1993. It requires every Federal agency to prepare a
strategic plan that includes a vision, a statement of values, long-term goals and results
and outcomes.
For the past 50 years, almost all requirements for planning, management and
reporting placed on any Federal agency wind up getting applied to the programs they
fund. This means that the framework being used by Federal agencies for strategic
planning and identifying outcomes is trickling down to the funded programs.
So all agencies began implementing GPRA. In HHS, there is one strategic plan
and eleven sub-plans. One plan is for the Agency for Children and Families (ACF),
where Head Start, LIHEAP, and CSBG are located. It is about 200 pages long. You can
download your very own copy from www.acf.dhhs.gov/programs/opre
On the right side of this home page there is an entry that includes “Planning -annual performance plans and reports “ Click on it. Then on the next page click on “FY
2004 performance plan and FY 2002 performance report.” It is in sections, with the
major sections being the goals. In theory you can download either Word files or pdf files,
but I have not had much luck getting the Word files so here is the pdf file location. For
example, Strategic Goal 3 is where CSBG is located (starting on p. 125) is at
http://www.acf.dhhs.gov/programs/opre/fy2004performance/fy2004finalplansection4.pdf
Strategic Goal # 2 includes Head Start. It is at
http://www.acf.dhhs.gov/programs/opre/fy2004performance/fy2004finalplansection3.pdf
But let’s go back to the history of the development of ROMA. A national
Monitoring and Assessment Task Force (MATF) was created in 1994 to apply GPRA to
the Community Services Block Grant. The MATF has about 75 people on it from all the
major associations created by CAA’s and State CSBG agencies, including NCAF,
NACAA, NASCSP, OCS and others. They developed ROMA to implement GPRA in the
CSBG network. The developed six goals and many suggested measures. (See Appendix
for the goals and measures.)
The top management of the United Way of American and H.H.S. typically work
on the same issues. They go to the same conferences, socialize with each other, and work
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together on most human development issues. In the mid 1990's, The United Way of
America created their own task forces and training materials to help the networks of
voluntary agencies (American Cancer Society, Goodwill Industries, Boy Scouts, The
Urban League, and hundreds of other voluntary agencies) to improve their results and
outcome measures. See http://national.unitedway.org/outcomes/publctns.htm
The reality, then, is that the shift to demand more accountability for outcomes is
about 20 years old and applies to all Federal agencies and as being done by virtually all
other networks of nonprofits. The issue is not whether or not we have to do this – the
only issue is how to do this.
Too many explanations have been put forth to justify ROMA that rely on the
“why this is good for you” type of argument. While we hope there are some specific
benefits, it does not really make any difference whether fund raising is made easier or
more difficult; or whether it makes reporting easier or not, or whether it makes planning
or staff accountability easier or not. Efforts to sell ROMA at this level of argument meet
resistance from people for whom the status quo is good enough, or who do not see why
the effort it takes to switch to a new approach is worth it in terms of payoff. All these
arguments and their adherents miss the big issue. There was a nationwide shift in social
values among the public and in policy by the U.S. Congress and other funders (including
the United Way). They want to know what results the expenditures are producing in the
individual, families and communities and EVERY PROGRAM is being required and
challenged to do this. Nobody has “escaped” from the need to do this. This is a do-it-ordie situation. The only question is how much time any given program has to get this
done before the axe drops.
Within a few years all Federal agencies will be submitting their budget requests to
Congress based on the results the proposed appropriations will buy. Six states are now
switching to a results-based budgeting, including Iowa and Washington.
So then we move into the how. Within the community action network, attitudes
nationwide vary across programs, agencies and individuals – from head-in-the sand
minimalists to cheerleaders shouting from the pulpit of change.
2. Don’t get overwhelmed with ROMA.
Being a committee-created document, ROMA incorporates a range of ideas and a
number of compromises. Before it was unveiled, one group of advocates were presenting
ROMA as a theory and strategy of family development to produce self sufficiency, to be
measured with scales and ladders. Another group has integrated it into a theory of
organizational change requiring a “complete transformation” of what a CAA is and does.
Another group argued that everything was just fine, and all we had to do was add a
couple of additional reporting categories.
The history is that CAA’s have had requirements to produce strategic plans that
describe their results and outcomes before. The first was in the late 1960's when the
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Office of Economic Opportunity asked every CAA to create a strategic plan, and to
report on their results using about 150 nationally standardized program accounts.
(Example: PA 132 adult basic education, was to raise literacy to the 8th grade level PA
133, GED Prep, was to help participants obtain a GED.) The second was in the 19781980 period, when CAA’s were required to produce a multi-year plan that included a
description of the changes they would produce in the families and the communities they
worked with. These requirements of that new Grantee Program Management System
(GPMS) were fully implemented in Regions I to VIII. CSA had spent about 15 million
dollars and over 100 trainers had trained about 8,000 people in this new system.
However, the GPMS was barely introduced in Regional IX and X when the block grant
passed in 1981 and the Federal Community Services Administration (the predecessor to
the Office of Community Services) was disbanded. Several states picked up the GPMS
approach and continued with some or all of the elements of the system.

3. How Big is ROMA?
If you took a person from another culture to the mall in December and walked out
into the atrium and asked them to describe a Christmas Tree, they would say something
like this:
It’s about 50 feet tall, and has huge silver and gold balls on it, with candy canes about
two feet long, hundreds of multi-color flashing lights, and lots of white flocking on the
branches.” And on and on.
The definition we really want would be something like this:
“An evergreen tree, any of 4 or 5 species. Usually about 6-8 feet tall. Usually has
lights and other decorations.”
So this tool kit is going to take us back to a simpler, more straightforward
explanation of the core elements of ROMA. In this process of de-constructing ROMA
from the ideas it has accumulated, lets start with the management framework in which
ROMA operates.

4. ROMA and Management System.
ROMA can be used with any management system. Some people have presented it
as requiring use of one particular management system, or at least requiring major changes
in your management system – whatever it is.
Since many people do not know what their management system is, or have
internalized it so that it is indistinguishable from their personality, talk like this creates a
lot of anxiety. Let’s take a step back and look at the three major types of management
systems
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1.
2.
3.

Command and control
Systems based
Team based/quality improvement focused

The classic hierarchical command and system has been in use for about 500 years. It
was developed in the middle ages and used in universities, armies, and churches. The
educated few at the top (the brains) issued the orders and the lower levels (the hands)
carried them out. This was implemented in the Industrial Revolution with the “Taylor”
style of breaking tasks down in to smaller and smaller pieces. Most government agencies
and public programs still operate this way. By the1950's Ford Motor Company had 15
layers between the top and the bottom.
With rising education levels and almost all workers now being literate the managers
realized that with every pair of hands you get a free brain. With computers to move data,
many of the middle layers became irrelevant. In the 1980's and 1990's most U.S.
Corporations “de-layered” their structures. Ford Motor Company now has 5 layers
between the top and the assembly line. The average number of workers-per-supervisor in
U.S. businesses has increased from 6 to 20.
Looking at the command and control charts, in the 1960's the University business
school professors and consultants (McKinsey and Company) concluded that the “white
space” between the boxes represented an absence of authority and led to slow processing
and incomplete hand-offs of work. They invented the business systems model in which
all the wheels-and-gears were interlocked, like a watch. This theory is still the
framework in which almost all Graduate Schools of Business organize their curriculums
and issue MBA’s. In the 1980's and 1990's, the NACAA used this framework for their
CAA Executive Director Manual and other manuals. In 1998, the Head Start program
adopted this theory in their PRISM (Program Review Instrument for Systems
Monitoring).
In the 1980s, the quality guru’s (Deming, Juran, Crosby, Peters, Wheatly, et. al.)
began to point out how the bureaucracy was limiting innovation and creativity and
inhibiting responsiveness to customers. They came up with the idea of “flat” authority
structures in which self-managing teams would clarify their sense of mission and values,
and then take on a function and organize themselves to complete it. Many businesses and
a few nonprofits have adopted these theories.
While the type of management system and the skills of the managers certainly affect
employee morale, productivity and customer focus, all management systems face the
challenge of describing how the program strategies they have selected attack the causes
of the problems and produce changes in individuals, families and communities.
ROMA can be made to work in any of these types of management systems. I believe
it is easier to figure out how to implement ROMA if it is un-enmeshed from the
management system.
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5. ROMA does require a change in thinking about the weighting of the elements of the
program model.
The classic model, in use since the 1930's, is inputs, activities outputs, and
outcomes. Inputs are things like money and people. Outputs are the tallies of how many
people did what, e.g. attended classes, read books. Outcomes are what happens outside
the staff- to program participants, their families or the community. (In marketing terms
outcomes are the benefits produced.)
Traditional emphasis on the amount of narrative and reporting attached to their
categories might look something like this:

ditional/past
What GPRA wants
What Purists want
(tell us what we bought)
Where we are in transition

Inputs
40
10
10

Activities
10
10
0

Outputs
40
10
0

Outcomes
10
70
90

30

10

40

20

Put another way, the purists would have the Federal agencies go to a Zero Based
Budgeting System (used by President Carter). “Assume your budget is zero. Tell us
what results you would produce and how much money these results will cost.” This has
recently been re-emphasized in the Bush Administration as part of the President’s
Management
Agenda
(see
the
OMB
web
site
at
http://www.whitehouse.gov/omb/budintegration/pma_index.html
This lays out his ideas for changing Federal agencies and enhancing outcomes
measurement.
We are in a transition phase, and many agencies are having a difficult time in
improving their results and outcomes. One reason for this is that instead of changing the
program model and changing the assumptions, strategies and work program descriptions,
most funders have instead added a new template on top of existing requirements. Most
funders have left program formats, strategies, and budgets in place, and added a new
reporting form. The approach of leaving all existing elements in place and adding a new
section on outcomes may make people believe that this is “just another reporting”
requirement. This may reduce the urgency of developing the results and outcome
measures, or of changing strategies to produce better outcomes.
Given the enormous complexity of coming up with results measures for most
human development programs, this is understandable. The task is further complicated by
the current status of social science, which does not offer immediate solutions to our
dilemma (See below).
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So if we have boiled ROMA down to its essential element – an increased focus on
outcomes. In the process of reducing ROMA to its core elements we have also removed
any bias toward a specific type of outcome or a specific intervention strategy is removed
or a specific method of measurement. What, then, is left in the pot?
What is left is the urgent need to develop new and better ways of describing the
changes produced in individuals, families, communities as a result of our work, and to
develop better ways (strategies) of producing desired changes. You might think that
having de-constructed this Christmas tree and boiled off the decorations that what is left
would be simple to deal with. Unfortunately this is not the case. Describing outcomes is
a huge challenge. There are several reasons for this.
1.

Humans tend to confuse ideology (motives or good intentions) with results. This
is a classic in human services – people want to be judged for their good intentions not
what changes they produce.

2.

Most Federal statutes are a product of compromise. They have numerous internal
contradictions built into them. (Cite GAO reports 1986 and 1987). The muddled
legislation represents compromises and messy combinations of theories, causes,
strategies, programs, results, activities, participant groups, etc. You can NOT get from
most Federal statutes to a coherent group of results unless you do a lot of “social
construction” in the middle. Logic models can help us address these problems by
creating a framework of goals, activities results and measures.

3.

Until the 1980's, the assumption was that you described your program in the grant
application and then ran it that way for the whole year. This enables funders and
evaluators to see which of your activities worked and which did not. Starting with the
quality movement that empowered from-line staff to make changes every day to meet
customer needs, the static program model began to erode. CQI, TQM and other
approaches now legitimize constant changes and learning as time passes. This makes it
difficult to measure efficiency or cost-effectiveness.

4.

Results measurement requires great clarity about “what is to be done” but – in
many agencies goals are often vague and open ended. Even if the goal is clear, we
usually do not know what is to be done in any specific situation until there is a (private)
interaction between the staff person and the program participant and they reach an
agreement about what the participant will do and what the staff will do. So the “what”
varies significantly from participant to participant, and is unknown until the staff and
that person reach an agreement

5.

Much of what we seek is to promote a social movement for social justice reasons
(greater equity, fairness) which are difficult concepts to measure, and take decades to
accomplish.
Now we have identified some of the small problems, let’s look at the BIG problem.
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6.

Limits of Social Science. Most sociology, cultural anthropology and political
science theory is big theory that applies to large groups of people. It is not a small
theory that is true for every individual. You can not apply big theory to individuals.

Education has been developing measurement tools for 100 years; sociology for 75
years, and psychology has been developing tests for 50 years. These measurement tools
are developed incrementally and get better as time – usually decades – passes. Many of
these measurement systems or tests have been “normed” on millions of people. Most of
them have to be administered by a trained person. And, they still have rigid limits. Most
are univariate – they measure one trait. If you try to use the test for anything outside that
single trait, it does not work. We read stories weekly about the controversies of using
tests in public schools.
If you have a program where you can use hard science like physics and chemistry and
engineering and micro-economics to measure results, like WX., you can do a good
evaluation. The Oak Ridge evaluation of WX is an excellent example. Unfortunately,
most human development programs are not based on these sciences.
So how DO we create results measures? This is a process of social construction. We
must create a miniature theory that includes:





what the condition is
what the cause is
what strategies will change the cause and thereby change the condition
how we will know if the change has occurred
This is an iterative process; we try something and then improve it. It takes years to
develop good outcome measures. Also, just to be clear, I think that scales and ladders
ARE a good tool for CAA’s, because they enable you to measure incremental change
over time.
This is a challenging process. If every local program has a slightly different
condition or strategy, how do we compare them? If we standardize measures on a
nationwide basis, then how to we respond to unique conditions? There is a major debate
taking place at the national level about how we should add up the work that all CAA’s
nationwide are doing. Under the current system, CAA’s select their own goals and
outcomes. The Bush Administration has proposed that a dozen or so measures be used
for all CAA’s, and that each CAA will assume a proportional responsibility for producing
on that measure.
So, the development of results and outcome measures locally requires a LOT of
conversation, analysis and thinking about why people are poor, what we can do about it,
and how we measure it. The Community action network is now nine years into this
process (remember we started in 1994) and making good progress. Every other Federally
funded program is going through the same process. We are ahead of most of the rest.
Keep up the good work!
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The next section will provide ideas on ways to develop results and outcome measures
at the local level.

G. ROMA. What is an outcome and how do I develop one?
Outcomes and results:
help to explain and illustrate the multi-year goals.
are statements of the kinds of conditions that should exist when the goal has been
satisfactorily achieved.
clarify the goal, and provide additional direction in developing objectives.





Generally, outcomes can:
be measured.
usually be quantified.
describe the desired condition(s) that will exist and how that is different from the
existing condition(s).





One simple method for developing expected outcomes is to complete the sentence:
“I will be able to show that this goal has been achieved when . . .”

Generally, to identify an outcome you have to look outside the agency to the
program participants and the community. If you can measure it by watching the staff, it
is probably an output.
This sections discusses:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

Conceptual approaches to developing outcomes
Sources of outcomes
Group process approaches to developing outcomes
Some local sources of help; local government
Local colleges as helpers; the state of social science
Traps to avoid in developing outcomes
Outcomes linked to fiscal operations

1. Conceptual approaches to developing of the CONTENT of outcome measures.
What are the types of outcomes?
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Because of the way G.P.R.A. and ROMA and Congressional mandated outcomes
are coming at you, the selection of specific measures to be used for reporting at the local
level or within a state is often presented as the starting point for discussion. At first
glance, that appears to be the challenge. This probably makes the implementation
process more difficult, because the discussion assumes the rest of existing program
operations are a given and that only one thing – reporting measures – must be developed
or changed. Wrong and wrong again.
Whether you are looking at an agency or a program, changes in any one part of
the system are going to precipitate changes in other parts of the system. If we change the
measures, then everything above them (e.g. goals, objectives, strategies, activities) is
going to be affected as well. The outcome measures selected become both crucial
descriptor of but also drivers of program strategy, because in order to produce the desired
result you have to use a specific strategy that affects that measure. Put another way, Julie
Jakopic -- formerly of NASCSP -- says that “Because we end up doing what we measure,
we need to choose carefully how we measure what we do.”
So we must consciously broaden the discussion about implementation of the new
reporting system to also look at the conditions in the community, to include our theories
about why the society works the way it works, and to include a review of the strategies
we use to change it. I know that this expansion of awareness takes time and many
people resist doing it, because helped I peel this onion over about a three year period with
USDA rural development programs. Any expansion of discussion to this broad range of
topics immediately provokes resistance, especially from the defenders of the status quo.
To them, an effort at large scale change implies that what we have been doing is
somehow wrong, that we are guilty of not doing what we were supposed to be doing, and
so on. One element of change management is to ELIMINATE RESIDUAL GUILT
about changing something. This is done by the leaders who say things like:
“What we did was not wrong, it just was what we were doing. We did the best we knew
how to do at the time, now we are looking for something else to try. Don’t feel bad
about the past – feel good that we learned from it. Now, it is time to move on.
There are several ways to go about developing new measures of results and
outcomes. You may use more than one approach, but it is useful to unravel them and
look at the different assumptions on which they are based. And, no matter which way
you start, you are probably going to wind up moving to a review of most of your program
strategies.
A. Inductive approach from existing program operations. Start with what you’ve
got, usually program outputs, and see how far you can stretch toward a description of
outcomes. In working with the U.S.D.A. Rural Development mission areas, John
Johnston and I assisted several working groups (housing, business, utilities) in
development of results measures. We found that we could construct usable outcome
measures (1) by starting with the programs existing activities, milestones and output
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measure(s), and (2) working outward very slowly and carefully toward the family and
community, and (3) tracing every step, (4) to make sure there was a powerful link
between every step. This was an inductive strategy -- to build what the evaluators call a
logic model -- that starts with the program and moves outward by inches. And, it
inevitably takes you into questions about basic program strategy.
B. Deductive approach from a plan. Start with community conditions and a
vision mission and goals. This is the approach used by The Rensselearville Institute.
Construct a far-reaching plan, identify your goals, and then figure out how to determine
if the goal is achieved. Ask yourself: “How would I know if this goal had been achieved?
How would I measure it?”
C. Use a deductive approach that starts with social indicators and tries to bring it
down to connect with a program. In recent years, approaches such as the Oregon
Compact have used social indicators (the Oregon Benchmarks) as a way to focus
attention on a subject area. A large-scale citizen planning effort led to the selection of the
259 measures, which were then boiled down into a set of about 20 high-priority
measures. They are used to focus attention on a topic, e.g. “Let’s all do what we can to
reduce teen pregnancy.” But they are not used as a way of measuring performance of
individual programs – they are used as signals that this is an important topic and people
should be working on the issue. This also seems to be the approach being used by some
of the Empowerment Zones and Enterprise Communities (EZ/EC initiative), but some
EZ/EC’s appear to have confounded both social indicators and benchmarks. It is hard to
figure out how changes in the small populations covered by the zones are going to show
up in social indicators.
Remember, in the 1970's both the United Way and the H.H.S. (then HEW) made
a serious effort to use social indicators to measure progress in the social programs they
funded – and they abandoned it. It did not work because most social indicators are the
consequence of dozens or hundreds of factors that are working together to produce that
result. The unemployment rate, for example, is impacted by interest rates in Thailand,
high-school graduation rates in Japan, migration patterns in Mexico, technology patents
in Germany, and on and on. Conclusion. DO NOT adopt social indicators
(unemployment rate, crime rate) as outcome measures for any of your efforts.
The H.H.S./O.C.S. Monitoring and Assessment Task Force (M.A.T.F.) is
suggesting you use social indicators only as descriptors of the CONTEXT of your work,
i.e., the unemployment rate in the community may influence your ability to place people
in jobs, but you should not assume responsibility for tying to change the unemployment
rate per-se.
D. Customer satisfaction measurement. You can make a pretty good argument
that our focus on program outputs is mis-focused because it gives too much credence to
what we as program managers think the service “is”, and that in a service business the
only thing that really matters is what the customer thinks has happened. Most service
businesses –airlines, hotels, restaurants, banks, doctors, accountants – ask their
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customers what they think and give them ways to give them systematic feedback through
mail-in or drop-in-the-box survey forms. Most Federal agencies now do the same thing,
including the Social Security Administration and the DOL employment and training
programs. Most cities and school districts also measure customer satisfaction. (The
author is highly opinionated on this subject and in the interest of full disclosure should
report that he develops and conducts customer satisfaction surveys for Head Start
programs.)
E. Expert Observations. Use professional opinion of the school counselor,
teacher, psychologist, or social worker. You are in effect relying on the credibility and
authority of this expert to validate the measurement. One Head Start Director in Virginia
asks all the school counselors “Do you see any difference between the Head Start
children and the others.” And they say “Yes.” And he says “Would you write me a letter
on your letterhead stating that.” And they do, and so he has a stack of letters validating
the program that he carries in his briefcase to show to people. Clever!
F. Combine Customer Observation with Expert Observation. Develop scales and
ladders to connect what you do with the results produced. One of the useful tools
adapted for use in ROMA are scales and ladders.
These rely on the combined judgment of the participant and the staff person (the
expert). They are a good tool to use to measure incremental change over time. There are
several examples on the ROMA web site, at www.roma1.org
You can use the scale and ladder approach to measure just about anything. Put
the worst case scenario at the bottom, the best case at the top. Create intermediate steps
that show progress from the worst to the best. Eureka – a scale and ladder!

2. There are many SOURCES you can use to identify existing outcome measures
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A. For Head Start. Select measures of outcomes and results from IM’s, and the
many research studies. For IM’s and other Head Start publications, go to the Head Start
publications center at www.headstartinfo.org/searc.htm
IM 03. Initial Guidance on New Legislative Provisions on Performance
Standards, Performance Measures, Program Self-Assessment and Program Monitoring.
Issued
in
2000.
Copy
Appendix
A
and
B
at
http://www.headstartinfo.org/publications/im00/im00_03.htm
IM 18. Child Outcomes, Performance Measures, Program Self-Assessment:
Using Child Outcomes in Program Self-Assessment Be sure to also copy Appendix A
which
has
the
Child
Outcomes
Framework.
http://www.headstartinfo.org/publications/im00/im00_18.htm
They frequently change the specific links given below, but you can always keep
track by starting at the ACF homepage at http://www.acf.dhhs.gov/ then go to ‘Research
and Publications’, then go to ‘Head Start Bureau Research’ then to ‘Ongoing Research’
For
example,
FACES
is
at
www.acf.dhhs.gov/programs/core/ongoing_research/faces/faces_intro.html
The Head Start Quality Research Consortium has several reports on program
practices
and
outcomes.
Check
it
out
at:
www.acf.dhhs.gov/programs/core/ongoing_research/qrc/qrc.htm
The site for the Impact Evaluation of Head Start is at
www.acf.hhs.gov/programs/core/ongoing_research/hs/impact_intro.html
and the impact evaluation for Early Head start is at:
www.acf.dhhs.gov/programs/core/ongoing_research/ehs/ehs_intro.html
The Head Start/Public Schools Early Childhood Transition Demonstration
program
reports
are
at
www.acf.dhhs.gov/programs/core/pubs_reports/hs/transition_intro,html
For Head Start and Preschool, use the County of San Bernardino County, Human
Service System, Preschool Services Department Measures. (909.387.2375) The Florida
R&D projects have new measures.
The California Head Start Association and the State Dept of Education negotiated
a mutual set of school readiness measures and other outcomes, called the D.R.D.P.+
Both are seeking the same desired results.
And, use logic models.

H. For Community Development
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Most of the Community Development Corporations, including those funded from
the O.C.S. discretionary funds, are involved in the Success Measures Project funded by
the McAuley Institute and operated by the Development Leadership Network, Baltimore,
MD. They created working groups in ten locations around the country to try to create
outcome measures for the complex community-development and community- building
projects. They struggled with all the same issues address at USDA, HUD and H.H.S.
efforts, but did not use much of the experience from the other agency efforts. It was
more of a “whole cloth” re-invent the wheel type of effort, which of course can
sometimes produce fresh new tools. The topics areas in which they worked are: Housing,
Business and Job Development, community participation, levels of hardship, and the
relationship between funders and implementors. Their initial publication is “Success
Measures Guide Book version 1.0”. The Development Leadership Network, 685 Centre
Street, Boston, MA 02130, 617-971-9443. Their FAX 617.971.0778.
Contact
info@developmentleadership.net, and their guidebook is on their web site at:
www.developmentleadership.net
In the meantime, a very useful tool is already available from the Virginia CAA’s.
They developed and piloted this in five agencies. It is the “Community Matrix Focusing
on Neighborhood Organization and Civic Capital.” It is a type of scale-and-ladder that
shows how you can help a community move from dis-organization to higher levels of
functioning. This is VERY useful – it is a major contribution to our field. Thanks to the
Virginia Head Start Sponsors for developing this, and thanks to Ted Edlich and others at
Total Action Against Poverty for making it available to others. WRITE to: Ted Edlich;
TAAP, 145 Campbell Avenue, Roanoke, VA 24011. The Illinois CAA Association and
Missouri Associations are also working on these measures. Pennsylvania has some as
well. Ask your staff to collect some of these and look them over.
The North Central Regional Central for Rural Development, Iowa State
University, also has a useful publication Working Toward Community Goals: Helping
Communities Succeed that combines both community development strategy and
reporting of results. It came out of collaboration between the Aspen Institute, Ford
Foundation
and
USDA.
Their
web
page
is:
http://www.ag.iastate.edu/centers/rdev/RuralDev.html
Also, check out the material produced by the Northern California Council for the
Community at http://www.ncccsf.org/
Their publications are Goals and Success
Indicators of Healthy and Self-Sufficient Communities, and is Bay Area
Partnership: Building Health and Self-Sufficient Community for Economic
Prosperity, Status Report. This is based on use of social indicators and is similar to
Oregon Benchmarks, but brought down to a community level.
A VERY useful publication to use to look at all the Federal block programs in
terms of their purpose, structure, relationship to states is the GAO publication, Grant
Programs: Design Features, Shape, Flexibility, Accountability and Performance
Information. (See bibliography)
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Our whole universe is in motion! All Federal agencies are changing their
program and reporting structures. You are being asked to “coordinate” and “plan with
partners” but Federally funded program structures are changing and will be with us for
several more years.

C. The United Way as an excellent source of info on how to measure human
service programs. (Tab 18) http://national.unitedway.org/outcomes/publctns.htm
D. The bibliography in this publication lists the International City Management
Association and other good sources of methods for developing results and outcome
measures.
E. Mix and Match. Most agencies use a mixture of the approaches described
above. It is important to be clear about which method you are using, otherwise you may
find yourself where you think the discussion is about the content of a measure when it is
actually about the logic system you are using to develop the measure.
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3. Group process approaches to development of results and outcome measures.
There is an argument to be made that the process you create for this change effort
is much more important than the content you create, because the process will be used to
modify, evolve, revise and change the content for the next several years. There is no
such thing as developing results measures and using them forever. Next, we provide four
examples to illustrate some of the possibilities in developing outcome measures.
1. Every Program Does Its Own Thing. The funders take a hand’s off approach and let
each program develop whatever it wants.
Advantages.



Maximizes innovation.
Provides maximum local latitude.

Disadvantages.
Unable to relate each local program’s activity to the activity of others.

No systematic connection of local activity to other programs in

government.
Slow – everybody has to reinvent their wheel.

Reporting on state level or national level activity is difficult.

Eventually you have to address the need for commonality, but by then

everybody is defending their definitions.

2. A Federal or State Agency Mandates the System.
Advantages.
Fastest way to implement.

The virtues of standardization -- to the extent they actually use it,

every program does it the same.
May help connect the local program to other programs in state

government
Disadvantages.
Categories may be arbitrary.

Does not reflect the real world as understood locally.

New definitions must be learned by everybody -- training costs go up.

Resistance to “Federal or state bureaucracy.”


3. It Is A Group Effort, But Factions Form among the local programs, and one group is
allowed to win. One faction consists of the “lumpers” who want to combine a lot of
types of activity into very general measures, the other consists of the “splitters” who want
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to develop detailed and very specific measures. (These types of factions also form
among linguists, and among ethnologists who study race.) The two factions reach a
stalemate. One faction outlasts the other and “wins” and imposes their definitions on all
programs. The losers have a serious case of sour grapes and evade use of the new system
as much as possible.
Advantages
It feels like a victory.

Disadvantages.
Yet another schism.

The credibility of the system is continually under attack.


4. A Partnership Implementation Process takes place involving the Regional and relevant
State Office(s), the Head Start Association in each state and the local programs. (A PIP!)
After argument and controversy, a consensus is reached.
Advantages.
Input from all concerned.

Most people will be happy with the result

Reduces implementation costs because people understand it and

support it.
Disadvantages
Old issues will surface and must be addressed or set-aside for progress

to occur.
Power struggles occur.

Development time and costs may go up.

The question is: how can externally imposed requirements for information be
implemented to produce real improvements in programs for low-income people? The
answer is that the local programs themselves must embrace the requirements as new tools
for (1) understanding the community as a whole and the individuals and families with
whom it works, (2) improving their personal effectiveness in their assigned tasks, (3)
enhancing their management capacity, (4) achieving their mission, and (5) making their
case to the public and other key stakeholders. The local programs have to feel like they
own the reasons and mechanisms for producing the new information. This means a
leadership role for any new ways of assessing effectiveness or reporting on results must
come from within the network itself.
Eventually there are going to have to some standardized definitions and measures
that everybody agrees to use. Start now, otherwise you have to go back and do it again.
Differences of opinion and conflict are a normal part of the design process. The goal is
as much consensus as you can muster out of the entire system
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Create and sustain a partnership implementation process that involves all local
programs. Join with the others in your state to develop common definitions and
measures.
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4. Where can I go for help locally?
What is happening in performance and outcome measurement in city and county
government, at the United Way?
Background. The United Way of America has an excellent workbook (five
bucks!) on implementing performance measurement systems. It includes an 8-step
process with detailed actions to take at each level. It is Measuring Program Outcomes:
A Practical Approach. They also publish excellent materials on strategic planning.
The International City Management Association (I.C.M.A.) has several
publications on performance measurement. One, co-produced with the Urban Institute, is
a standard reference work for cities seeking help in measuring the effectiveness of police,
fire, solid waste, parks, libraries, transportation, and other municipal services. It is How
Effective Are Your Community Services? Procedures for Measuring Their Quality.

Another workbook from the I.C.M.A. gives a historical perspective, commenting
on:
“...the resilience of performance measurement as management strategy, noting
that a common strand of management thought links the planning-programmingbudgeting-system (PPBS) of the 1960's, zero-based budgeting (ZBB) of the
1970's, and management by objectives (MBO) of the 1980's to the current
enthusiasm.... As noted by Ehrenhalt, “It is a good idea. It was a good idea in
1943. But it is basically the same idea it was in 1943. It just keeps getting
renamed, but...this time, momentum seems to be building....” (Accountability
for Performance, p.2.)
Another useful series of publications are from The Evaluation Forum. They have
a Field Guide to Outcome-Based Program Evaluation that has a complete overview of
designing and conducting an outcome evaluation, and a publication on Managing the
Transition to Outcome Based Planning Evaluation that goes into detail on managing
the organization dynamics (fear, anxiety, resistance, ambivalence, etc.) involved in the
transition.
The Alliance for Redesigning Government at the National Academy of Public
Administration is another good source.
Try them at: http://www.alliance.napawash.org/alliance/index.html
And if you want to check out the Oregon Benchmarks, go to the Oregon Progress
Board at http://www.oregon.gov/
The National Performance Review, now called the National Partnership for
Reinventing Government is at http://www.npr.gov which is now in the Cyber Cemetery
maintained at the University of Texas for web sites the Federal Government has sent into
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history.
The emphasis on results is taking place at all levels and in all sectors. Find local
people to talk to about what they are doing and how they are doing it. There is comfort in
numbers -- and maybe some help.

5. Can I go to a local college for help?
What about help on outcome and performance measurement from the social
sciences? Will my old social science textbooks help?
Background. Social workers, psychologists and educators have thousands of tests
and instruments for measuring individual performance and family functioning. Many of
them are “normed” based on giving the same test to hundreds of thousands or even
millions of people. A qualified person can administer one of these tests to a person or use
it to assess a family and tell you exactly where they stand in relationship to the rest of the
population that has been tested on the subjects covered by the instrument.
You can definitely get help from a social scientist on:
how to make your measures valid and reliable,

how to construct surveys and do sampling, and

facilitating your process.

However, if you ask for help on content, you are going to get that person’s subject
matter imported into your program. It’s the content they have handy, and it is content in
which they have faith. It is the subconscious metal model that they will go to when they
can’t figure out what else to do. If you hire a social worker to help develop the content of
your outcome measures, they will tend to develop measures like those used in social
work. If you hire a public health expert to help develop your measures, they will tend to
use material from public health. Yet, some people hire a consultant from another
discipline on the premise that there is some “pure” scientific methodology they can
translated into your field and that they do not bring their content with them. I don’t
believe it. I think you will wind up adopting their content.
In the early 1990's, a substantial amount of effort went into trying to identify “risk
factors” among youth and to associate these with likely use of drugs. Programs then
intervened to reduce these risk factors in the hopes that this would reduce drug use. This
is classic example of weak theory that reveals only part of the picture -- followed up with
weak (low salience) interventions. One gets tantalizing glimpses of bits and pieces of
the reality of youth and drug use, but the intervention programs can not muster the
amount of re-parenting and social control needed to change how most youth behave or to
persuade them to change how they behave.
If you want to see the incredibly complex discussions in the arenas of mental
health and public health, look at Assessment of Performance Measures for Public
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Health, Substance Abuse and Mental Health, by the National Research Council. This
is THE book on performance measures for these subject areas.
Micro-economics, political economy, and rural sociology provide some tools to
help agencies and programs measure their results with families and communities. Some
very interesting new work is being done by rural sociologists that show the relationship
between the social system and economic activity in rural areas. Professors Jan and
Cornelia Flora at the North Central Regional Center for Rural Development at Iowa State
are leaders in this research. Check out their publications.
Other academic fields, including sociology, anthropology and political science,
are very difficult to apply to development of outcome measures. Most of the theory in
anthropology, sociology, economics, social psychology, and political science is too
general to provide tools for immediate use, and they appear to be years away from
developing the practical tools you can use to measure change at the local level.
In the physical sciences they distinguish between “big science” and “small
science.” The big science is the grand theories, the small science is the use of those
theories to accomplish certain tasks. In the social sciences, we have a lot of big science,
but not much small science.
Unfortunately, most of the social sciences provide little assistance in developing
the content of outcome measures at the community, family or individual level. If it was
easy, you could pick up a book and plug in the measures. Avoid getting lost in the gap
between big science and small science. Don’t try to pretend that the small science is
there when it really isn’t.

6. Traps to avoid in creating the content of outcome and results measures.
A. Subsuming ROMA goals under each other.
There are 6 ROMA goals! Let them stand!
B. Old wine in new bottles – re-labeling all existing system elements with the
new terms.
This was probably the right thing to do in 1981 when we were trying to carry
over existing activity into the new C.S.B.G. categories. This is probably the
wrong thing to do now. It is time for re-invention.
C. Using only social indicators as measures.
This is a death trap. You will spend all your time trying to figure out a
connection between the indicator and what you do.
D. Too many outcomes and performance measures, or-- not enough.
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The average person can keep about 6 ideas going in their head at once. If you
have 200 indicators most of us humans aren’t going to be able to track what you
are talking about. If you only have one, you have too many eggs in one basket.
E. Data mania. “Does your child’s dog have all its teeth?”
Do we REALLY need to massive amounts of information about every single
person we come into contact with? If there is no good reason to collect the
information, don’t do it.
F. Doing the exact same thing with every single customer/participant.
People going into an intensive case management approach may have to provide
a lot more information than those who are not. The main purpose of the
interview is to establish the working relationship between the worker and the
participant, not to collect “the facts.” The facts only reveal themselves over a
period of months.
G. The Genuine Universal All Purpose All Encompassing Total Intake Form For All
Our Programs and Maybe Other Agencies As Well
This is an old favorite that comes around once about every 10 years.
The St. Louis CAA tried this in 1967. We actually did this in New York City in
1970, and it covered AFDC, Food Stamps, employment and training, the CAA,
and about 20 other programs. Unfortunately it was 17 pages long, and the frontline workers in any given program tended to collect only the info that was
needed for their particular program. “We’ll get the rest of it later.” Hah hah.
They tried this up in South Dakota about twenty years ago, too. SAARPA or
something like that.
The problem this approach seeks to solve is the fact that Congress
creates these programs with wildly different and conflicting assumptions,
intentional variations in target groups and significant variations in benefits.
These are legislated for political -- usually ideological -- reasons. If Congress
placed a high priority on administrative efficiency they could legislate it or at
least make it possible by removing the conflicting requirements they put in the
legislation.
MY OBSERVATIONS: The perfect intake form takes thousands of
person hours to invent. It might improve administrative efficiency by 1%. It
does not change client outcomes or customer benefits at all.
Another perspective on this subject is that since computers can now be
used to store and sort this basic information, and since people receive multiple
services to achieve a goal (desired outcome) the standardization of information
should (a) reduce application time for both staff and participants, increase
resources made available to the family, make tracking possible and (d) reduce
duplication of effort. A task force is working on this “multiple data base” issue.
Contact NASCSP for information or if you want to get involved.
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H. It’s all Computers (or, it’s all ANY one thing.)
Anytime you find this kind of “mind set” in an agency it is either
because the management has dropped out of the process and let a subsystem
take over, or there is a change in the internal power distribution in the agency in
a way that some rising star has the bit between their teeth and is running with it.
I don’t think there are any magic wands. Development of outcome
measures is a grind-it-out and refine-them-over-years kind of process.

7. Linking outcomes measures to your financial system
There is a bottom line, so to speak. The Government Accounting Standards
Board is requiring additional changes in how you will have to link your outcomes to your
financial system. Their standards will require auditors to link results measures with
fiscal activity by the year 2002. G.A.S.B. has three publications describing SEA, or
Service Effectiveness Accounting. See especially GASB’s Statement No 2 of Concepts
Related to Service Efforts and Accomplishments Reporting. Buy these beauties as
gifts for your fiscal staff.
By 2002, your auditor will have to certify any outcome measures that are included
in their scope of audit as “acceptable.” The American Institute of Certified Public
Accountants has adopted standards for certifying your measures.
They are given in the article by Frank Monti, Toward a Certified Statement of
Outcomes, from Innovating Magazine. He describes the standards and the criteria that
auditors will use when reviewing your statement of outcomes for certification. Give a
copy of this to your fiscal person. But, do not change your financial system until after
you have developed your program structure.
Work with your auditor to define desired results measures for your program –do
not let them impose the measures they are bringing with them from their last client. That
is easy for them to do, but then you have to change your program!
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Chapter Five Quiz
Questions to stimulate thinking and to identify a few of the key points in Chapter Five.

1. Where did ROMA come from?

2. What are some of the approaches to developing outcome measures?

3. What are some of the sources of outcome measures?

4. What about the local college as a source of assistance?

5. What are some of the traps to avoid?

6. Will we eventually have to link our expenditures to our outcomes?
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Answers to Chapter Five Quiz
1)

ROMA was created by people in the CSBG network to implement the
Government Performance and Results Act of 1993 in the network of Community
Action Agencies funded by the Community Services Block Grant.

2)

You can use a deductive approach, for example by starting with a broad goal and
figure out how to measure it. You can use an inductive approach and start with a
specific activity and figure out what changes it produces.

3)

Sometimes you can find a measure that somebody else has developed or selected
and tested and found to be workable. You may be able to get outcome measures from
other programs in the community, or from other national organizations like the United
Way of America, the International City Manager’s Association. It is usually more
efficient to work with a group of similar CAA’s to share knowledge in creating
outcome measures. Don’t re-invent the wheel!

4)

A college faculty member can be helpful on the process of developing outcomes,
but each of them comes with an academic discipline (psychology, social health, health)
that is their mental ‘home base’ and which they will instinctively use to try to meet
your need.

5)

Don’t think this is easy, or is a problem that can solved in one meeting. It takes
years to develop, test, refine, re-test and re-refine measures to get at what you are trying
to measure.

6)

Yes. That is the clear intent of congress in the GPRA of 1993. Congress wants to
buy outcomes, not inputs or outputs. They are requiring the Federal agencies to move
in this direction and anything the Federal funders have to do themselves they invariably
win up requiring the entities that they fund to do it too.
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CHAPTER SIX. BASIC CHOICES for Board Members
CAA Board members, individually and collectively, have many of choices to
make.
a.

Some are personal choices. You should know where you stand and how other
board members feel about issues.

b.

Other choices are the types of roles you want your CAA to perform.

c.

Others are types of strategies you want your CAA to use in the community.

d.

e.
f.

Other choices are the types of problems you will work on or the opportunities
you want to pursue.
Other choices are the characteristics of people you will seek to help.
Other choices are your relationship to the other human systems and
constituencies, to other forces for change in America, and how you will relate to
those forces. Will you support, oppose, try to modify, or piggyback on the other
changes that are taking place?

Your answers to these sets of choices, individually and collectively, will help
define the type of CAA that will exist in your community. Some of the more important
are:
1.

Whether you as a Board Member want to be a participant in the ongoing struggle
for social justice and economic opportunity. Another way of asking this is whether
you want to work for change at the federal government level, or if you want it to
happen at the state, county and community levels.

2.

Whether you want to leave the responsibility for change to other people, or if you
accept personal responsibility.

3.

Whether you see your role as consoling those who do not now have enough of
what America offers, i.e. as ameliorating the conditions of poverty, or as eliminating
the causes of poverty.

4.

Whether you will focus on the long-term (3 to 5 years) or want quick results, i.e.
less than one year.

5.

Whether you will focus on individuals who are already low-income at this time,
or on the economic and social systems that might be improved to help large numbers of
people over time. Will you focus on the people, the social systems, or both?
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6.

Whether you see yourself as an agent of social change in your community, or as a
monitor of the compliance of your agency with funding agency regulations.

7.

The degree to which you are willing to take risks. Some investments are
successful, some are not. Some program approaches work, some don't. Some positions
on issues are popular, others are not. To what extent will you risk being criticized?

This workbook is about “how to row.” About how to create improvements in a
community using your own smarts, energy and resources. About how to persist, and
grind it out.
“Rowing” may not be as dramatic as a Presidential Speech. An issue of concern to us
today may never be as visible on the federal agenda as when LBJ was at the helm. But
rowing will get you -- and others -- across the river, and that is where we want to go.
J
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Chapter Six Quiz

Question to stimulate thinking and to identify a few of the key points in Chapter Six.

1. What are some of the ‘basic choices’ for board members?
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Answer to Chapter Six Quiz

1) Some their choices are: what they want to work on themselves as individuals, what
types of problems they want their agency to work on, which groups of people the want
their agency to help, and which types of strategies the agency should use.
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CHAPTER SEVEN. History and Future of Community Action
A. A short history of anti-poverty programs in the U.S.
“Most ideas are like viruses. Mutations happen all the time. Most die quickly. A few
find and fill a niche. The new version occupies that territory for a period of time,
where it is resistant to most attacks, then the environment changes just a little bit and it
dies. The change in the environment creates a new niche, waiting for a new occupant.”
Jim Masters, 2003
After the 1890 census, the settlement house movement analyzed the living patterns of
poor people in Chicago, Philadelphia and Pittsburgh. The “survey movement” as it was
called prompted a young professor named W.E.B. DuBois to write a book (cite) in which
he identified four main causes of poverty in the U.S.
1.

Slavery and its negative effects on black family life, education, motivation, etc.

2.

Migration of people into America and within America (into cities) causing
disruption of typical communal living patterns and social networks

3.

Industrialization and its churning of the economy, with constant innovation and
built-in obsolescence always resulting in workers being left behind, and

4.

A peculiar affliction of white people that persisted after slavery ended – racism –
that denied opportunities to blacks in most areas of the economy, and denied access to
the vehicles through which most people might improve their lives (education, job
training).

In the 1932, tens of thousands of unemployed workers, all veterans of WWI, moved
to Washington D.C. in an effort to persuade the Federal government to follow through
with payment of the “bonus” each was supposed to receive. The term “Hooverville” was
used in many cities to describe the shantytowns of people dispossessed by the
Depression. In Washington, D.C. the “Bonus Army” lived on the Capital Mall and on
other vacant lots. They were called communists, etc. Eventually the Army ran them out
of town. But, in 1936, the “cash bonus act” paid about $580 per man, or about $2 billion
to about 3 million men.
From its birth in the settlement house movement in the 1850's until the 1930's, the
social work profession was heavily into “street work.” In the 1930's it split into two
pieces, and a new profession was created that focused more on theory and research rather
than on practice. The new profession, sociology, selected two of Du Bois four ideas as
their main tenants to explain poverty life in America.
2. Migration of people into America -- mostly into cities
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3. Industrialization and its churning of the economy.”
Race was left behind, for two reasons. (1) The field of sociology was itself
segregated, like most of the rest of America, and (2) it was at the height of the great
depression and even white people’s ability to earn a living was severely challenged, so
race as a topic of study receded into the background.
National attention was focused on creation of the new social insurance programs,
such as Social Security, on managing the economy (banking laws, SEC) on protecting
works (right to organize unions, creating a minimum wage, unemployment insurance.)
The WPA, CCC provided work for millions.
Here are four specific things you should remember about the 1930's.
1.

The National Youth Administration provided work and work training for many
teenagers (run by a young Texan named Lyndon Baines Johnson). (It was disbanded
for WWII)

2.

The idea of the government payinglawyers to help migrant works was rejected as
“too socialistic.

3.

In 1912, Hull House persuaded the Illinois legislature to create the first program
to provide cash to widows, so they could fee their children while they moved home or
until they remarried. In the spirit of the times, a recipient had to be “deserving.” White
skin seemed to be a plus as there are no reports of black women receiving the benefit.
By 1930, about 17 states had some form of this same program. In 1936, as a tag-on the
Social Security act, a new program called Aid to Dependent Children was created –
without controversy. Administration was left to the states and local jurisdictions, to
manage it in accordance with local customs.

4.

The Farm Security Administration was created, and about 17,000 Federal
employees were put to work in rural areas to save the family farm, improve
communities and help end poverty. (It too was disbanded for WWII).

In the 1930's the sociologists focused on youth access to the opportunity structure and
work, and decided that what was needed was a “program of community action” wherein
all elements of the community would get together to (a) try to offset the social
disorganization created by migration and industrialization and (b) create new social
structures and pathways for youth to enter mainstream society. This theory was put into
operation in Chicago. The initial approach was the all elements of the community –
business, government, churches, labor, nonprofits – to get together to coordinate and
collaborate on building new method for social control of youth and to develop new
pathways into mainstream society.
An important offshoot of this method was developed by one of the sociology graduate
students working in this Program of Community Action. Mr. Saul Alinsky decided that a
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more community-based and confrontational style of organizing was needed in order to
convince “the power structure” (variously defined) to allocate the work opportunities, a
fair share of municipal services and other forms of social justice to low income people.
For the sociologists and public policy, the next ring of the bell about race was in the
1940's, with the publication of Swedish social scientist Gunnar Myrdal’s book “The
American Dilemma.” This had the same kind of impact on American social science as
Alex de Tocqueville’s book about American social life in the 1850's. Also in the 1940's,
black servicemen (and native Americans, and even Japanese) performed well in the war,
and President Harry Truman ended segregation in the military in 1948.
In 1954,the 40-year effort of the NAACP (lead by lawyer Thurgood Marshall) paid
off with the Supreme Court decision on Brown versus Board of Education. This thrust
race back into the national spotlight, and more people started saying “If segregation is
wrong in schools, it is probably wrong in housing, busses, lunch counters and elsewhere.”
While “civil rights” has been a movement in American since the abolitionists in the
1600's, it took on new life with the advent of television that showed images of
segregation, and a highly educated leadership (Thurgood Marshall, Martin Luther King)
and courageous and charismatic human beings (Rosa Parks, King, and many others) and
interest and support by U.S. Presidents (Eisenhower, Kennedy and Johnson.). When
Dwight Eisenhower sent Federal troops to Little Rock Arkansas in 1958 to enforce the
desegregation of schools called for in Brown versus Board of Education, the power of the
Federal government was brought to bear on the segregationist resistance. The civil rights
movement began to grow in this new “policy space”.
Also during the 1950's in several cities the work on juvenile delinquency had
continued to grow, with numerous program strategies being supported by Foundations.
The Ford Foundation funded “gray areas” projects, two of the most notable became the
“models” for community action agencies. The first was in New Haven where all
elements of the community were brought together – elected officials, churches,
nonprofits, the business community, labor – to work collaboratively. The other was the
Mobilization for Youth on the lower East side of New York City. MFY (as abbreviated
in the literature) or “Mobe” as those of us who lived in New York called it (and in the
interests of disclosure I should mention that my first wife was a lawyer there) was much
closer to the Alinsky School of community organizing. Among other strategies, they
perfected the “rolling rent strike” to force slumlords to improve their property.
The lead agency at the Federal level on juvenile delinquency was the President’s
Council on Juvenile Delinquency (PCJD) in the Justice Department, headed by Robert F.
Kennedy.
In the 1960 Presidential campaign, Kennedy’s brother in law Sargent Shriver chaired
“the civil rights desk” and established working relations with minority leaders to seek
their support for JFK.
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In 1963 the Council of Economic Advisors had recommended a program to end
poverty that was based primarily on expanding the economy – to lift all boats. This
approach was heavily favored by most Republicans, and by President Johnson’s
Secretary of Labor Willard Wirtz (who wanted to do job training new workers).
But Johnson wanted more. The American public seemed willing. Times were good
and the public perceived that there was enough for everybody, and that exclusion of
people from the mainstream based on their race should stop. Johnson created a task force
on poverty and asked Sargent Shriver to chair it. Shriver asked RFK for staff assistance,
and the staff from the PCJD came over to help. Dick Boone, Dave Hackett, Fred Hayes
and Jule Sugarman and others went to work. The Task force reached back to the
depression and brought forward a NYA youth program idea in the form of the
Neighborhood Youth Corps; a CCC idea in the form of the Job Corp; and Legal Services
for migrants and other poor people. All new and existing anti-poverty programs were to
be coordinated by a new federal agency, the Office of Economic Opportunity, whose
employees would go directly into low-income communities and work with poor people.
Also included was something called the “Community Action Program” in which local
activists would get all elements of the community together to work on poverty. This was
to be done with the “maximum feasible participation” of the poor in the governance
structure, in employment, and in receiving program benefits.
RFK and the task force recommended trying the Community Action approach in 50
cities and then evaluating it and refining it before expansion. LBJ said to go nationwide
now -- so they did.
So this partly developed strategy that had been developed to help youth into the
mainstream was expanded to include all poor people, and energized by the civil rights
movement. And the Federally funded Community Action Program was born.
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B. Evolution of CAA Management Frameworks Over Time and Horizon Issues
There have been six era’s of program structures and reporting systems for CAA’s
that were permitted or required by the Federal Government. We might identify 7 eras, as
we are near the end of number 6 and the outlines of era number 7 (horizon issues) are
beginning to take shape. Each era is described briefly below.
1.

1964-1967. Initially, local groups sent a letter, a brief narrative and a budget
forms to the U.S. Office of Economic Opportunity (OEO) describing their proposed
effort – and they were funded based on that local project description. Reporting to
OEO was done quarterly, and was largely anecdotal. The local program structure was
whatever the CAA said it was.

2.

1967-1974. Grant Application Process. GAP asked a set of standardized
questions about the activity and budget of any project to be funded, although the
selection of the purposes and activities of each project were left up to the local agency.
A set of about 150 “program accounts” were developed. For example, Program
Account 48 was “Environmental Health, concerned with the control of environmental
hazards, including improved sanitation and rodent control.” Program Account 52 was
“Consumer Action and Financial Counseling.” In the spirit of local initiative, local
programs could still vary their operations from the pre-printed descriptions, and you
could make up your own description if you could not shoehorn your description in to
one of the existing program accounts. The program account structure made it possible
to add up the results of different agencies that were operating “similar” programs. The
program accounts often grew into separately funded programs of their own, e.g. foster
grandparents, family planning, senior meals, senior employment, adult basic education,
etc.
The CAP Forms 84 and CAP 85, asked for very detailed demographic
information about every person who was a program participant. OEO eventually came
to it senses and realized that (a) the time it took to collect and compile this was not
worth it, and (b) the answers to these types of questions were not found to be useful to
CAA staff, and (c) if it was really needed it could be quickly determined from a
SAMPLE of the records in an local agency, so OEO stopped requiring the demographic
data be collected but continued using the program accounts.

3.

1975-1979. Standards of Effectiveness. Congress had previously created 5
Standards of Effectiveness” against which program activity and results were to be
reported.
In 1975 these were elevated to the primary tools for assessing CAA
performance. Congress seemed concerned with how much money was being spent on
administration and the administrative cost ratio (ration of program costs to admin
costs), and the system was set up to report that. The Community Services
Administration (C.S.A.) consolidated the 100 or so program accounts so that almost all
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of the local initiative funding was logged into two accounts, which were “01,
Administration,” and “05, Programs.” The Carter Administration called for a “retooling” of the anti-poverty planning, management and reporting systems and invested
about 15 million dollars in the design of a comprehensive anti-poverty planning and
management system to be used at the Federal and local levels. This was the Grantee
Program Management System.

4.

1979-1981 and beyond. The Grantee Program Management System (G.P.M.S.).
Each CAA created a multi-year strategic plan, in which they described the causes and
conditions of poverty, and -- continuing the tradition of local initiative -- described their
locally selected goals and objectives for addressing those causes. It was generally
perceived that any change at the community, state or national level took several years
worth of effort, and only changes affecting a few individuals might be accomplished in
any one year. C.S.A. would make a commitment to the multi-year plan. The CSA
would take the report on local accomplishments and outcomes and synthesize them into
a national report. Many of the “planning tools” in G.P.M.S. are still in use today at the
local level.

5.

1981 – present. The Block Grant Years. After the block grant passed and
administrative authority moved to the states, the Center for Community Futures was
funded to ask the states to voluntary compile a report describing what all the states were
doing on the C.S.B.G. In designing the National Voluntary Reporting System (now the
CSBG IS), there were two basic options. One was to continue the reporting system
designed in GPMS, in which CAA’s would pick their own results measures and report
on them and some national entity would synthesize the results being produced by all the
CAA’s. The second option was to deduce new information categories from the CSBG.
Although the first option was by far the strongest in terms of actually assisting in the
work of CAA’s, the working group concluded that the new reporting system had to
show Congress what was happening in terms of “their” new legislation -- the CSBG -and it had to do it quickly. Furthermore, at the time, there was no capacity at the
national level to do the synthesis of what all CAA’s were doing.
The working group reviewed the information systems from the Older American
Act, the SSBG, Head Start and other social service programs and asked: “What kinds
of information does Congress look for from social service programs.” At the time, they
were asking primarily about inputs, outputs and about client head counts. So that is
what we gave them.
A “taxonomy” or set of definitions was created. The taxonomy was reminiscent
of the old program accounts. It clustered different types of program activity under
major headings, and provided for “other” to be reported by the CAA’s in each major
category. It was an intentional effort to put the old wine into new bottles. We were
trying to legitimize the activity of CAA’s under the new CSBG language. After two
years of reporting on activity at the State level, in 1984 it was agreed to add a set of
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standardized survey questions that states would ask CAA’s to complete.
The major point of this explanation is that this developmental process took
about 5 years to create the new program structure and the new reporting framework.
The system was working to provide information about CAA operations in terms of
CSBG categories, as evidenced by a letter from David Bradley to Jim Masters on June
30, 1987, which stated:
“Your objective data has been essential in preparing reports for Members of Congress
and key Committees on the range and number of services provided to low-income
families. Information that your organization has gathered and compiled has been used
in the development of public policy and legislation as well as in program management.”
In 1987 the system was re-named the CSBG Information System, and the
National Association of State Community Services Programs (NASCSP) took over
management.
The CSBG reporting framework we had developed was already wearing out.
There was a shift taking place in the late 1980's. Congress was asking fewer questions
about inputs and client demographics and more questions about results in programs
such as Head Start, senior programs, employment and training programs and drug
programs. Congressman George Miller’s subcommittee was also using evaluations of
programs to generate increases in funding for WIC and Head Start. H.H.S./O.C.S. did
an excellent job of responding to this type of interest by requiring evaluations of each
of the projects in the Demonstration Partnership Program, but did not extend the
evaluation concept into the state-level CSBG program through T&TA, through the
assurances or other methods. This is still needed. It does not take very many
evaluation reports to legitimize a program – my recollection is that WIC had only about
6 evaluation reports from local programs – but it takes more than zero.
It appeared that the existing reporting system had served its purpose of bridging
CAA activity into the “new” CSBG, but that it did not have the capacity to answer the
new questions about results that members were starting to ask. It needed to be updated
to respond to the increasing interest in results. In the late 1980's, H.H.S. and NASCSP
were faced with several pathways.
One approach was to request additional demographic information about
individuals who were participating in programs. Another approach was to develop a
new system to find out more about the results of our work with individuals. Another
was to encourage or to generate more evaluations. Another approach could have been
to more fully describe the community development strategies in CSBG other than
services to individuals. Charles McCann, the former Missouri State CSBG Director,
illustrates the differences between working with people and working with community
by using a metaphor about the difference between the fish and the pond. “Working
with individuals (now ROMA goals 1 and 6) is like working with the fish. Working at
the level of social or economic institutions and at the community level (ROMA goals 2
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and 3) is like working to improve the pond. And, increasing our capacity to do both of
these types of activities would take place under ROMA goals 4 and 5.” It is only with
the arrival of ROMA that attention and ability of the network as a whole has expanded
to include development of additional measures to describe the work that CAA’s do on
“the pond.” And, we still have much work to do to “get credit” for the important and
good work we do there.
Ideally, H.H.S. and NASCSP would have started work on all four of the above
approaches. But, as a network, we just weren’t ready or able to do all that. We started
work on # 1, to collect additional demographic information on individuals. The
collection of demographics increased the local reporting requirements. It reinforced the
dynamic in those states where the state agency wanted to see a specific recipient of a
service attached to each CSBG dollar spent. It made CSBG look more like the other
service delivery programs and the income maintenance programs, because attention
was focused on individuals who received service, on “client characteristics.” Ironically,
the new client data requirements are very similar to those (the GAP) that were dropped
by OEO in the 1969 because it was discovered the data did not help improve local
program operations. To the extent that client demographic data are needed for
statewide or national totals, it could be obtained by sampling from CAA’s and
programs. If Gallup can do a profile of what Americans believe, accurate within plus
or minus 3%, with 1,300 people it seems unnecessary to collect data on millions of
program participants if the data has no local use in enhancing participant outcomes.
Data collection for its own sake absorbs time and energy that should be used to do other
things.

Conclusions from the use of the first five management systems. The collection and use
of information about the type of local activity and who benefits is inherently a local
managerial function. Every front-line supervisor and program manager should have an
array of tools for monitoring staff performance and measuring individual and program
effectiveness and efficiency.
There is no way to measure the outcomes or impact of programs without the
enthusiastic commitment of front-line managers and workers to collect information on
what happens to whom, and why. If the manager believes that the information
collected is useful in terms of (a) providing quality services to participants, and (b)
carrying out their job, and (c) pursuing the mission of their agency as they perceive it,
then they will collect the information -- and use it. If they do not perceive the
usefulness of the information, then they will tend to not collect it at all or will delay
until the last minute and then do a cursory job of it. All previous efforts at information
collection within the CAA network that have proved this point.
Now that we have gleaned a few lessons from previous management systems, we
continue to look at how ROMA was created.
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6.

1993--present. The Development of and Shift to the New Approach. In 1993,
Congress passed the Government Performance and Results Act or GPRA
(pronounced “Jip-ra” or “Gip-ra) requiring all Federal agencies to: develop strategic
plans by the year 1997; to report on the results and outcomes of each program; and to
begin requesting funds from Congress using those strategic plans and outcomes by the
year 2002 (now extended into 2003 and 2004). This represents a fundamental shift in
how the Federal government administers programs. It was fairly clear how this would
work in programs operated by the Federal government, e.g. the Army Corps of
Engineers and the Social Security Administration. It was much less clear how this was
to work for block grants. At this same time, several state governments and state CSBG
offices were also grappling with the results and outcome issues, encouraged by political
leaders or a citizenry who want them to “re-invent” government and make it more
effective and responsible.
The H.H.S./OCS responded by creating the Monitoring and Assessment Task
Force, and inviting it to develop goals and results measures for the CSBG. The
membership was drawn from all the stakeholder groups in the CSBG network. This is
a very important point -- the membership of the MATF was designed to represent all
the institutional interests in the network -- the individual CAA’s, NASCSP, NACAA,
NCAF, and OCS. This is as good a partnership team between Federal, state and CAA
as this author has seen in 37 years in community action. The OCS, under the leadership
of Don Sykes, Peg Washnitzer and Mae Brooks, deserves high praise for creating a
highly participatory process and for taking the time needed to shape a consensus.
Through a sustained process, the MATF designed the six goals and identified
possible measures. The MATF created the Results Oriented Management and
Accountability (ROMA) principles and systems as a workable and best available
approach to provide a foundation for CAA’s to use in their anti-poverty work for the
next decade.
As is the case in any gathering of community action folk, there were substantive
and strong disagreements among the participants about the causes of poverty, about
what strategies work to reduce poverty, and what CSBG should be used for, and about
what CAA’s should be doing. Most CAA’s employ people or have board members
who have very different belief systems. This has been true since the original Economic
Opportunity Act of 1964 pulled in people who believed in very different theories,
strategies and program approaches. We have a big tent that has always incorporated
strategies that assumed that the problem and the “fix” for poverty rested with: (a) the
economy (wages and access to work), (b) changing social values such as racism or
offsetting them through legal action, (c) the adult individuals and families (engage in
family development and enhance motivation), and (4) children and youth development.
These strategies are based on different assumptions about how our society works.
These conflicts have persisted within public policy and within the CAA network
to this day. At the MATF meetings, one person would argue that all change begins at
the individual level, and only work with individuals is valid. Another would argue that
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only change at the national level make a big impact, and our effort should be focused
on public policy. Others argue that the new approaches in community building and
community development were “where it’s at.” And others argued that our primary role
was in providing for basic needs of food, shelter and clothing for those who do not have
enough. There were also healthy disagreements about whether our work should be
focused at the national, regional, state or local levels.
The MATF works mostly by consensus. Why do I repeat that? Because the six
goals and sample measures developed by the MATF represent a CONSENSUS among
both the institutional interests and the individuals who have the different theories of
poverty and anti-poverty work. The six goals span and provide a place for the various
theories of poverty that have existed since the inception of CAA’s.
Goal 1. Low-income people become more self-sufficient. This is for the folks
who think that solving poverty one person at a time is what we should be doing
(self sufficiency for individuals and families). The focus here in on increasing
household income.
Goal 2. The conditions under which low-income people live are improved.
This covers changes in social or economic systems or at the community level,
and includes strategies such as
community building and community
development.
Goal 3. Low-income people own a stake in their community. This covers
empowerment and civic participation, and includes strategies such as the
Dialogues on Poverty.
Goal 4. Partnerships among supporters and providers of service to lowincome people are achieved. This seeks to build the partnerships and network
capacity.
Goal 5 . Agencies increase their capacity to achieve results. This seeks to
build our individual agencies.
Goal 6. Low-income people, especially vulnerable populations, achieve their
potential by strengthening family and other supportive systems. This covers
human development (e.g., Head Start). It also provides a place for those who
want to focus on child and family development, working with senior citizens, or
on basic needs by giving people stuff.

Conclusions. A lot of work and compromise went into the six goals. They
provide a “home” from the diverse and often conflicting theories about poverty. The
goals themselves do not favor any one approach over any other. The six goals are the
best framework for you to use to move forward in developing outcome measures. The
selection or development of measures is in its infancy. Eventually a few standardized
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measures should be adopted for each goal at the state and national levels, and all CAA’s
should report on those standardized issues even if their answer is “zero.” There should
always be the option of a CAA using additional local measures.
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Horizon Issues
There are five “horizon issues.” These are trends or issues that are just revealing
themselves but have the potential to have a big impact on our future. (1) PART, (2) the
shift to identify some mandatory measures, (3) the effort to significantly reduce the
number of measures, (4) the poverty index is obsolete and needs to be changed, and (5)
there is a flood of new books and information on poverty.
1.

P.A.R.T. The Bush Administration has developed a Presidents Management
Agenda being managed by the Office of Management and Budget. It lays out several
principles and tools, including the Program Assessment Rating Tool, or PART. The
PART builds off of the GPRA.

OMB does PART assessments of program and uses them to make its
recommendations for budget. It was in the PART reviews that both Head Start and
CAA’s came under criticism. You should look at the Presidents Management Agenda at:
http://www.whitehouse.gov/omb/budget/fy2002/mgmt.pdf
You can look at the mechanics of the PART system at:
http://www.whitehouse.gov/omb/budintegration/part_assessing2004.html
The PART report for FY 2003 is at
http://www.whitehouse.gov/omb/budget/fy2004/pdf/PMA.pdf
The Weatherization program is on page 106. The HHS section begins on page 109.
Head Start is on page 123. (The printed page numbers are about 3 below what the page
counter on your Internet Explorer because Explorer adds in the table of contents, e.g.
Head Start is page 123 in the actual document but shows as page 126 on your screen
counter.) Head Start will be reviewed again in FY 2004.

2.

The second shift to toward having some mandatory measures, on which all
CAA’s would report even if the number being reported on any given measure from any
given agency is “zero.” This is a shift we should make, as we have to be able to talk
about what CAA’s and the CSBG is doing nationwide. The efforts of the NASCSP to
come up with 2 or 3 measures for each of the 6 ROMA goals is a step in this direction,
and in my opinion this is a step in the right direction – as long as you can continue to
use other measures selected locally.

3.

The third issue is that OMB is pressing all agencies to dramatically reduce the
number of performance measures used to measures results and outcomes. Whereas the
approach taken by the MATF and OCS for CSBG was to identify a lot of possible
measures and to allow states and CAA’s to add their own measures to those, the
pressure is on from OMB to have only a very small number of measures (e.g. 2 to 6)
for an entire program. And, CSBG is a funding stream – it is not a program like WX or
LIHEAP.
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4.

The current methods of measuring poverty are obsolete. They do not deal with
the dynamics of poverty today. There are numerous alternatives being discussed that
include the actual cost of housing and health care, and that also add in the benefits that
some people receive. These are excellent discussions and hopefully will produce a big
change in how we describe what it means to be poor.

5.

There is an enormous outpouring of new books, articles and web sites on poverty.
I have seen about 20 new books in the past two years that focus on poverty. We have
seen this kind of flood of publications before, in the 1930’s and in the 1960’s. The
academics are raising public consciousness, coming up with new theories of poverty,
and dealing themselves back into the public policy discussions.

And, of course there are many big issues under debate during the reauthorization and
appropriation. Stay involved in these discussions!
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Chapter Seven Quiz

1. Where did the theory of “community action” come from?

2. When did the Federal government first take action on a large scale to address issues of
poverty?

3. What was the Supreme Court Decision in 1954 that had a major impact on race
relations in America?

4. When was the “War on Poverty” created by Congress?

5. What is the Government Performance and Results Act (GPRA)? Why is it important
to CAA’s?

6. Identify at least one ‘horizon issue’ or major challenge of importance to all CAA’s.

7. Identify any unique challenges to your CAA that should be dealt with over the next
few years.
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Answers to Chapter Seven Quiz

1. During the Depression. The “New Deal” was born.

2. According to historian Alice O’Connor, it was developed by Sociologists at the
University of Chicago in the 1930’s as a social control strategy and as a social integration
strategy to reduce delinquency and to integrate youth into the workforce.

3. The Supreme Court decision on Brown versus Board of Education ruled that separate
school facilities for white and black children did not constitute equal treatment, i.e.
separate is inherently unequal no matter what the physical facilities may be.

4. The Economic Opportunity Act passed on August 20, 1964. It established the U.S.
Office of Economic Opportunity, which managed the community action program and
began funding local entities which were called Community Action Agencies.

5. The GPRA requires all Federal agencies (and by extension all entities funded by
Federal agencies) to report on the results and outcomes that they produce.
Virtually every governmental and nonprofit agency in the United States that
receives money from the Federal government must develop ways to report on its results
and outcomes.

6. See the list of national issues.

7. You may have local issues as well that your board should discuss and act upon.
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CHAPTER EIGHT. Preparing for the Next Phase of Anti-Poverty Work
The community action network has almost 40 years of experience in developing
and implementing successful anti-poverty strategies. In the 1960's, the use of civil rights
and community organizing strategies removed barriers and opened up created hundreds
of new strategies and programs. Human development (Head Start and family
development) and public charity to create a minimal quality of life (commodity food and
money) became legitimate areas of Federal expenditure. In the 1970's, individual
entitlements expanded, such as Social Security, LIHEAP, Food Stamps, and SSI. In the
1980's there was a shift in social values and limits were put on how long a person could
receive entitlements and recipients were asked to “earn” or “work off” those benefits.
Over the past 40 years, we have had some successes and some partial successes. We
have learned much.
Poverty today has some new causes. The economy is dramatically different from
what it was in the 1960's. In the 1960’s, one income in a household at the minimum
wage moved a family out of poverty. Now, this is no longer enough for a family or even
an individual to live a decent life. Some of the approaches that used to be effective in
increasing household income (i.e., get a G.E.D.) are not very powerful any more. (See
chart in Appendix A)
For the next phase of the War on Poverty, I challenge CAA’s to develop strategies
focused on (1) creating a living wage for work, (2) developing new types of socially
useful work; (3) creating social capital; (4) creating financial assets; (5) expanding unique
approaches to human development; (6) learning more about the dynamics of poverty, and
(7) moving away from using tax dollars for charity activity. Each of these is explored
below.

1. People who work must earn a living wage.
(A) Our society now has a social value that all people must work, but our society does
not have a social value that all who work will receive a living wage. For too many
people, this makes work a cruel hoax. We need to tie these social values together, and
to expand the concept of “a living wage for a fair day’s work..” This can be
accomplished by raising the minimum wage and/or by expanding the Earned Income
Tax Credit (EITC).
(B) We can also increase household income by expanding other benefits that are
available to people who do work, including unemployment insurance and child care,
and by providing part of the cost of health care.
(C) Everybody must have high-school level skills to make it at a minimal level in the
economy and to function as a citizen. Drugs may result in spiritual suicide, but
dropping out of high school is economic suicide. A youth may change the type of
school they attend, but there is no dropping out! Many other countries exceed the U.S.
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on high school graduation rates and basic literacy.
(D) However, everybody is not going to go to college B and the economy has no need
for them if they did. Education is good for its own sake, but not all of the existing level
of educational attainment is needed to run the economy. America should create schoolto-work systems that move ALL youth from school into productive, well paying work.
Several European countries have done this, and so should we.
(E) In the globalized industries (e.g., manufacturing, natural resources, agriculture) the
international regulatory bodies such as the World Trade Organization and international
agreements set the rules about child labor, health and safety, the right to organize, and
environmental protection. The jobs move to countries with low standards. These
agreements now shape the numbers and quality of jobs in most countries of the world B
including the U.S.! Our understanding of economics can not stop at the border, and our
policy advocacy must include global issues.

2. We need new types of work that produce income
For the foreseeable future, primarily due to globalization and technological
change, there will not be enough good-paying jobs in the private sector to provide a job
for everybody who wants one. CAA’s should develop new ways for people to earn
money that include the traditional approach of securing employment in the private sector
economy, but that go beyond it. One strategy that has worked on a large scale is publicservice employment that produces socially useful benefits even if they are not
economically self-sustaining.
Improvements of the environment and childcare are
examples. Another strategy is to help some people become self-employed. Another
strategy is to operate for-profit ventures B social enterprises B that provide employment.

3. Creating Social Capital
We must strengthen communities through approaches that have labels like
community building, creating intentional communities, creating civic capital, and
strengthening civil society. These require techniques that go beyond the classic approach
of community organizing. The Dialogue on Poverty for 1996, 2000, 2004, 2008, and
2012 is a good strategy and can be expanded. Our working to persuade people to adopt
new social values and to agree to other institutional changes also produces social capital.
We need to rethink the nature of “family.” Our classic idea of a “nuclear family”
has de-constructed to where only one adult must be present. There may be benefits to
this idea (e.g. individual liberty), but it is not a viable construct for households with
children in the American economy. For households with children, I suggest that we try to
build families that have at least two income-producing adults. They can be married or
not, straight or gay, the same generation or multi-generational, lovers or friends, but we
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need a new social value that every household with a child should have at least two
income-producing adults.
The new approaches to improving inter-ethnic relations and reducing racism and
the other “isms” may have names like diversity, multi-cultural programming, and dispute
resolution.
We can promote and assist social movements (e.g., the Million Man March).
Other areas where we should work for changes in social values include moving
some crimes to another domain. For example, we should move all “status crimes” from
criminal justice system to social services and health. In the 1980's Surgeon General
Everett Koop defined AIDS as being a health issue, not a moral issue or a criminal issue.
This would include moving most casual and individual drug use from criminal activity to
health/education. We should treat all addictive drugs the same (alcohol, marijuana,
nicotine, etc).
We should get the Federal, state and local governments out of games of chance.
If individuals want to gamble that is their right, but the state should not run it or promote
it.

4. Creating Financial Assets.
In recent years, there have several new approaches to helping people create assets
that can be used as a cushion to carry them through a job loss or an illness. The
Individual Development Accounts, first-time-homebuyer programs, and financial literacy
program can all help people develop savings and investments. As Professor Michael
Sherraden says, you do not consume your way out of poverty, to get out of poverty and to
stay out of poverty you have to save your way out of poverty. Too many low-income
families have no net worth or a negative net worth. They indeed are “one paycheck away
from poverty.”

5. Expanding unique approaches to Human Development.
CAAs have good capacity in family development and case management services,
especially for families with young children. However, CAAs must define how their
approach is different from similar methods used in Family Preservation, TANF and
community mental health. “Me too!” is not a brand name.
Head Start is the single most successful human development program for lowincome people, and it will increasingly be the locus for family development. Public
support for programs for children age zero to five is expanding. I predict that within 20
years there will be universal preschool in America, as there now is in several other
countries. Either Head Start is going to do zero to five B or somebody else is.
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Head Start does face a risk, because it is a strong horse on the track, that it will get
loaded down with other theories or “needs,” e.g. self sufficiency, youth development,
substance abuse, education of parents. How much can this strong horse carry?
Learning and development are profoundly social experiences, not just training the
brain. We should increase our impact on educational systems and processes. We should
move curriculum from the current ratio of 80% cognitive development and 20% social
development to more like 50-50. Put Head Start into the classrooms! Put parents back in
the loop, in the classroom and in charge of their child’s education. The next big advances
in a child’s performance in school will come from interventions in family dynamics, not
from instructional technology.

6. We need to better understand the causes of poverty.
(A) A new Unified Field Theory of Poverty is needed. It is generally agreed that
there are many causes of poverty, ranging from the way our economy produces poor
people even in the best of times, to social causes (family dynamics) to individual causes
(a few people really ARE “just lazy”). You would think we would have sorted out all the
factors that cause poverty and developed powerful strategies focused on each, but in this
regard we are not much better off than we were 40 years ago. We do not even have very
good descriptions of the ideologies that people use, in the absence of facts, to project
their fantasies about poverty.
(B) Social dynamics are poorly understood. Movement in an out of poverty is far
more pronounced that is evident by our “snapshots” of poverty, e.g. last year the poverty
rate is x% and this year it is y%. About half of people who are poor today will not be
poor in two years, and most of them do not get un-poor because they participate in
government programs. In other words, there is a massive churning of people in and out
of poverty, somewhat parallel to the churning of people in and out of low-wage jobs. We
really do not understand the dynamics of this. The Institute for Social Research has
operated a Panel Study in Income Dynamics (PSID) for decades, but its findings are
written in researchese and are not widely distributed. Their work is one starting point for
learning more.
(C) Myths about governments creating social mobility and opportunity mask
reality. Social mobility up and down the five income quintiles (from the bottom 20% of
earners up to the top 20%of earners) is poorly understood. Boston-based sociologist
Peter Berger has done some important work comparing social mobility around the world.
He finds that it is the stage of industrialization in a country and adoption of technology
that drives social mobility, and not the form of government. Taiwan, Singapore, Hong
Kong, Japan, the U.S., France, Russia, Germany and other industrialized nations have
about the same rates of social mobility, with about 25% of workers moving up at least
one quintile each year and 15% of workers moving down at least one quintile. His work
receives no attention among policy makers, because it contradicts the social myth that
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democracy and our form of government create social mobility. But B if we focused on
the actual drivers -- science and technology -- we could more precisely develop policies
to harness their benefits and counteract their negative effects.
(D) The connections between the community action movement and academia are
largely non-existent. Practitioners and university professors live in different solar
systems. Most academics have wandered off into arcane corners of their disciplines.
Alice O’Connor in her new book “Poverty Knowledge” (Princeton University Press,
2001) has traced the pattern of what is essentially the departure, over the past one
hundred years, of academics from the public policy arena. The NACAA/CAP has an
important new initiative to forge links with universities.
(E) Some new research has been done looking at income distribution among
social classes; as correlated with educational attainment; and even as correlated with raw
intelligence. All of these should be reviewed.
(F) There is still much to figure out in terms of use or abuse of the world’s
resources and the impact of humans on the environment. With over half of the world=s
population living on less than $2 a day, the distribution of resources and the creation of
sustainable development policies offer challenges in all disciplines, including politics,
development, economics, ethics and theology. If the rest of the world lived like North
America, it would require the resources of three Earths.

7. Reduce public expenditures for charitable functions.
Help other groups be charities that give for benevolent reasons.
(A) The goal is for every person must be self-sufficient is not realistic and it is not
achievable. Some people will always need services. We must have a place for them in
our communities as well and provide a humane standard of living, but we have no
agreement in this society about what that standard is. Until a national consensus
emerges, I would argue that this is best worked out on a community by community
basis, using primarily non-public funds. Most publicly funded human development
programs should be based on a principle of reciprocity B “We will help you do X if you
will do Y.”
(B) We have profound confusion in America about role of the individual versus the
role of society in terms of meeting basic needs. Who is responsible for what? In terms
of gifts of free food, money and other stuff, individuals generally want more than
society is willing to give, and “Society” resents what it does give. The public and most
service providers are confused about charity functions (gifts of free stuff) that are
subsidized by public funds. I used to believe that every bit of food and clothing
somehow was part of our human development effort. I do not believe that any more.
The best case is that this “stuff” gets the recipient up to zero. They still have to develop
the capacity or resources to get out of poverty and stay out of poverty. I now also agree
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B reluctantly B with those who say that publicly funded agencies may be creating false
impressions and expectations among too many recipients of such aid. For some people,
it does reduce their incentive to help themselves.
When we compare the results produced by for example a job training program and a
family development program and an educational program and an IDA program with
giving away free food, the other strategies produce better results than giving away free
food. And, the other strategies have more support from the general public than the
public charity functions.
C.

CAAs should, over time, de-emphasize and phase out of the role of public
charity. CAAs should help other organizations, including faith-based
organizations, to develop their capacity to provide gifts of charity. Publiclyfunded agencies can clarify their purpose and focus on activities that bring
about larger changes in social values and economic opportunity and that focus
on human development if they will GIVE BACK the charity functions to
churches, civic groups, families, and neighbors.

Economy

Education needed
Remove a barrier

Social Values:
Racism
Male role
Gender

Role of Government

Attitude about Economy

We were winning this War on Poverty!
Strong
manufacturing Only a college diploma
economy.
assures non-poverty level
work
Willingness to work was the Not much difference
key variable.
Get Dad any job on the line
End affirmative action;
we’ve done enough
A high school diploma assured One of the household
a job above poverty line
incomes
Made a big difference
Women must work
Stop discrimination; allow
access
Primary provider
Women should be able to work
too
Government should lead to
promote
change,
end
discrimination
Enough for all, let’s share for
all of those who need it

Do as little as possible.

??

“End welfare as we know
it.”
Punish them for having
babies.
America must open up. America is just fine. Give
Reallocate resources. Anyone the money back to those
who wants to work should be who earned it. It’s your
able to “make it.”
fault if you don’t make it.
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Attitude about
Entitlements
Social Structure/Class

Our system has problems. Join
together to end discrimination,
change America.
NOW – 2000s –
New anti-poverty strategies are
needed!
Information/high tech
THEN – 1960s –
Education is the key variable.
Middle class behavior a must.
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A Longer Version of the History
A. Background: Understanding the Origins of the Economic Opportunity Act of 1964.
This section shows the evolution of social policy from the 1930’s to the creation of the
Economic Opportunity Act.
B. EOA/OEO from 1964 to present. Major eras and events. This section describes some
of the interesting events that took place from 1964 to present.

A. Background on the Economic Opportunity Act of 1964
The Economic Opportunity Act (EOA), signed on August 20, 1964, was the piece
of federal legislation that created the Federal Office of Economic Opportunity and the
community action program. The CAP program funded both local Community Action
Agencies (CAAs), Limited Purposed Agencies (LPA's) and State Agencies.
One source of confusion since 1964 is that the phrase “community action
program” is used to describe a nationwide program (e.g. Head Start), to describe the local
community action agency operating the program (the CAP in Des Moines).
Furthermore, a community action program was any program planned by and operated by
a local community action agency, i.e. a particular project operated by a CAA. So the
neighborhood center in downtown Des Moines is a community action program. So when
you hear CAP, you have to look at the context to see which type of CAP is being
discussed.
There were community action programs and organizations that functioned like
and organizations were pulled in under the EOA and received funding from it after it
passed. In others words, community action began in communities, and was planned and
controlled by them whether there was any Federal money involved or not.
The EOA was the centerpiece and the framework for the “War on Poverty” that
President Johnson declared in his January, 1964 State of the Union speech. To
understand the creation of the EOA and its role in American social policy, we must look
both at the broad framework of public policy and the flow of ideas through it from the
Depression onward. We also review how the American economy and social values of the
1950s and 1960s shaped the EOA.
This sections looks at (1) the depression, (2) program from the depression years,
(3) the economy in the 1960's, (4) legal rights issues, (5) operations of federal and state
agencies, (6) the U.S. versus other countries, and (7) how individuals may have influence
the process. These several sets of factors that contributed to the passage of the EOA were
described below.
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1.

The Depression. This economic disaster resulted in more than 25% of the
workforce being unemployed. The romantic symbol of the Depression may be the
stockbroker who “lost it all” in a few short days (even the rich and successful were hurt,
so it must have been bad), but the true social reality was millions of families without
work living in rattletrap cars or tents, trying desperately to find work, food and shelter.
The Depression transformed the face of American politics. A new but shaky
consensus emerged that the federal government should have a larger role in several
areas. One change was to increase the authority of the federal government in regulating
the economy and how it operates (Banking laws, National Recovery Act, Rural
Electrification, etc). Another was that the federal government should create insurance
programs into which people would pay premiums in the form of wage deductions that
would help them in times of need (Unemployment Insurance, Social Security). A third
theme was the federal government should provide a “floor” or safety net of income and
assistance to those who needed it “on a temporary basis” (AFDC, Disabled, Aged and
Blind -- later replaced by SSI).
In America, neither altruism, compassion nor a sociological understanding
about how our society or our economy operates are required before a person can
influence public policy.
Indeed, the system is open enough that anybody can try to get anything installed
as public policy. There is a wide range of opinion -- as well as myth, half-truths and
outright lies -- about what “causes poverty” and what should be done about it. The
different positions on these issues have been major bones-of-contention among groups
who have been competing to shape U.S. public policy since the country was founded.
Then, as now, some people believed “the problem” is the poor themselves.
“They are just lazy. If they would just work they could improve...because so many
people have improved through self-help efforts.” The existence of an economic system
built on principles that encourage and permit people to improve themselves is often
confused with the idea that if somebody does not advance, then it must be their fault
and not the fault of “the system.” This line of thinking makes people reluctant to have
the government help other people. If you (perceive, believe) they are not trying hard
enough to help themselves the idea that you should help them makes you feel like you
are being taken advantage of, that you are getting “ripped off.” And many people do
believe that poor people are like imperfectly machined cogs on a gear, that poor people
just need to be reshaped and polished up to function properly.
Others feel that the problem is “the system” of opportunities, the processes by
which people obtain or do not obtain wealth, that these opportunities are insufficient or
that there are unfair criteria that used to permit or deny access to jobs, or to pay rates,
job security and benefits.

As Board members, we should ask ourselves “how are the people in need perceived
by other groups in our community.” The idea of who “deserves” help and who does not
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is an important element influencing what people are willing to do themselves, or to do
with public money or to have others do with public money.
During the Depression, as now, there were major differences of opinion between
Americans about the extent to which the federal government should replace or
supplement state or local government operations.
Then, as now, there were major differences of opinion about the extent to which
society should tax all people to spend money on some. These issues continue to excite
many people and provoke strong discussions throughout America.

2. Specific Programs from the Depression and Problems With Them.
Many civil rights advocates, social workers, and progressive politicians like Hubert
Humphrey (Minnesota), Adam Clayton Powell (New York), and Carl Perkins,
(Kentucky), felt that the programs created in the depression contained numerous flaws
and omissions in terms of their scope of coverage, eligibility requirements, benefit levels
and especially in terms of how they were administered.
The Social Security Act was designed to help people save for retirement. But it
specifically excluded people employed in agriculture and in domestic service. In the
1930s, over 2/3 of the black people who worked full-time were employed in agriculture
or domestic service -- i.e., they simply were not included in the system.
The Wagner-Peyser Act of 1933 gave unions the right to organize -- and legitimized
the “closed shop.” Many of these closed shops also had the effect of “locking out”
minorities. The civil rights movement and the EOA specifically wanted to open up
closed systems that discriminated against minorities.
Civil Rights advocates of the 1930s, including the NAACP and the Urban League,
argued for public service jobs to employ people who were “locked out” of the
mainstream economy. Their main objective was jobs, jobs, jobs. The Works Progress
Administration employed millions of Americans, but it came and went. No publicly
financed jobs programs survived the Depression.
Instead, Congress came up with safety net programs to help people through
“temporary periods” of unemployment. The AFDC and aid to the Disabled, Aged and
Blind (DAB) were “federal programs,” but the compromise needed to get them passed by
Congress was to put them under the administrative direction of local government. In the
1930's, this meant that the programs would be operated by local governments. In some
conservative communities it was operated as a punitive, “poor law” program. In some
communities that practiced racial segregation, it was operated in a discriminatory fashion.
Offices were intentionally made inaccessible and were open only a few hours per week.
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Since local government was perceived as being part of the problem of ineffective or
discriminatory social service program, the Congress set the EOA to finance new agencies
outside of the regular government structure. The direct Federal to local nonprofit
connection infuriated many officials in state and local government
Another explicit purpose of the EOA was to persuade other social service programs to
be more response to the needs of their constituents. CAAs went to local welfare offices
and demanded more hours, more offices, and an end to discriminatory practices. There
were sit-ins and demonstrations.
The hiring of the officials and staff who administered the employment programs and
the other social services programs of the 1930 was often done in a way that no minorities
were hired. This perceived fault prompted framers of the EOA to take steps to ensure
that people to be served, minorities in particular, would not be discriminated against in
hiring to run the local programs.
In 1941, minority groups were organizing a “March on Washington” to protest the
fact they could not get jobs in the defense plants. President Roosevelt thought this would
be embarrassing so he signed an Executive Order directing defense contractors to end
discrimination in employment. It had some influence, and was a bellwether for those
who wanted more support from Presidents in later years.

2.

In the early 1960's the American economy was booming. Furthermore, surveys
showed that most American's believed that there was enough wealth for everybody.
Family incomes were going up rapidly. The American people felt that all could
experience the American Dream. The presence of so many who obviously were not
sharing in the wealth was an impulse to action. People wanted the government to
correct the past inequities and to exert leadership to solve social problems.
Over 2/3 of jobs in America were in manufacturing. The primary strategy to
eliminate poverty for a family was to get dad a job on the assembly line. The way to do
this was to get him past the discriminatory barriers in an apprenticeship program, or to
train him for a few weeks so he could run a machine and to put him on the line.

3.

The legal rights issues. In 1954, the U.S. Supreme Court ruled, in Brown vs.
Board of Education, that “separate was not equal” under the U.S. Constitution. A new
legal right was established.
In 1958, President Dwight Eisenhower used soldiers to enforce desegregation of
public schools in Little Rock, Arkansas. And people began to ask, if the federal law
enforcement machinery can be used to desegregate schools, why not in other areas of
American Society as well?
People began to ask, if separate is not equal in schools, then separate may not be
equal in other areas of public life, e.g. transportation. The interstate bus Freedom Rides
began in 1961, as did demonstrations at public accommodations, (e.g. sit-ins at lunch
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counters in bus stations, hotels). Attorney General Robert Kennedy encouraged their
efforts.
The presence of “white only” and “colored” on water fountains, toilets and
entrances to movie theaters was increasingly perceived as inconsistent with basic
tenants of fairness. Many people simplified the nature of the social problems in
America so that the problems consisted only of institutional racism. They concluded
that if institutional racism could be removed then “all our problems would be solved.”
The civil rights movement experienced a major expansion in terms of attention and
support, in part due to television showing both the realities of discrimination and the
heroic efforts of those trying to end discrimination.
The March on Washington with Martin Luther King's “I Have A Dream“ speech
caught the attention of the American people. The “Mississippi Freedom Democratic
Summer” in 1964 consisted of about 1,500 largely white college students who
responded to a request from the Student Nonviolent Coordinating Committee to come
to Mississippi to register voters and fight other forms of institutional racism. (SNCC
was right -- after two summers of their own work in Mississippi that was not noticed by
the national press, the media did pay attention when the white students arrived in 1964.)
“Freedom Summer” caught the imagination of the people working to create and
implement the Civil Rights Act and the EOA.
A key theme was to expand and extend the federal role as the guarantor of basic
rights. The Civil Rights Act of 1964, signed into law on July 2, 1964, was the
culmination of efforts to increase the role of the federal government. In effect, the U.S.
Congress finally reaffirmed the Supreme Court's 1954 decision, but they also refined
and extended that decision.
The idea that community organization techniques could radically change and
remove undesirable aspects of American society became an article of faith among staff
in the new Office of Economic Opportunity and in most CAAs. “CO” was undertaken
in almost all CAAs as a key element of the concept of “maximum feasible participation
of the poor” that was written into the EOA.
Between 1964 and 1968 in Mississippi, the Mississippi Freedom Democratic
Party was created as an alternative to the regular Democratic Party. The MFDP was
created by civil rights workers and with others supporters many of whom who had
daytime jobs that were paid from OEO money. Many of them worked for the Child
Development Group of Mississippi. CDGM was a black controlled, statewide Head
Start program. It was kept in existence by OEO over the bitter opposition of Senator
Stennis and other state officials.
The MFDP selected their own delegates to the 1968 Democratic convention in
Chicago. The MFDP delegates challenged the credentials of the regular Democratic
Party. MFDP supporters picketed at the convention, along with opponents to the
Vietnam War. Mayor Daley sent in the police and the bloody clash was seen on national
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TV. This changed the face of Mississippi – and some say American -- politics. Large
numbers of whites perceived that the movement had gone to far, too fast. They changed
from the Democratic to Republican parties. The South was no longer a guaranteed
Democratic voting block in Presidential elections.

4.

The operation of other federal programs. Many people pointed to the failure of
existing programs to operate as they were supposed to, or to programs that were wellintentioned by had negative effects. By the early 1960's, the Urban Renewal program
had turned into an “urban removal program” and was displacing tens of thousands of
people, especially blacks who had just moved to the cities as a result of the
mechanization of agriculture during the Depression.
Many felt that if these inner-city communities were organized they could more
effectively participate in the local planning and community development processes. If
they “had more power” and could learn to “fight city hall” they could reshape the local
redevelopment processes that were having adverse effects on them.
CAAs attacked the Urban Renewal program, and within months in most cities
the opponents had stopped it cold.
The initial focus of the EOA and OEO and CAAs on the inner cities was in part
because of the dramatic contrast between the aging slums that had become black
ghettos and the remainder of the American landscape -- a contrast that was made visible
to all because of another dramatic development of the 1950's, the spread of TV.
The inner cities in the North and the South were also where most civil rights
organizing was taking place. People and communities were acting to help themselves,
and the idea of helping them by giving them additional money, administrative support
and even programs to run was widely perceived as a desirable approach. It looked like
classic American self-help, raising barns and all that. The CAA in many, many areas
became a place where civil rights activists could both advocate for change -- and earn a
living while they were doing it. But the opponents of the Civil Rights movement saw
the supporters of that movement receiving federal money -- and they were enraged.

The use of public money to support the civil rights movement also upset several bigcity Mayors, who suddenly had whole areas of their cities being registered to vote and
with offices, staff and money to spend.

5.

Comparing the U.S. and Other Countries. This painful issue has faded from most
people's memory, but in the early and mid-1960s anybody proposing dramatic change
in America had to deal with defenders of the status quo who used an argument that
went like this: “America is better than Russia, so if you criticize America you must not
think we are a good country, therefore your patriotism must be suspect.” The next
flower in this daisy chain was allegations that the civil rights and other social
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movements were run by commies, etc.
For most people it was the gap between America's own ideals and the reality of
poverty that set off the social movements to close that gap -- to give every American
the entitlements and opportunities that were supposed to be available to all. What
President Johnson called the “paradox of poverty in the midst of plenty” was an
embarrassment to the nation that was supposed to be the beacon in terms of preferred
form of governmental and economic organization that was supposed to offer a better
alternative than that offered by the Soviet Union or other nations.
In a curious commingling of interests, some people supported both the Cold
War abroad and the War on Poverty at home. Many perceived American could have
both guns and butter. The opposition to the Vietnam War by many people in the civil
rights movement then severed the link between those support for American intervention
abroad and intervention at home. The supporters of the Vietnam War gravitated into
opposition to domestic social movements and programs.
Many, many societies are far worse off than the U.S. in terms of social and economic
conditions, but they do not have the political principles and systems that enable them to
reshape their society. The Bill of Rights and other Constitutional guarantees permit
people to organize and to seek change. Without these guarantees the civil rights
movement would never have happened. Also, it is only when change is perceived as
being possible that large numbers of people will actively support it.

6.

Theories Emphasizing the Role of Certain Individuals. There are numerous
theories that identify a specific event or person who was responsible for catalyzing the
creation of the EOA.
Some argue that President Kennedy started it all, when he read Michael
Harrington's book “The Other America“ -- or maybe he just read a review of the book,
or maybe he was troubled by the poverty he saw in Kentucky during the 1960 campaign
-- or maybe he read one of the New York Times articles that Homer Bigart wrote about
poverty in Kentucky.
Others argue that the “theory and technology” of publicly- initiated social
programs had finally been refined by the Ford Foundation and the President's
Committee on Juvenile Delinquency to the point where they could be used for broader
purposes, so it was a natural extension of existing programs.
Others argue that the EOA was a plot, an exercise is social control to co-opt and
limit the reach of these social movements. These cynics say the effort was “designed to
fail.”
Others point to the personality of Lyndon B. Johnson. While his legislative
skills were the major force in securing rapid passage of the EOA some of his staff claim
that he barely understood the content.
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Others point to the 1961 Nuclear Test Ban Treaty as an example of a radical
change in government policy that occurred in a short time because of the organizing
efforts of some citizens (Atoms for Peace, SANE, etc.) that overcame the strong
opposition, and that this example catalyzed social forces in support of the Civil Rights
Act the EOA, and other new legislation.
Whatever the mixture of big and small motivators, these separate streams flowed into
the kettle of “The Task Force,” headed by R. Sargent Shriver, President Kennedy's
brother-in-law who had managed the civil rights portfolio in the 1960 campaign.
The mélange of motives and ideas were blended by a group of expert social planners
into a draft piece of legislation. The Economic Opportunity Act of 1964 sailed through
Congress driven by the gale-force winds of the personality of Lyndon Baines Johnson.
The force of LBJ at “the creation” has, unfortunately, created a very narrow
perspective on the part of many people about how social change occurs. The supporters
of social change pushed the Presidential Button once in 1964 and got a hurricane. They
have pushed it 25,000 times since then and nothing has happened. You would think
people would notice by now that they need to use additional methods for creating change.
Fortunately, the Portuguese sailors of 400 years ago experienced a similar situation, and
came up with a saying that offers us the solution to this dilemma. Their saying was “If
the wind stops blowing -- then row.” This workbook is about how to row.
This author argues that while the “specific event” discussions are interesting, the
conclusion to which these theories tend lead a person is counter-productive. That false
conclusion has many of the following characteristics:
the only people who counted were all national leaders,

they experienced unique, almost random events,

economic and social factors are not important -- only personalities and politics

are important.
the only location that counts is Washington, D.C.

that the only political institution that can accelerate or produce change is the

Presidency,
only “they” have power to produce social change, it is all beyond my ability to

initiate or influence it.
The methods by which change in American actually occurs are described more
fully in Section 1.C.

SUMMARY. The major elements of the Economic Opportunity Act of 1964 represented
major victories for (1) people who wanted to correct problems with Depression Era
programs, (2) for advocates of increasing federal intervention in local social issues,
especially in ending discrimination, and (3) for people who wanted more direct
intervention into the shape of the economic opportunity structure.
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The “corrective” measures in the EOA were to (1) set the local community action
programs up outside the local government, (2) to make the local programs and
administrative entities directly responsive to federal rather than local concerns, (3) to
employ as many people as possible from the target groups to be served. In other words
there was a conscious decision to empower or to give power to groups that had less
power than the traditional administrators of public programs. Needless to say, this
angered many local elected officials and local welfare officials whose power bases were
disturbed by these new entities.
The “extending elements” of the EOA were to (a) initiate federal action that
would intervene in local economic processes where there was a problem (barriers to
economic opportunity) to adjust and rearrange them, (b) to create opportunities where
none existed, and c) to more effectively utilize existing opportunities. The first focus was
on the types and number of opportunities in the local economy, on what is called the
“opportunity structure.” The second focus was on low-income people in relationship to
that structure. This two-level focus on the one hand created the breadth needed to
develop system-wide analyses and approaches. On the other hand, it created an arena
within which there were many conflicting theories about the causes of poverty, i.e., about
who was at fault and what should be done to eliminate the causes.

B. Sequence of Major Events for the EOA, OEO and CAA’s
For this discussion, several “eras” of community action are described. Each era
had certain predominant themes or characteristics.
1.

November 1963 to August, 1964. A national Task Force assembles the program
ideas and drafts the legislation.

2.

August 1964 to April, 1966. The Crucible Years. Community action comes
roaring off the ground.

3.

1966 to 1968. The first restructuring of the delivery system, including CAA's
and OEO.

4.

1969 to 1973. Part of the promise is fulfilled -- and part of it is eroded.

5.

1974 -- 1975. The shift to community services. The second major restructuring.

6.

1976 to September, 1981. Good Management as the Holy Grail. The third major
restructuring.

7.

1981 to December, 1995. The Block Grant. The fourth major restructuring.

8.

1995 -- present. Results Oriented Management and Accountability. ROMA. The
fifth major restructuring.
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Each of these is described in more detail below. This is a fairly detailed history, so if
you start getting lost in the detail, jump forward to Section C about social change in
America.

1. November, 1963, to August 1964. The Task Force.
In November, 1993, President Kennedy was assassinated and Lyndon Baines Johnson
was sworn in as President. LBJ appoints Walter Heller, Chairman, Council of Economic
Advisors to chair a study group to suggest ways to reduce poverty. The Heller
Commission reported that much could be done. The Commission reported out in
February 64. This was a major input to the OEO Task Force.
LBJ declares “War on Poverty”, January, 1964 State of the Union. LBJ asks R.
Sargent Shriver, President Kennedy's brother-in-law to head a Task Force to create the
new war on poverty. The President's Commission on Juvenile Delinquency (headed by
Bobby Kennedy, Attorney General) contributes staff, major program ideas. RFK urges
LBJ to go slowly, open up on ten cities. LBJ says no, the time is ripe to go nationwide.
Ford Foundation Gray Areas projects provide “models” for CAAs, particularly the
New Haven project, and the Mobilization for Youth on the lower-east side of Manhattan.

The Economic Opportunity act of 1964 was signed August 20, 1964. There was talk
the OEO budget would grow to tens of billions of dollars.
In November 1964 presidential election, LBJ gets a “mandate.” The Congress that
was elected in 1964 was the most liberal since Depression. Then, an avalanche of new
legislation -- pushed by LBJ -- including Medicaid, Food Stamps, etc., etc.
The key provision of the Economic Opportunity Act of 1964 are described next.
Administration.
o
The Office of Economic Opportunity (OEO) was created.
o
Located in the Executive Office of the President, reporting to the
President.
o
R. Sargent “Sarge” Shriver sworn in as Director, September 23, 1964.
o
Over 3,000 people were hire into OEO by 1966.
Major programs in the EOA managed by the OEO. Job Corps; Neighborhood
Youth Corps; Legal Services; Vista; Health and Family Planning; Community Action
Program.
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Strategies for Social Change
The EOA legislation, the people hired into OEO and CAA's and the people on
boards had many ideas about what was wrong what was right -- and what was needed.
Their proposed solutions and methods reflected that variety of thought.
1.

Organize to redistribute opportunities, pursue equity, change the rules in the
community, to end institutional racism.
There were demonstrations, other
confrontations; rent strikes; lawsuit; and many, many new voters registered.

2.

Maximum Feasible Participation of low income people in all aspects of planning,
governance and operations, including: staff hired; board meetings; people being
organized to refocus and open up other service systems; signing people up in programs
for which they were eligible (e.g. AFDC); getting people into political process,
participating in community affairs and thereby learning how to function in community
affairs.

3.

Intervene - To help individuals and families develop their capacity and to
overcome personal problems, and to enhance skills through programs like: Early
childhood; Youth; Seniors; Health; housing, Education; Training.

4.

Provide Leadership in communities. Leaders have: Vision; Values; Hope ;
Trust; Confidence; Energy; Passion; Commitment; Direction. Leadership came from:
the Civil Rights Movement. Martin Luther King, et. al.

LBJ, HHH, Shriver, Congress, National Organizations,

and at the local level, CAA board members, executive directors.

Community Leaders.
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2. 1964-1966. The Crucible Years.
The glory years, the start-up years. CAA's were formed or existing organizations
were recognized as CAA's by the 100's.
a.

Local Initiative money begins flowing to new CAAs. Over 1,800 CAA
are selected or formed and funded. Many are very small -- a corner of a city or
counties. There were several CAAs, sometimes overlapping, in each large
city.

b.

Project Head Start announced by Jule Sugarman, 1965

c.

And the problems developed and opposition surfaced:



NYC Mobilization for Youth, was funded. They were a very aggressive in
their community organization efforts and there were allegations it was run by
“Commies.”



Syracuse Mayor Walsh, complained about community organizers who were
trained by Saul Alinsky's Industrial Areas Foundation. There were rent strikes, and
voter registration. Walsh complained they were promoting “class struggle.”



Los Angeles Mayor Yorty, and Chicago Mayor Daley. Complaints to Vice
President Humphrey, former Mayor of Minneapolis, former official of the U.S.
Conference of Mayors. The U.S.C.M. adopts a resolution accusing CAAs of
“fomenting class struggle”



Mississippi had blocked formation of CAAs. OEO funded a Limited Purpose
Agency: The Child Development Group of Mississippi, which had 83 Head Start
Centers, in 40 Cities. Most board and staff were Black. Senator Stennis was
outraged. OEO/Shriver keep the money flowing.

d.

April, 1966, LBJ meets with Shriver, and reportedly expressed his anger
with OEO. This was reportedly the last time that LBJ expressed any interest in
OEO. Joe Califano, a new LBJ special assistant, assigned to bird-dog OEO
and to cool it down.

3. 1966-1968. Restructuring and theme begins: Community Action is Dead!
Annual Audits will be required. “We have to keep track of every nickel! “Community
Action is DEAD” went up the cry. State Governors could veto any OEO grant. Shriver
overrode virtually all of them, especially vetoes of Legal Services grants -- note this -including the California Rural Legal Assistance grant that had been vetoed by Governor
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Ronald Reagan on the advice of this chief of staff -- Ed Meese.
The first riots occurred in the Watts section of Los Angeles. Congress passes the
Model Cities program to appease Mayors. In effect it was a CAA controlled by the
Mayors. The National Welfare Rights Organization, receives $400,000 from OEO.
A new management Technology was adopted by OEO.
Process was designed to:









The Grant Application

Rationalize planning
Create a rational framework for competition among CAAs
Ensure selection of CAA delegate agencies was done on more “rational” basis
Provide better information for Congress
Program accounts were established - about 100.
National Emphasis Programs, expanded by Congress.
Produced client data by the ton
Premise: “CAAs need better management.”

The number of CAAs had grown to about 1,800. The Congress decided to
restructure OEO and CAA's. Amendments prohibited voter registration and other
activity. CAA's were restructured in three ways, through the:


Quie Amendment on Board Composition. required 1/3 elected officials, at
least 1/3 low-income, the rest from the private sector.



Green Amendment. Local elected officials can designate CAAs. Once
designated, the OEO “recognized” the designation, and the CAA was (re)born.



OEO required consolidation of many small CAAs. The total number was
reduced to about 1,000. This is essentially the same CAA structure that exists as of
1998, although in 1968 CAAs covered only about 2,300 of the nation's 3,200
counties, and by 1998 the CAA's had expanded to cover about 2,900 of the nation's
counties.



EOA gets a 2 year authorization and two new Programs: Senior Opportunities
and Services (later to become Title III of the Older Americans Act, and the
Community Food and Nutrition Program.



Mayor Daley complains again. The Chicago CAA refuses to sign the OEO
Checkpoint Form for the Elementary and Secondary Education Act, Title 1, grant
for the Chicago School System. The federal policy was that unless the CAA signed
the checkpoint form, the federal agency could not process the grant application.
The Chicago application was blocked. Mayor Daley complained to Shriver.
Shriver waived the checkpoint form requirement in this instance – and nationwide
the checkpoint system withered into dust. The ugly rumor was that Mr. Shriver
wanted to run for Governor in Illinois, and traded the checkpoint for Daley's
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support. This seems ridiculous in retrospect, but the loss of “checkpoint power” was
a morale “downer” at the time.


In April, 1968. Martin Luther King, Jr. was killed. This was a crushing blow
to most of us who were committed to nonviolent action and to his leadership. In
June, 1968, Robert F. Kennedy was killed. The opposition to the Vietnam War
forces LBJ to abdicate. President Nixon is elected.



The Food Stamp Act of 68 passed with CAA support, and because of CAA
complaints that distribution of commodity foods was a bad approach to helping low
-income people.

4. 1969-1973. The Promise Fulfilled, and Eroded
The original idea was that OEO was an incubator and would spin off successful
programs to other agencies, so nobody could really complain when President Nixon
began spin-offs of programs: Head Start transferred to HEW July 1, 1969. Legal
Services to a separate corporation; Foster Grandparents to HEW; Job Corps to DOL.
NYC and other employment and Training Programs to DOL.
Nixon appoints OEO Director Don Rumsfeld. Rumsfeld overrides Governor
Reagan's veto of the California Rural Legal Assistance Program in California -- just like
Shriver had! Governor Reagan's policy planner, Ed Meese, is very angry. (The grudge
lasted until 1981, when Ed Meese refused to allow any CSA employees transfer rights
into other program. All were fired.)
In 1972, general revenue sharing was invented. Budget growth is stopped by Congress
for almost all categorical programs. Special Revenue Sharing. EOA/OEO to be made
part of one of the SRS packages. Title XX and CETA passed. Had Watergate not
slowed the trend, most categoricals would have been “block granted” in 1973.
In 1973, Howard Phillips appointed as OEO Director by President Nixon. His goal:
to transfer certain programs and close the rest OEO. He stated that “Anti-poverty
program was based on Marxist notion that poor should be treated as a class apart”
Howard Phillips notified CAAs in writing to close; he even pulled phones and furniture
from some OEO offices. This followed Nixon policy of impounding funds. But, Phillips
was never formally nominated for the job. OEO employees and CAAs went to court. The
block the dismantling of OEO. They won!
Judge Jones - 6/11/73 issued a ruling: enjoins Executive Branch from terminating OEO;
said that the Executive actions violated separation of powers between Exec and Congress.
Exec cannot: impound $, reorganize without a plan to Congress and that Executive
action had to be very legal in areas of uncertainty. Judge Jones rules that Phillips and
President Nixon did none of the above.
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President Nixon said that if he can not impound money then he needs a line-item
veto in order to stop Congress from spending more money than in coming in revenues.
Instead Congress passes the Anti-Impoundment and Budget Reconciliation Act of 1974.
(Another irony, a technical procedure created under this Act was used to kill CSA in
1981.)

5. June, 1973-75. Shift from Community Action to Community Services
Community Services Act of 1974, signed into law January 1975.
a.
b.
c.
d.
e.
f.

Name change. From OEO to CSA.
A new home for the Community Action Program
Ended argument on whether “war on poverty” should continue.
Stabilization appeared to be a real possibility. President Ford seemed content.
Standards of Effectiveness adopted for CAAs.
Two experimental energy programs created within CSA, one for energy
assistance payments, another to weatherize homes. In 1979, they were formalized
into separate programs, Weatherization and LIHEAP.
g.
CSA concluded that CAAs need better management. Hire Managers the
CAAs were told: Managers have: Goals; Systems - Plan/Operate; Standards; focus
on compliance and boundaries. They are risk aversive. Their prestige and power
comes from within the system.
h.
Entitlement Programs Grew Significantly During the 1970's; categorical
programs did not grow as fast as inflation.

6. 1976-1981. Good Management As the Holy Grail
Congressional Hearings in 1975-76 catalogued CSA/CAA issues. President
Carter appointed a Task Force headed by Charles Aragon. The Aragon Report proposed
three options for CSA and CAAs: Zap the system and stop the war on poverty
completely; merge it with other federal programs; or redesign the system at the federal,
state and local levels. President Carter selected the third option. Laird Harris was
appointed to manage the redesign. A massive systems design process was initiated inside
CSA. By 1979, the new management system was ready. It was the Grantee Program
Management System (GPMS). It focused on:
o
o
o
o
o

Increasing impact of CAA operations on poverty problems.
Conditions of poverty.
Analyzing social and individual causes of poverty
Social change on a multi-year basis
Agency operations and funding on a multi year basis under a 5-year
strategic plan.
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GPMS was rational, systematic, with all the features of a good management system -and it gave CSA and CAA powerful new tools to analyze poverty and how to eliminate it.
GPMS was to revitalize CSA, CAAs, and to refocus their attention on social change.
Implementation was being phased by regions. Regions 1, 7 and 4 were the lead regions,
and installation in the CSA Regional Office and in the CAAs in those regions was largely
complete by September of 1981.
Regions 6 and 2 were also “early adopters.” The Regional Directors in Regions 3 and
9 resisted the implementation of GPMS. The process of implementation had only just
begun in Regions 8, 9, and 10 when the Block Grant passed and CSA was closed. As of
September, 1981, GPMS had resulted in:
8,000 people trained, CAA Boards and staff.
50% of the CAAs in the nation had implemented GPMS.
about half of states and CAAs still use part or all of GPMS.





Implementation was well underway -- then, President Reagan persuaded Congress
to kill the EOA and CSA.

7. 1981: The OBRA Act of 1981 produces the new CSBG
The Omnibus Budget and Reconciliation Act (OBRA) of 1981 produces the
new Community Services Block Grant.
The States Take Over Management of the System.
In April 1981, the first Bill is introduced in the Senate to eliminate CSA. The House
voted on July 22, 1980 through a rule vote, which the supporters of CSA lost by 7 votes.
The House voted on July 29, 1980 to pass the OBRA, which included the elimination of
CSA. On Oct 1, 1981. CSA closed, all 1,000 CSA staff fired. The EOA is repealed.
Real budget cuts is most block-granted programs, 15 to 25%. The two major features of
the Community Services Block Grant:
1.

State Administration, with 5% of the CSBG to be used by the state for
administrative costs, and 5% could be used by the state for discretionary programs.

2.

The remaining 90% was required to be passed through to eligible entities, which
were the 932 CAAs in existence as of October 1, 1981, and certain migrant programs
and LPAs.
Different states used different approaches to implement the “new” CSBG.
a.

the EOA/GPMS approach is continued (about 25 states). These states
opted to transfer and institutionalize concepts in EOA -- to validate continuation
of community organization, advocacy, and institutional change.
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b.

CSA programs, forms, policies, continued temporarily (about 15 states)

c.

the State “Stamp” is put on the system about 10 states)

Immediate goals for CAA advocates under the CSBG. The new creature had to
look like a program. States had to have credible administration; otherwise the program
would keep on sliding into oblivion. States might have an expanded role in eliminating
poverty.
Differences in state approaches to administration came from:








Different concepts about the desired Mission
Historical approach to human services management in the state
Personality of State CSBG Director
Position of office in the hierarchy, from location in the Governors Office to
ten layers down in the welfare department.
Recent controversy? Where they had been, states were much more concerned
about dotting “I”s and crossing “T”s.
State legislative and election cycle, new Govs coming in had bigger fish to fry
than this new small block grant.
Past role SEOO. Where it had been strong, e.g. MN, SC, CA, GA, AL, FL,
NY, IL, the new CSBG hit the ground running. A few examples of how states
differed:
o
Strong State Administrative Role in Florida, S.C., Maine
o
Counties Given New Powers CO, PA, MT, UT
o
CBOs as the preferred delivery vehicle MA, IA, NY, MD
o
New management System created in Il, MO, NC, KS
o
States defunded very few CAAs:
1983 n = 14
1984 n = 9
1985 n = 4

On October 1, 1981, there were 932 CAAs. Under CSBG, counting in the LPAs
and migrant programs, there were 1,094 “eligible entities.”
As of September 30, 1981 there were also 860 Limited Purpose Agencies funded by
CSA, mostly advocacy, training and technical assistance shop and national advocacy
organizations. In the new Office of Community Services, there were never more than 5
funded for this purpose. As states and CAA's focus on local issues, concerted action on
a nationwide basis wanes.
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8. 1996 to When?. The Next Reformation.
What does the future hold? Profit making activity increases as CAAs seek to
diversify their revenue base? Employment for people coming off of welfare in new
social enterprises?
The HHS Office of Community Services creates a Monitoring and Assessment Task
Force to implement the new government Performance and Results Act in the CSBG.
GPRA was passed by unanimous votes in Congress in 1993 and applies to ALL Federal
programs and agencies. For CSBG, the Monitoring and Assessment Task Force (The
Task Force, get it?) Develops six national goals; two are related to helping individual;
two are related to reforming communities and social institutions, and two are related to
improving the delivery system itself. For each goal, measures of results and outcomes
are proposed. The measurement of customer feedback and client satisfaction become
elements of the proposed system. It is given the name ROMA, for results-oriented
management and accountability. States and CAA's are now moving to implement it.
National level activity begins resurgence, partly as a result of leadership from the
national organizations. NASCSP is providing leadership on energy issues, NCAF on
political issues, and NACAA on civil society through its National Dialogue Project and
its focus on staff development.
This ends our history of community action. The future is up to you!
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Recap of the Economy and Social Values.
The changes from the 1960's to the 1970's created a major change in public
policy.
In the 1960's there was:








Low inflation
Economy - Strong, growing, enough for all
Income - $9,000 per family
High Expectations - American dream can work
Problems
- Inequalities in American so change the economic and social
systems.
Congress/Exec - Could lead, could provide new funds. The Federal budget
was only 100 Billion.
Lots of $ in the budget due to booming economy and low inflation.

In the 1970's there was:





Soft economy; high inflation -- so high that there was a wage/price freeze by
Nixon
Income was about $12,000 per family, with a $4,500 poverty line
First trade, budget deficits appeared.
The general public perceives that bureaucracy is bad, that government should
give $ to the individuals who need it, not to bureaucracies.
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Chapter Eight Quiz
In this chapter, the author identifies some “challenge issues” for future anti poverty work.

1. What is the first issue the author identifies? What is your opinion on this matter?

2. Do you think there are enough “good jobs” that pay an “adequate wage” for people in
your area?

3. What are the three types of capital that the author recommends that are needed to
avoid poverty to escape poverty quickly?

4. What are some of the challenges of the public charity functions?

5. What is one major reason that some of our strategies seem to be less effective now
than they were in the past?
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Answers to Chapter Eight Quiz

1. People who work full time should earn enough money to live on. The minimum wage
has not kept up with inflation or the cost of living increases.

2. This is an opinion, or is based in research conducted by your agency or by the county
government, or by organizations such as the workforce investment board.

3. Social capital, financial capital, and human capital.

4. There is no agreement in American about what constitutes a minimum quality of life.
The public charity functions are seen as (a) in competition with private charities, or (b)
creating dependence, (c) being something for nothing type of programs in that they do
not require the recipients to ‘give back’ to society or to do anything to hello themselves.

5. Many of our past strategies were based on the manufacturing economy and on getting
people jobs in factories on assembly lines. These kinds of jobs are increasingly done
overseas or by robots.
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CHAPTER NINE. Organization and Responsibilities of a Board
Section A is a review the roles of a CAA Board, how they are composed, and the sources
of authority and legal responsibilities of board members.
Section B provides some ideas on board recruitment and retention.
Section C explores development of the Board as a group, and proposes creation of a
board development plan.
Section D explores development of individual board members, and proposes that each
board member have an individual development plan.
Section E provides ideas about meeting management.
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A. Organization and Responsibilities of a Board
(Includes Anita Lichtblau’s comments)
A.
B.
C.
D.
E.
F.
G.
H.
I.

Basic CAA Board Functions. What it is doing, why it exists.
Composition of the Board.
Reasons for the composition
Types of Boards - governing and administering.
Articles of incorporation and bylaws.
Sources of authority.
Decisions areas for a board
Individual member legal responsibilities.
Community Problem Solving.

A. Basic CAA Board Functions.
Know what your board does.
The Board of Directors manages the affairs of the agency consistent with the
Articles of Incorporation and By-laws. The basic functions of the Board include their
fulfilling their roles in:
1.

Defining the vision and the mission of the agency. For CAA’s, this is a vision of
an alternative future for low- their community as a whole and for low-income people in
particular. This is the vision toward which board members will work. It is the “ends”
the Board will seek.

2.

Setting the goals and selecting the strategies that will enable them to achieve the
desired future. This involves selecting approaches that the CAA will use to accomplish
its ends.

3.

Mobilizing resources, including their own energy. There is a fiduciary obligation
to acquire, handle and disperse assets in a responsible manner.

4.

Managing the relationship of the Board to several key constituencies, including:
low-income people, elected officials, other human services systems, other community
and stakeholder groups, and funding agencies.

5.
6.

Engaging in community problem-solving activity.
Monitoring and evaluating the Executive Director, to insure that s/he installs and
manages systems in the CAA for:
a.
Planning,
b.
Community participation, organization and development.
c.
Program implementation, information systems, evaluation.
d.
Personnel management,
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e.
f.
g.
h.

Fiscal management,
Public relations,
Staff and Board Development, Training and Technical Assistance.
Compliance with applicable laws and regulations.

The CAA is a “Person”. The board of any corporation is considered by law to be
one single “person.” The corporation does business and has a life apart from the
individual lives of its members, and the corporation can act only as a result of collective
actions by its members.
B. Tripartite Composition of the Board
A key element of every CAA is the unique composition or structure of its Board.
The Community Services Block Grant Act of 1981, as amended, requires that one third of
the Board shall consist of elected public officials or their representatives; at least onethird of the members must be democratically selected representatives of the poor
residents of the area being served; and the remainder must be members or officials of
business, industry, labor, religion, law enforcement, education or other major groups and
interests in the community. You should also check your state CSBG statutes or
regulations for additional requirements.
It is not required by Federal law, but it is considered to be good practice to have
all committees of the Board reflect the tri-partite composition.
1. Selection of Public Officials
The CAA shall select the elected public officials to serve on the Board (Sec.
676B(a)(2)). If there are not enough elected public officials reasonably available and
willing to serve on the Board, the CAA may select appointed public officials to serve on
the Board. Whether elected or appointed, these officials should currently hold office at
the time they are selected. (Sec 676B(a)(2)(A).
Although it is not part of the CSBG Act, either by historical practice or by state
regulations, in most CAA's the requirement is that the elected officials should have either
general governmental responsibilities or other responsibilities which require them to deal
with poverty-related issues.
2. Representation of the Poor
Representatives of the poor shall be chosen by any democratic selection method
which ensures that they represent the poor in the area served by the CAA. They need not
be poor themselves, but they must represent the poor. The methods include, but are not
limited to:
a.
b.

To represent a specific area or neighborhood.
At large, to represent the entire area served by the CAA.
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c.

To represent a particular organization whose membership is composed
predominately of poor persons.

If the first method is used, the individual selected must reside in that area or
neighborhood. The selection method used must also ensure maximum feasible
participation of the poor (See 676B(a)(2)(B)(ii) of the CSBG Act).
When the seat of a representative of the poor becomes vacant (and no alternate
has been selected), the remaining representatives of the poor may select a person to serve
for the remainder of the term. Or, the original selection process may be repeated.
Each CAA must establish procedures under which a low-income individual,
community organization, or religious organization, or representative of low-income
individuals that considers its organization, or low-income individuals, to be inadequately
represented on the CAA board to petition for adequate representation. (See 676(b)(10) of
the CSBG Act)
3. Representation of the Private Sector
Private organizations shall be selected so as to ensure that the Board will benefit
from broad community involvement. Once an organization is selected, it shall choose its
representative to the Board. At the same time, those who select the representative may
also select one alternate for that representative.
C. Reasons for the composition requirements.
For community action to achieve its maximum potential, the entire community
must be involved. The entire community must also be represented on the CAA Board by
the three sectors. Public officials must be there because they formally represent both the
general public and the local government. Low-income people must be there because they
know the problems of poverty. The balance of the community must be there because the
CAA can succeed only through support and partnerships with other service agencies,
private employers, churches, law enforcement, unions, etc.
CAA’s were created to eliminate poverty by eliminating root causes of poverty.
The Board has been given responsibility to carry out this mission. The Board's greatest
single resource is people. This statement is true of the Board's own membership. Each
member of the Board has vital talents, experience, contacts and resources to offer.
Public officials usually bring knowledge about public relations, public opinion,
social values and funding. They can serve as ambassadors of good will to the public.
Representatives of the poor are a fundamental source of information on conditions and
problems of poverty. Their participation and involvement on the Board, on its
committees and at neighborhood levels are critical to CAA efforts. Also important is
their ability to help develop public and institutional under standing of, and support for, the
programs -- and the positive effects those programs can have on the community.
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Representatives of the private sector often have business or program expertise. They are
sources of funds and other resources. Finally, they provide balance to the Board by
representing the remainder of the community. In addition, Board members can (and
should) enlist the understanding and assistance of their friends and personal contacts to
pursue the CAA mission.
The Community Services Block Grant entrusts the CAA Boards with a mission;
to make the entire community respond to needs and interests of the poor. This is to be
accomplished by mobilization of resources and getting greater institutional sensitivity or
understanding within the community.

D. Types of CAA Boards.
Be able to explain what kind of board you have.
There are two basic types of Community Action Agency (CAA) Boards:
governing boards and administering boards.
A private nonprofit corporation has a governing board and for most legal and
operational purposes it is the CAA. It is the final authority in that community on the
CAA's affairs.
In a public CAA, the CAA is a public entity. It may be the local elected officials
or an entity designated by them (board of supervisors, city government, County
department of this or that). The public CAA has a tri-partite administering board that
reports to the official CAA. The amount of authority delegated to the administering
board varies widely among public CAA's.
You need to know if you are a governing board or an administering board, and if
you are an administering board how much authority you have been given by the local
elected officials.
From 1964 to 1968, a CAA was any entity that OEO said was a CAA. OEO
decided which group or organization was a CAA and which was not. OEO funded
almost 1,800 CAA’s. Some cities had several CAA’s. Some rural counties with very
small populations (e.g. a few thousand people) had a CAA.
Prior to 1968, some CAA’s were membership organizations, with hundreds or
thousands of low-income and other people having membership cards in the organization - and the members elected the Directors. In 1968, the CAA’s that were membership
organizations were converted (in response to OEO policy) so that the membership of the
organization and the membership of the Board of Directors are the same, i.e. there are no
members other than the board members.
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In 1967, Congress decided to give elected officials more power over community
action programs. The mechanism they selected was to give elected officials authority to
pick the agency that would administer the community action programs funded by OEO
and other agencies. The Green Amendment to the EOA (for Congresswoman Edyth
Green from Portland, Oregon) gave the elected officials the authority to designate any
entity they wanted. They could designate an existing CAA, another private nonprofit
corporation, a public agency or even themselves -- as the CAA. If the designation was
done properly, then OEO would recognize the CAA. Most CAA designations were done
by Local Elected Officials (LEO’s) but Congress decided to get all public officials (not
just LEO’s) involved with CAA’s in three ways.
First, it added the public sector board requirement, requiring one-third of a CAA’s
board to be public officials or their representatives. (“One-third of the members of the
board are public officials, including the chief elected official or officials, or their
representatives, unless the number of such officials reasonably available or willing to
serve is less than one-third of the membership of the board.”) Second, it gave states and
political subdivisions the authority to designate CAA’s. The 1967 amendments refer to
CAA’s as being designated by a state or political subdivision(s) of a state having elected
or duly appointed governing officials. OEO still had to recognize the designation
whether it was done by LEO’s or other elected officials. Third, OEO could itself
designate CAA’s under certain circumstances: such as: (1) if the CAA selected by the
state/political subdivision(s) failed to submit or carry out a satisfactory plan to achieve
objectives specified in the EOA; and (2) where neither the state nor political subdivisions
were willing to be designated as a CAA or to designate a CAA for their community. In
the rare situation where the elected officials failed to act at all or failed to follow through,
the Federal OEO would do the designation.
In 1968, about 95% of the existing private nonprofit CAA’s were designated by
the LEO’s. (At the same time, OEO was consolidating the number of CAA’s and
reduced the total number to about 1,000). All of the private nonprofit corporations that
were designated and recognized by OEO have Governing Boards. The Governing Board
exercises the full range of corporate responsibilities for operating the CAA. The
Governing Board “owns” the CAA in the sense of “owning” the purpose, mission and
public trust given to the organization.
In 1968, during the implementation of the Green Amendment of the EOA, in
about 5% of counties and cities, the local elected officials designated themselves or some
other public agency as the CAA. The public CAA’s are often referred to as “Green
CAPs” (although you could probably argue that technically all the CAA’s of that era are
“Green CAPS.”) Those designated as public CAA’s included most of the big cities.
About half of all the CAA’s in California were designated as public agencies.
However, the Green Amendment also required that every public CAA must have
an tri-partite Administering Board. The political subdivision that designates itself as the
CAA must establish a tri-partite Board to provide input to the CAA about the activities of
the CAA. The powers of this Administering Board are defined by the local elected
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officials themselves. Now, in some states, those powers are partly defined by state
legislation or state regulations. And, with the 1998 Amendments, the role of the
Administering Board has been further strengthened.
States often apply a generic label to the boards established by a political
subdivision, and refer to all types of them as Administering Boards or as Advisory
Boards. Within this label, however, there are two distinct types of entities. Where the
subdivision has reserved much of the authority over the program for itself the Board is
often called an Advisory Board because its primary role is to advise the political
subdivision or elected officials on how it should run the program. Please note that
although some public CAA’s may still use the term “Advisory Board,” the 1998
amendments to the CSBG Act strengthen the role of public CAA Boards, requiring either
a tripartite board whose low-income members of the board “are able to participate
actively in the development, planning, implementation, and evaluation of CSBG
programs,” or “another mechanism specified by the State to assure decision making and
participation by low-income individuals” in those functions. Perhaps most significantly,
the CSBG Act requires the public CAA Board to “administer” (not just advise) the CSBG
program. See Section 676B(b). So this is a situation where there is a large gray area of
practice and where states and local jurisdictions do not necessarily have a clear cut idea
about the limits of the authority of the administering board.
Some political subdivisions delegate substantial powers to the Administering
Board, including authority over personnel, fiscal and program policies. In California, for
example, in communities where the subdivision has delegated substantial or almost all
operating authority to the Board, it is called an Administering Board. For all practical
purposes the Administering Board itself is operating the program since the “Governing
Board” of the elected officials themselves rarely or never overrides the actions of the
Administering Board.
In this case, the LEO’s typically accept whatever
recommendations are made by the Administering Board.
So what are called Advisory Boards and Administering Boards are really just two
different types of administering board. They differ in terms of the amount of authority
delegated to them by the political subdivision.
So, 1968 was a big year in the structuring of CAA’s. The Green Amendment
required designation of CAA’s by elected officials. The Quie Amendment required
creation of the tri-partite board in every CAA. The Office of Economic Opportunity also
adopted a policy that those CAA’s that were membership organizations had to be
converted so that only the Board were members, and OEO forced the consolidation of
many smaller rural CAA’s into multi-county CAA’s, and the consolidation of multiple
overlapping CAA’s in cities so that there was only one CAA serving the city. As a result
of this, about 1,000 CAA’s were created, covering about 2,700 of the nation’s 3,200
counties. This historic pool of CAA’s is pretty much the pool of CAA’s that exist today,
although about 100 of the original pool have either gone out of business or been
converted to public agencies. And, about 100 new CAA’s have also been created by the
states, raising the number of counties covered by CAA’s from about 2,700 to about
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2,900.
When the Community Services Block Grant was formed in 1981, it provided that
90% of the CSBG funds were to be passed through to the CAA’s that were in existence
as of October 1, 1981. At the same time, the Congress also repealed the statutes and
regulations that provided for LEO’s to designate (or to de-designate) CAA’s. This
created a one-time pool of historically designated CAA’s -- which explains why the
national organizations work so hard to keep them in existence. The designation means
something. The states now have this authority, subject to HHS review of terminations
and reductions in funding.
As is the case in every other type of human service delivery network, in the
CSBG a handful of local operators are having problems on management issues. Most of
these are repaired and operations continue. But, from 1981 to 1998, when a CAA closed
the CAA that was created as successor-in-interest to a historically designated CAA was
almost always created as a public CAA -- with a board that had narrower purposes than
the previous private nonprofit CAA. During this period, the percentage of all CAA’s that
were public agencies grew so that now about 15% of all CAA's are public agencies. The
1998 amendments to the CSBG are supposed to preclude the designation of new public
CAA’s, except as a last resort. See 676A.

E. Articles of Incorporation and By-Laws
You get your nonprofit status from your state's corporation law. If your CAA is a
private nonprofit corporation, you have Articles of Incorporation and By-Laws. The
Articles of Incorporation, sometimes called the Charter, are usually a bare-bones
statement of the nonprofit purpose, official address, and the names of the original
incorporators. The Articles are filed with the Secretary of State. If you expand your
purposes into an area not already mentioned in your Articles (for example you decided to
provide transportation services or housing development) or change your purposes
completely you should have a lawyer help you review and amend your Articles. If
changes are needed you must re-file with the Secretary of State. Generally, once you
have filed your Articles and they have been registered, you forget about them until you
think about doing something that is different from your original purpose.
The key requirement for being a nonprofit corporation is that none of the net
proceeds from operations or assets can “inure to the benefit of an individual member of
the Board or staff.” If you have net operating surplus (yes, even profits) in any given
time period they can not be distributed to the Board members in the form of a dividend as
might happen a for-profit corporation. These revenues must be used in support of your
nonprofit purpose. If you stop operating, the remaining assets must be given to another
nonprofit.
Being a nonprofit corporation does not automatically make it tax exempt. Your
tax-exempt status is determined by the U.S. Internal Revenue Service using Section 501-c
of the Internal Revenue Code. This requires a separate filing with the IRS. The basic
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benefit is that it makes you eligible to receive grants from organizations (e.g.,
foundations) that only give to tax-exempt corporations, and secondly individuals who
make contributions to you may claim that as a deduction on their income taxes.
The By-laws are an everyday tool for governing your activity. They are adopted
by your board and can be changed by your board through the process described in the bylaws. By-laws govern the size and composition of the Board, the method of selection and
terms of Board members, the duties of officers, types of committees, and procedures for
operations, including quorum requirements, meeting requirements, and other rules. You
should be very familiar with your by-laws, as they are the formal, official rules describing
the decision-making processes and distributions of authority within your CAA.
If you are a public CAA, instead of having Articles of Incorporation, you will
have as your “document of creation” an official action by the elected officials, which may
be a resolution, statute, etc.
In addition to the formal and official source of your authority, CAA’s derive
authority or power from others sources, too.

F. Sources of Authority of a Board.
1. Formal Sources of Authority
a.
State corporation law.
b.
Statutory authority, e.g., Community Services Block Grant, state law, etc.
c.
Any official delegation of power to you by Governmental units.
2. Informal Sources of Authority
a.
Powers informally given you by governmental units.
b.
That accorded you by people based on their perception of your competence.
c.
That accorded you by people based on their perception of your ability to influence
others.
d.
The accuracy of information you provide about upcoming trends or other issues.
e.
Your consistency... a lack of arbitrariness.
f.
The extent to which you are perceived as having “clout” with other possible
funding sources.
g.
The extent to which you are perceived as having “clout” in your community.
h.
Your honesty.
i.
Your self-confidence.
j.
Your tact... interpersonal skills... ability to get points across, things done.
k.
The extent to which you deliver what you promise.
l.
Your role in regulating the flow of information.

3. Limits on Authority
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Self Imposed:
Your knowledge, skills, and attitudes.
Your perception of your authority.

a.
b.

c.
d.

Externally Imposed
Community perceptions about the nature and extent of your authority.
Limits threatened and/or imposed by power-brokers and decision-makers at
various levels.

G. Basic Decisions of a Board
1. Governance Decisions.
How it will organize itself, operate and relate to staff.

How it will plan and evaluate itself and agency operations.

2. Planning Decisions -- short and long range.
Develop a vision.

Define your mission.

Select the ends or results the organization will seek.

Set goals.

Identify strategies.

Establish short-term objectives to accomplish the goals.

Create an evaluation process.

3. Policy Decisions -- general guidelines which govern:
The people whom the organization serves.

Broad descriptions of how the organization will serve them.

The framework for the organization's operation.

Setting priorities.

1.



2.




Resource Acquisition and Allocation Decisions -- govern effective use of
people, time, money, materials, and facilities, as they relate to:
Staff operation.
Program implementation.
Budget considerations.
Advocacy Decisions -- identify and seek to implement the opinion of the
Board on issues pertaining to the mission of the organization.
Select issues.
Identify approaches to be used.
Make assignments for Board members.
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H. Legal Responsibilities of Individual Board Members
The legal obligations of board members were defined in 1986 by The United Way
of America: “TO AVOID INDIVIDUAL LIABILITY you must operate in accordance
with the principle that you act as a reasonably prudent person, an use the principle of
good faith.”
1. The REASONABLY PRUDENT PERSON avoids:


MISMANAGEMENT. This is defined as being a failure to follow
fundamental management principles, e.g., failure to ensure that planning occurs;
failure to act on problems.



NONMANAGEMENT. This is defined as being a failure to use existing
opportunities for good management, e.g., failure to use available control systems.
So -- periodically check to make sure that existing fiscal, personnel and other
systems are being used.



SELF-DEALING. This is defined as board members voting on decisions
from which they might realize personal gain. So let the record show you abstained
from voting on anything that might benefit you or a relative.

II. The PRINCIPLE OF GOOD FAITH states that Board members should:
Attend all Board and committee meetings regularly.

Have a thorough knowledge of the organization's articles and bylaws.

Heed corporate affairs and keep informed of general organizational activities.

Ensure that minimum legal/technical requirements are met.

Record personal conduct and register dissents officially. Say, “I object to that

and please enter my objections in the minutes.”
Avoid any semblance of self-dealing.

Make no financial profit except as provided for in bylaws.
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I. Community Problem Solving
One important purpose of CAA’s is to eliminate the causes and conditions of
poverty. CAA’s must be community problem solvers. This often requires working with
different groups of people who have strikingly different opinions about the nature of the
problem and what is to be done about it. Problem solving can be messy and controversial
-- and it can build community agreement and unity. Problem solving efforts can fail -and they can succeed and be very satisfying. CAA’s must be mediators, negotiators, and
organizers.
Steps for solving social problems:
Discussion.

Planning, analysis.

Commitment.

Action.

Bringing people together -- and watching them fly apart.

More action.

Monitoring.

Refinement.

Rededication.

A sample process:
1.
Meet with other community organizations and with people who are
experiencing the problem.
2.

Identify the conditions of the problem, and what the causes of the problem
are.

3.

Decide which strategies will affect the causes. Identify a range of strategies
with different assumptions about resources needed, e.g. from no outside resources
to big bucks.

4.

Set specific goals -- so you will know whether you have succeeded or not!

5.

List the specific steps needed to implement the high priority strategies.

6.

Put specific individuals in charge of specific tasks.

7.

Reach out to others to build support for your effort.

8.

Identify resources.

9.

Create a schedule, with dates by which tasks are to be accomplished.

10.

Develop your publicity and outreach campaigns.

11.

Do it!
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Chapter Nine Quiz
1. What are some of the basic functions of a CAA Board?

2. Why is a CAA board called a “tripartite” board?

3. What are the two basic types of CAA Boards?

4 . Why is it important to know which type of board you are on?

5. If your CAA is a Governing board, where does it get its nonprofit status? Where does
it get its tax-exempt status?

6. Name two sources of informal authority.

7. Name two types of limits to your authority.

8. What are some of the types of decisions that a CAA board typically makes?

9. What are the two general principles that board members should use to manage their
own behavior?
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Answers to Chapter Nine Quiz

1. A few of the functions are to define the vision, values, mission and goals of the CAA.

2. All CAA’s have either a Governing Board or an Administering Board.

3. Every board, whether a governing board or administering board, has three parts: the
representatives of the low income, the representatives of the public sector, and the
representatives of the private sector.

4. A Governing Board in the final authority for the CAA. An Administering Board has
the authority delegated to it by the local elected officials. The types and amounts of
authority that local elected officials retain for themselves and the types and amounts that
they allow the administering board to exercise varies dramatically from county to county.

5. Nonprofit corporations are created under state law, usually through the Secretary of
State’s office. Tax-exempt status is granted by the Internal Revenue Service.

6. See the list.

7. There are externally imposed limits and self-imposed limits.

8. There are many types of decisions, including decisions about governance, planning,
policy, resource acquisition and allocation and advocacy.

9. The “reasonably prudent person principle” and the “principle of good faith.”
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CHAPTER TEN. Board Recruitment and Retention
A Community Action Agency has a structure that is required by Federal and state
law. This “tripartite” composition consists of (1) democratically selected representatives
of the poor, of (2) elected public officials, and (3) the private sector including business,
labor, religion, service providers, education, law enforcement and other interests in the
community. A more detailed description of these requirements is found in Section 6A
Organization and Responsibilities of a CAA Board.
You have to know the CAA’s strengths and weaknesses. Through discussions of
the board, you will identify the “gaps” in board membership. You will identify people
who can help the CAA carry out its mission. They may be affiliated with some
constituency or organization, or the person may be an up-and-coming community leader.
In the process of recruiting new board members, you are trying to persuade
them to affiliate both with you personally and with an organization.
The
impression that this person has or that they develop of your CAA is very important
to their agreeing to affiliate. You have to build a positive image of your CAA,
clarify the opportunities for community service and personal satisfaction, and think
about how to retain them for the long haul.

a. Build a positive image of your CAA in their mind
1.

Know your CAA – its history, programs, mission and vision. The CAA is a
bundle of ideas, hopes, commitments, and activities that you are asking them to
agree with. (Well, to agree with most of it, anyhow J).

2.

Be able to articulate why you are on the board. Know your own leadership
goals and where you fit in on your board.

3.

Understand the possibilities for the candidate. There has to be something that
THEY want to do in the CAA, not just something that you want them to do.

4.

If they have served on other boards, be able to explain that a CAA has a
unique composition, purpose and mission.

5.

Begin by meet with them informally to begin explaining what the CAA is and
what it does. Take them to visit program sites. Arrange meetings with other Board
members.

b. Recruitment strategies: building your image
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1.

What tools do you need? The Annual Report, agency brochure, newsletters,
and news articles all help to establish your credibility. Give them to the possible
candidates.

2.

Recognize the benefits of membership to the community and to the candidate
personally, and articulate them. These include benefits to the community or to a
specific population group the candidate may be concerned about. These include
how the candidate can help solve a community problem or achieve a desired goal.
There are personal benefits, too, in terms of affiliation with a good group of people,
recognition, and enjoyable social activity. Be able to tell them “what’s in it for
me.” Describing the benefits you get will help them understand what benefits they
may get.

3.

Be proactive, conduct interviews, talk to candidates about their goals, views,
wants, why they might want to be on a board.

c. Retention strategies
Boards sometimes perceive that they have a recruitment problem when in fact they
have a retention problem. People quit before the end of their term. You should retain a
board member for several years.
1.

Don’t stereotype board members – provide them the opportunity to play
the role they want (which may or may not be their career, i.e. an attorney may
want to help out at the Food Bank, etc.)

2.

Involve them. Make sure every board member has something to do.
Recognize and utilize their values, skills, and experience.

3.

Develop them – provide orientation and training for all members. They
have a variety of needs and interests: skills, leadership development. Develop
individuals and the group, team building, communication. (See Section 6C
Board Development for additional ideas.)

4.

Don’t impose staff-type roles on board members. Board members usually
can not become program experts; staff are paid to know the latest regulations
and to keep track of what funders, and what other programs are doing in terms
of “best practices.” Board members should talk about the results they want to
see the programs produce, about how programs fit with other programs, about
the community perspective, about generating support, and other big picture
ideas. The means, or program details, are the responsibility of staff.

5.

Balance the amount of time that board members spend reviewing
historical actions of staff (e.g. past performance, fiscal reports) and board
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members doing their own work. Board members should have duties beyond just
attending board meetings. They should engage in public relations, meeting with
other agencies or elected officials, advocating on concerns of the low-income
people.

d. Additional approaches or steps in board recruitment
You can “grow” new board members by identifying volunteers or program
participants and getting them into activities that lead to board membership. You should
start “grooming” candidates for the Board three to five years out. Find that person. If you
do this year round as part of your capacity building process and not just when there is a
vacancy, then you have candidates when vacancies do occur.
1. Board of Directors Responsibilities in Recruitment:
(Adopted from United Way training materials developed by Barbara Barrett Foster).








Approve Board member criteria and selection processes.
Identify organizations that will select members.
Charter the Nominating Committee.
Nomination and election of officers
Conduct evaluation of Board effectiveness and individual board member
effectiveness.
Rotate Board jobs.
Terminate members.
Nominating Committee Responsibilities:








Develop Board member criteria.
Identify potential members: doers who will work.
Recruit potential members. Visit them several times.
Present potential members to the Board.
Provide for orientation of potential and new members.
Provide for training and continuing education of all members.

2. The nominating process.
This material on nominations was developed in 1983 by Mary Urban Wright and
Connie Benton Wolfe of Consulting and Training Services, for the Voluntary Action
Center of United Way, Dayton, Ohio. Contact Ms. Wright at: muw@asu.edu
Responsibilities of the Nominating Committee (working on selection of new Board
members)
6.

Understand its charge, goals and responsibilities as a committee.

7.

Have an understanding of the organization's purpose, needs and goals.
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8.

9.

Understand the policies, procedures, deadlines, by-laws, etc., under which it
operates and has authority.
Determine what is needed to strengthen the organization's Board.

10.

Identify potential nominees or organizations who will nominate based on the
needs determined, and gather appropriate information about each potential nominee
the committee will need to make a recommendation.

11.

Develop nominees, or organizations who will nominate, with 2nd, 3rd
choices, etc., for each vacancy.

12.

Determine who from the committee will recruit each potential nominee,
keeping in mind that the initial conversation with each potential nominee is an
exploration into their availability, suitability, and willingness to be nominated.

13.

Formal notification of the final nominees to be recommended for selection.

14.

Presentation of the final list.

15.

16.

Recommend to the Board individuals qualified, available and willing to be
appointed to the Board in case of vacancies during the year.
Keep the best interests of the organization at heart, both current and future.

17.

Work together as a team, seeking input and contributions from each member
-- without judging those contributions or discounting them.

18.

Take seriously its responsibilities and use every available resource to bring to
the Board the best possible candidates.

19.

The Nominating Committee may also have the responsibility of nominating a
slate of officers to be elected by the Board each year or as indicated in the by-laws.

20.

Based upon past performance and participation, the committee must also
make recommendations regarding the possible re- selection of Board members who
have come to the end of their first term and are eligible for a second.

21.

Recognize that nomination work is continual, year-round. It is not an event or
a meeting; it is an ongoing process.
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e. Board Orientation
i. Recruitment Stage
You have to manage the process of orientation to the CAA and its goals. This is
usually done by other board members with assistance from the Executive Director.
1.

Description of agency purposes, strategic plan, major programs, funding sources
(including some information, 1 or 2 pages, in writing).

2.

Expectations of prospective member -- meetings, committee assignments,
tenure, time (hours per month).

3.

List of current Board members. Make a pitch by existing board members as to
why one should want to serve.

4.

Visit to agency by prospective member to see programs in action, or talk with
agency director; possible attendance at one Board meeting to observe.

5.

Copy of bylaws and last annual audit of agency to keep if requested.

ii. Preliminary Orientation -- Some Background
Start with informal meetings with key people. Give them an orientation manual
or “kit” which could include bylaws, articles of incorporation, description of programs,
current budget, last audited financial statements, list of Board members with their
addresses, lists of committee and staff assignments, copies of minutes from previous
year, copy of long-range plan and copy of agency objectives for coming year. But -don’t overwhelm them with paper!
iii. Orientation and Introduction
Orientation Session. Includes review of board manual. Should occur prior to new
member’s first board meeting or at special orientation for new Board members with the
Chair, the Executive Director, and others. Plan on at least two hours for this.
During the First Three Months:
1.
2.
3.

Assignment to specific committee task. Put them to work!
Orientation to work of specific committee.
Written background material helpful.

iv. On-Going Training:
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1.

Consultation with appropriate committee chairpersons and staff to obtain full
involvement of new member.

2.

Assistance in carrying out responsibility.

3.

Participation in special workshops related to the assignment.

4.

Recognition for work, and ultimate expansion of responsibility or rotation to
another committee where possible to continue to learn more about the agency and
contribute to its achievements.

Note: Throughout the orientation and training process, the agency should provide for
recognition of work and ultimate expansion of responsibility or rotation to another
committee. This will enable Board members to continue to learn more about the agency
and contribute to its achievements. It will assist the agency by providing a continuous
development of future volunteer leaders.
Adapted from several sources, especially by Barbara Barrett Foster.

v. And remember – recognition, recognition, recognition. Public thank you’s. Put
the thank-you in the minutes. Give them a letter, or mail a letter to the organization(s)
they represent. Give them a plaque, provide a framed photo, etc.
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C. CAA Board Development and Group Development Plan
Most of the boards of the nation's 954 CAAs operate acceptably or better most of
the time. For those boards that are operating well and have a written plan for their own
future development, we wish them well. This section is written for boards that are not
operating as well as they want to or that do not have a conscious plan for their continued
development. There are several types of typical problems in board development.
One issue area is defining “what is the agency supposed to be doing,” or “what
business are we in?”
A second issue is helping the board to unravel “the difference between ends and
means,” between the desired results and the strategies or programs that will be used to
achieve them.
Another issue is to sort out the difference between what the board does and what
staff does.
The fourth typical issue is to correctly describe the type of change that people
want to have take place in the board; is it a problem that is solved by individual
development, is it group development of a routine nature, or is a change in the structure
or operations of the board needed? Individual development and group development of a
routine nature can be handled inside the CAA, but if a change in the nature of the group
itself is desired then the board will usually need an outside facilitator.
The fifth issue area is the skill level of the person helping the board to develop.
Lets look at these one at a time.
The single biggest issue in helping boards of most CAA’s to improve is to help
them expand their own vision about what the agency can actually accomplish; about what
the organization is supposed to be trying to do. If they don't believe significant change is
possible, they create a self-limiting vision and then organize themselves in a way that this
becomes a self-fulfilling prophecy. Even boards that once had a grand vision can take a
turn for the worse; it is like watching an implosion that takes place in slow- motion over a
period of years.
A board may lack clarity around its purpose, or that is confusion over the mission
or just have a very small definition of what is possible. This usually results in a board
that is focused inward, downward and backwards. We'll describe this as a Type X board.

The Type X board does not spend its time focused outward on the warp-and-woof
of the social institutions of the state or the community; it spends its time focused inward
on what it does. It does not look to reshape other organizations or more powerful
elements of the community; instead it focuses downward on people who have less power
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than it does -- on its staff and clients. It does not focus on long-terms issues and the
future; it looks backwards to review what the staff have already done.
Type X becomes funder-driven in the literal sense. It accepts the limits of the
vision of each funder as being the limits of what are possible in its community. It
assumes that its job is to “run programs” that somebody else defines. The board member
becomes the on-site volunteer field representative for the funder, constantly checking to
make sure the program is in compliance with the funder's regulations. It says its role is
“making policy” but spends almost all its time on review of what the managers did last
month. It focuses on the past and not the future. Measure the amount of time the Type X
board spends going over past actions and staff actions versus the future and its own
actions, and you will typically find that they spend about 95% of their time on the old
inside stuff and 5% on the new outside stuff.
The Type X board's focus on internal operations shifts attention away from the
ends the organization is to achieve. Type X spends most of its time on means rather than
ends. It focuses on the methods by which programs are operated. It does not delegate
enough of the responsibility for means to the staff. Instead it wants to review the options
and then select the means. The negative effect of focusing on means and not on ends is
that over time the focus on means relieves the staff of the obligation to achieve goals as
long as “we did it the way you said to do it.”
This ends-versus-means confusion begins to evaporate simply by talking about it.
This topic has been dealt with in greater detail by Dr. John Carver in his publication
“Eighteen Principles for Effective Leadership by the Board of Directors,” and his other
publications.
The Type Y board focuses outward, upward and forward. Type Y has both clarity
of purpose and a strong sense of mission. The Type Y board spends most of its time
defining the ends the organization is to achieve, the results and impacts it wants to bring
about. It spends its time on the vision of a new future and on its own role in the strategies
to use to get there. It does not decide on ends and then delegate everything else to the
staff. It has its work plan to carry out, its roles in achieving the ends, including
mobilizing the press, the community, the politicians and other necessary resources. It
spends most of its time on external relationships. It pushes open the policy space within
which the CAA staff will operate. It mobilizes new resources to assist low-income
people. It identifies undesirable activities in other institutions that harm people and seeks
to stop them. It seeks to create new behaviors within and relationships between other
organizations that will benefit low-income people. It is willing to focus on areas where it
has little or no power, and it seeks to enhance its influence there.
The Type Y board knows that most of what goes on in funded programs really
belong to the funders and the professional staff. The programs are described in detail in
thick rule books and procedure manuals that are constantly evolving and are impossible
to understand unless you spend weeks, months or years immersed in them. Staff are paid
to understand these rules and the politics of how they change and a volunteer board
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member rarely has the time, the information base or the interpersonal interactions needed
to understand these rule books. Type Y board members know that whenever a board
member dives into the rule book they are usually in over their head. This board may send
letters to funders suggesting changes in these rules or waivers from them, but most of
these letters are staff-developed.
The Type Y board knows that it needs to understand the basic concepts around the
money and the politics of the funder, but it is a waste of time to pore over old fiscal
reports to insure micro-compliance with funders regulations. If there is any malfeasance
or misfeasance -- the professionalism of your own management staff, the funders
themselves, the CAA's check-and-balance fiscal system and your other management
systems and even your competitors or opponents will detect it 99.9% of the time before
the board ever has a clue. They will blow the whistle for you.
The Type Y board knows that absolute perfection in fiscal matters with no
questioned costs probably may mean that your management is too tame, never
challenging the status quo or using resources in the most aggressive way to achieve the
organizations broadest goals. A manager who steals from you should be fired on the spot
and charged with the crime. A manager who uses a funder's resources creatively to
pursue the CAA's other goals should be commended. The Type Y Board may have
general sentiments like “if you are going to nudge a funder's rules so hard they will
terminate our funding, we'd like to discuss this risk with you before it hits the fan.” But
that is a very different position from being terrified of an auditor who questions any cost - and of demanding perfect compliance with all rules to avoid questioned costs. The
Type Y board worries most about nonfeasance on the big goals it wants to achieve, not
misfeasance on the rule sets within which its funded programs operate.
The Type Y board sets broad goals and then contracts with its Executive Director
to reach them. The Executive Director then organizes the work and the staff to achieve
the goals. New methods may come up from a professional publication or a training
program or from a client or out of a staff person's head -- and the ED is supposed to
encourage staff to try those new methods and keep the ones that work best. By agreeing
on the ends then by giving staff the responsibility for picking the best means possible,
you empower them and fix the responsibility for performance and for constant
improvement where it belongs -- on the staff person. You challenge them to change, not
to keep doing it the same way over and over whether it works or not.
The Type Y board insures that management systems are in place, for personnel,
fiscal, information, inventory and other necessary controls, but the Board does not need
to second-guess the conclusions that management makes while operating those systems.
A personnel grievance becomes a question of “Do we have a grievance procedure in
place and was it followed?” The Type Y board is not involved in second guessing the
merits of the he- said, she-said arguments that took place weeks or months ago. The
Type Y board lets the systems work; it doesn't constantly challenge the validity of these
systems or the best judgment of the managers who operate them.
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Now the two “types” of board described above are for purpose of illustrating two
different general orientations. Most boards are a mixture of these two sets of attributes.
The board development task is to figure out the kind of board that a board wants to be,
then to help it to get there.
The initial task is to help expand the vision. What are the largest purposes and
definition of mission that group can handle? Just like trucks, groups have different “load
factors.” Then you identify which behaviors are really functional and which are
dysfunctional in terms of achieving the expanded vision. Once you calculate what should
be changed, then you ascertain what can be changed. Once you discover what can be
changed, then you decide how to change it and when to do it. Then you conclude who is
going to facilitate or manage this process. This brings us to the next problem area.
The next hurdle is to correctly assess the type and scope of change that is desired.
Individual development or group improvement that is not designed to fundamentally
change the nature of the group itself can be handled internally. For these purposes, the
position of the person who is helping the process would not matter. Marginal change is
the way most human change occurs. A committee learning a new planning skill is
straightforward. It can be assisted by a staff person.
The other type is basic change, where the board and Executive Director recognize
that a new strategic plan or a new vision or a new sense of mission is required. This level
of change requires that the person who is facilitating the process has the ability to say
“the Emperor has no clothes” during the problem definition phase. It requires the ability
to say “it sounds like there may be a need to re-think the basic assumptions you have
underlying your current sense of purpose or mission.” And it requires the ability to
suggest alternative patterns of interaction without being seen as trying to enhance your
own position. This role must be performed by somebody who has no vested interest, or
at least nothing to lose, because this role usually means change that affects power and
status relationships, and that often means you irritate some people. If you are an integral
part of that social system, you may not want to be the person who is up front when the
people in the room are talking about how it needs to be changed. If you are a staff
person, it is unlikely you will take the risk of really challenging people.
The sessions that seek change that are managed by a person inside the power
pyramid often produce no change. In any existing social group the best way to see the
probable future is to look at the immediate past. The dynamics that produced the
immediate past will continue to chug along unless they are changed. The group may
have good intentions about changing, but in the same way that much of the water is
invisible to the fish swimming in it most social behavior is invisible or only partly
understood by the people engaged in it. The workshop for change inadvertently becomes
a validation of the status quo -- because that is what the inertia factor in social systems is
designed to do! A dynamic to change the status quo can be initiated internally, but it
usually has to be catalyzed or completed by some outside dynamic. This outside factor
can be an external challenge, or it can be an external organization or person.
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So a CAA can and should handle most individual change and most routine change
internally. But a change in the way the group operates is desired, then bring in an
outsider to help do it.
The fifth issue is related to the fourth. The question is whether or not the person
has the technical skills to help the group both to learn new knowledge and skills and to
change its behavior. Implementation of new knowledge or skills sometimes requires
knowing how to get the group into a new behavior pattern. A social group is a set of
people that have a history. They have ongoing personal relationships. They know each
other; they have opinions about each other. They have different roles in the group. They
have different interests and levels of knowledge about topics and defer to each other's
expertise on specific topics. They chase each other around, for romance or profit or glory
or just for the entertainment of aggravating the other person. In addition to the
techniques you use to help individuals learn you will also need organizational
development (“OD”) skills. Helping a social group learn requires skills that go beyond
presentation skills -- because groups of people learn in ways that are different from the
ways that individuals learn.
The group's definition of what constitutes reality is often very different from any
single individual's definition. A favorite example in the OD literature is “The Abilene
Effect.” It is the story of a large family where each individual was asked, “Did they want
to go to Abilene.” (The road to Abilene, Texas was a hot and dusty drive in the 1950's,
before auto air conditioning.) Each person said, “Yes,” not because they wanted to go
personally but because each perceived that one of the other family members did want to
go. So they all went on a journey that nobody really wanted. Later, they figured this out.
But by then they had already finished the trip.
You have to get the group definition to the surface, and assist them to reach an
agreement that they want a new definition and then reach agreement about what the new
definition is! And after you have helped the group learn how they want to change, then
you have to know how to impalement it -- to change the behaviors within the group.
There are several types of people who are in a position to help a board to make
major changes. A brand-new Executive Director or a very well-entrenched ED can do
this. A local college teacher or a management center staff person might be able to help.
Even a volunteer or a new employee can do this as long as they are not already socialized
into the system. And of course this is the stock-in-trade of organizational development
consultants and professional trainers. If you have a consultant who also knows your
industry, and who understands the forces at work on it and has specific examples of other
CAA’s that have expanded their capacity -- this person can move you ahead even further
and faster. The Community Action Partnership (formerly NACAA) can refer you to
people in your area. And a new approach to helping your CAA improve is to have peer
consultation or peer evaluation of your agency.
The corollary to the issue of the scope of change is the role of the individual in
changing himself versus changing the group. We know from organizational theory that
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an individual rarely has the opportunity to apply what he has learned elsewhere in his
group setting unless the group has already decided that the new learning/behavior is
desirable. The reason there is continuity and stability in social groups is precisely
because either they do not accept deviation from established norms, or they accept
change only under predefined circumstances.
To send a person off site to be trained or educated is effective if the purpose is to
benefit that individual, or if the group has already said “we want you to act differently so
go learn how to do it.” But we should not confuse this type of training with the desire to
see a change in the group itself. This type of change is rarely accomplished by training
one or two individuals from within the group. It requires training or development of the
entire group -- together.
The area of leadership enhancement is a good example. If the purpose is to
enable an individual to function more effectively in the existing group then they can be
sent to a learning event by themselves. If the intent is to help the entire group function
more effectively, then the whole group needs to participate together.
Agencies that have a formal training plan and budget often allocate their time and
other resources between these different types of purposes:
a.
Individual improvement. (Board member or staff person)
b.
Group of board or staff members trained as a group.

Preparing a Group Development Plan
The preparation of a GDP requires that you:


Identify the group, and every individual in it.



Assess their needs, or identify the problem area where change is desired.



Prepare a development plan for the group.

1. Identify the group
After a task is assigned to a group if the group changes composition you may
have to restart some parts of the task all over again. This often occurs when there are
changes in members in negotiating teams. This idea challenges us to pay more attention
to the composition of the group, and of changes in the membership of the group. In terms
of group development, it highlights the need to make sure that we have the people in the
room who are critical to the task. And there needs to be a process for managing the
arrivals and departures.
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There is a problem when no one knows exactly who is going to actually come to
the retreat. If the people who do arrive on time have to sit around for a half hour past the
starting time to see who is going to show up for the strategic planning process, I know
that this is a group that needs to discuss its membership and operational issues as soon as
possible. The composition of the group and the time when it forms need to be managed.
Don't just let it happen by accident.
A staff group may be a somewhat more captive audience, but there is always one
person who can't sit still, or who can't tolerate being in the room with his/her coworkers.
Now this is the person who should be there, because this is probably a person who creates
much of the dissonance in the office. His/her presence is essential if real improvements
are to be made in group functioning. The energy will make any meeting exciting for
everybody!
So the point here is to make sure you get the people into the process whose
presence is significant for whatever it is that the process is supposed to create.
The other point is that any group is different from the sum of the individuals in it.
If the group members attend a particular course as individuals and then you ask them to
use the results of that course in a group task, you will get a totally different result than if
you had all of them attend the course together. So sequencing their attendance to reduce
the impact on the budget or to provide for coverage of the office is usually
counterproductive in terms of the group using the new information in their team
functioning. Train them all at once.

2. Identify the need or the capacity to be developed
How cosmic is it? Are we talking total rejuvenation here, or improving the
performance on a task? Is this a heart transplant or a Band-Aid? Diagnosis is the first
step in organizational development. Where are you and where do you want to be? What
are the barriers?
One approach is to begin at the highest level of generalization possible and review
the needs in society or your community, the historic spirit of the Economic Opportunity
Act, the activities described in the CSBG, the CAA's purpose and mission and then
deductively map out the specific actions that are needed. As one set of categories for
organizing your thinking on the needs of the entire CAA, you could use the list of roles of
the CAA Director as described in the NACAA/CAP Executive Director Handbook
because those roles penetrate every corner of the domain in which the CAA operates.
The early part of this section explored some specific issues in CAA Board
development. Is your CAA a Type X? If so, does it want to change? If it does, this is
probably the first order of business, as it will need to develop itself organizationally
before it can take on other issues. Is it a Type Y, or at least more Y than X? If so, it is
already functioning at a high level organizationally and can focus its attention on
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community problem solving and other tasks.
Setting priorities on the items that are relevant for your CAA could be a
management function, perhaps with input from a staff development committee with
representation from each program. Or this may be a role for the board personnel
committee. The “short list” of issues to be addressed become the priorities.

3. Develop your plan with the who, why, what, when and where included in it. WRITE
IT DOWN. Here is an example of GDP. You can use a standardized format like the
draft one here, or you can just write a memo, or put it in your board minutes in the form
of motions.
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Example Group Development Plan
(Note: You can do one plan for each subgroup, or you can do a composite plan for
several groups like this example)
FOR PERIOD: May, 2004 to April, 2005
A. JOB or TASK PERFORMANCE TO BE IMPROVED:
TASK
METHOD
1. Enhance Board’s group decision Workshop
making
2. Expand Board role in community Orientation
and
problem-solving.
practice
3. Launch public relations campaign for Obtain “how to”
Community Action Week
packet from The CAP
(NACAA)
4. Develop strategy for recruiting new Obtain ideas from
board member
Board Manual.
B.
CAPACITIES
TO
BE
ENHANCED
A. Develop and implement agency self
evaluation
B. Learn to learn, and to apply new
knowledge

TARGET DATE
May
July
Oct

Nov

METHOD

TARGET DATE

Program Directors

Nov

Use
methods
in Begin process in:
Robert Kaplan’s book Dec
Balanced
“The
Scorecard”
throughout
the
agency to enhance
learning processes

_______________________________
Plan approved: (Date)
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Chapter Ten Quiz
Questions to stimulate thinking and to identify a few of the key points in Chapter Ten.

1. What are some of the basic CAA Board functions?

2. What does “tripartite” board mean?

3. What are some of the reasons for the tripartite board?

4. What are some of the sources of authority of a CAA Board?

5. Are individual board members liable for the action of the CAA?

6. Should board members have personal development plans? Should the board as a
whole have a group development plan?

7. How do we recruit new board members?
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Answers to Chapter Ten Quiz.
1)

The CAA exists with a unique mandate to end poverty in its community. In
pursuit of that broad purpose, the board has several types of functions to perform.
Some of them include:
a)
creating a vision and goals for the agency;
b)
adopting policies on a broad range of issues. (making sure the
basic management systems -- personnel, fiscal) are in place;
c)
hiring the Executive Director
d)
See Chapter 5.

2)

It means the CAA board has three parts, with representatives from (a)
government, (b) the low-income community, and (c) the private sector, labor,
other nonprofits.

3)

The idea is that all parts of the community must work together to produce
the best possible results for low-income people.

4)

CAAs derive authority from several sources, including: (a) funders, (b)
statutes, (c) their own performance and credibility in the community, (d)
perceptions of the competence of their staff, (e) satisfied customers.

5)

Not if they have been diligent in the pursuit of their duties, and have
exercised the principle of good faith.

6)

Yes. Each CAA should have a system in place for developing and
recruiting new board members. You should be identifying candidates three to
five years out, cultivating them, developing their capacities – and persuading
them to take on the challenge.
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CHAPTER ELEVEN. Board Development: Preparing an Individual Development
Plan for a Board Member
This involves a slightly different set of issues than preparing an IDP for a staff
person. Board members are usually recruited because (1) they have some specific skill
(lawyer, housing expert, personnel manager) or because (2) they are part of a
constituency or (3) can represent a community or (4) they can represent a specific
institution. Sometimes, a person who is committed to your mission or your agency is
recruited for the board and THEN they are helped to obtain the knowledge and skills
needed to perform a board role. So you can either recruit a person or “grow” a person to
do a specific CAA board function.
There are dozens of generic workbooks for nonprofit boards that describe board
members responsibilities for planning, fundraising and fiscal oversight, accountability to
stakeholders, evaluating the executive director, etc. There are courses at community
colleges, management support centers and through associations on “how to be a board
treasurer” or “parliamentary procedure.” These offer an inexpensive way for board
members to improve their ability to carry out a specific role or assignment.
For a description of individual board member roles and what a board member
needs to know about a CAA, we commend your attention to the Community Action
Partnership Board Manual. This used to be a stand-alone manual and now has been
reduced to a chapter in the CAA Executives Handbook. This will help you identify the
particular area(s) or topics on which an individual board member may want to initiate self
-improvement. These board materials help CAA Board members to understand the
scope, complexity and developmental history of what a CAA is and does. Most of this
information can be absorbed in one reading or in a one-day workshop that provides an
overview of CAAs and their history. Individuals may choose to help the CAA Board by
focusing on one or more of its internal functions. A few of the key areas listed in the
Board Manual are listed here:
Leadership (officers, committee chairs)

Internal structure and operations; e.g., by-laws

Nominating, recruiting new members

Planning

Personnel

Finance

Public relations, community relations

Staff and board development

Board members may want to specialize in one or more of the strategies that
CAA’s use to bring about change in the community:
Community organization and development

Program coordination

Program development/implementation/oversight/monitoring

Advocacy, influence public policy

Solving specific community problems
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Resource mobilization
Outreach, information and referral, case management
Direct social services

All of these are areas where individual performance can be improved through self
-study, participating on other boards, classroom training, or mentoring by other board
members. Finding out what the individual wants to do is very important. As volunteers,
if they don't enjoy doing it and don't want to do it, either they won't do it at all or they
won't do it for long.
Boards have the ability to work with each other as a group, as a team. Boards of
small CAA’s almost never receive training in “effective teamwork.” Instead, “the way
we do things around here” and other traditional modes of operation are passed on from
the old board members to the new members, who are “socialized” into the board's
existing approaches. The new member usually has a difficult time in learning the jargon
of the programs. It takes a year or two for them to learn the vocabulary and acronyms
associated with the programs -- during which time they usually slip unconsciously into
the existing social structure. This may or may not be desirable.
Where a board already has a long-term vision, is aggressive and enjoys effective
board operations, you want new people to “join the team.” If the board is stodgy, micromanaging day-to- day operations, or dominated by one or two people then it may be
desirable to change the way the board operates. This can almost never be done simply by
sending one or two board members off to a training session. Large changes have to be
done with the entire board in the room.
What can be accomplished by training one or two board members off site is to
show them “there is a better way.” They will then have to convince others that change is
needed. This “vision building” for an individual through their IDP can serve as a catalyst
for change, but it is neither the method nor the sum total of change. Having one or two
board members get fired up about the need for change is a necessary condition, but it is
not a sufficient condition. This change has to be carried out with the entire board in the
room, going through a developmental process. The typical reasons why boards get hung
up are described in Chapter 7, as are some of the methods that can be used to initiate
corrective action.
The “deductive” approach would be to build a list of all possible tasks and
capacities for a board then check off which ones that individual will focus on and how
you will help them improve. The “inductive approach” would start with the individual
and their interests and list the specifics. An example of the latter type of a Board
Member Individual Development Plan is given here.
The Board member can take the lead in developing their own plan, or it can be
done in conjunction with one or more other board members, and/or the Executive
Director. Similarly, the approvals of the plan will vary depending on its content and cost
to the agency.
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==============================================================
Board Member Individual Development Plan (Draft format)
BOARD MEMBER NAME: F. Smith

Date: tomorrow, 200x

FOR PERIOD: May 1, 200x to April 30, 200y
A. JOB or TASK PERFORMANCE TO BE METHOD
IMPROVED
TASK
1. Learn five new member recruitment methods. United
Way
workshop
2. Bring back and implement six new ways we CAP Annual meeting
can use to publicize our CAA success stories
CAA will pay registration cost and travel for # 1-2.
3. Learn how different sectors in community Attend workshop on
and on tri-partite board can work together
Diversity
and
Partnerships at CAA
Association Meeting
B. CAPACITY TO BE ENHANCED
4. Learn more about the history and mission of
CAA’s.
5. Learn to apply community problem-solving
methods

_______________________________
Board Member /date

DATE

Aug, 200x
Sep, 200x

Fall, 200x

METHOD

DATE

Attend workshop at
CAP Conference
Read.
Meet with staff.
Report to planning
committee,
select
two problems.
Get board approval
Initiate action

Sep, 200x
May, 200x
Jun
Jun
Jul
Sep

________________________
Board Chair/date

________________________________
(Optional) Executive Director/date
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A. Purposes of Board Meetings
1.

To hear about progress in the achievement of the various objectives of the
organization.

2.

To hear reports of Board committees and to make policy decisions, where
required, based on committee reports.

3.

To make policy decisions.

4.

To inspire Board members toward greater service.

5.

To provide a vehicle for Board members to meet Board members, and for Board
members to meet staff.

6.

To maintain control over the organization and to give guidance to committees.

7.

To legitimatize.

8.

To communicate.

9.

To coordinate.

10.

To organize.

11.

To plan.

12.

To meet legal requirements for Board meetings.

Adapted from Conrad, William R. and William R. Glenn, The Effective Voluntary Board
of Directors, Chicago: Swallow Press.
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B. Developing an Agenda
An agenda is a list of things to be accomplished -- it provides an order of business
for the group. In a way, its like having a map because it shows you where you must
begin, what tasks you must complete, and where you will end up. Meetings that are run
without agendas are likely to stray, last forever, or waste a lot of time.
A typical agenda format follows:
Agenda
Executive Board Meeting
____________________ Agency
__________, 2003
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.

Call to order and opening ceremonies.
Roll call.
Reading of the minutes and their approval.
Treasurer's report.
Standing committee reports.
Ad Hoc committee reports.
Unfinished business.
New or postponed business.
Acknowledgment of visitors for remarks.
Set date for next meeting and adjournment.

If the group follows this sort of agenda, business may be conducted out of order only
when the group votes to suspend the rules. Four methods of building an agenda follow.
METHOD #1 -- Leader built
The first method sees the leader (perhaps the chairperson or the chairperson in
cooperation with the Executive Director and staff) build the agenda. The leader identifies
what topics will be confronted and assigns these topics to an order or sequence. The
leader also may assign time limits to the topics on the agenda.
METHOD #2 -- Group Input - Leader built
The second method follows a similar format; however, it is developed somewhat
differently. This process seeks input from some or all board members. Usually, a
deadline is set, and topics must be submitted by that date.
The leader then creates an actual agenda listing the order of business and all
topics to be discussed. The leader assigns priorities. And, if it's the group's custom, the
leader assigns time limits (limits of debate of discussion) for each topic. Essentially, the
format would be the same as or similar to the format described in Method #1.
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METHOD #3 -- Group built
A third method departs from tradition significantly in that it is totally democratic
and totally a product of the total group effort. In this instance, the leader and group
members built an agenda together on the night of and at the beginning of the Board
meeting. Naturally, some tasks (reading of the minutes, for example) are routine so only
the main part or “meat” of the agenda is developed.
In this case, the leader lists all of the topics suggested by anyone in the group on a
chalkboard or large piece of news print. When everyone is satisfied that all pertinent
topics have been identified, the group then ranks the topics in the order of their intended
discussion and budgets the amount of time to be spent on each item.
METHOD #4. -- Public Agencies
CAAs have rules that apply to public bodies in terms of how items get on the
agenda, and some items must be considered over two meetings, etc. in California these
are spelled out in the Brown Act.
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C. Checklist for Leading a Meeting
PLANNING
YES
1. Were members notified about the meeting time, place, and topic?
2. Was an agenda prepared or planned?
3. Are the physical arrangements adequate?
4. Will seating arrangements encourage listening and discussion?
5. Were staff members, experts, or community leaders invited as needed?
6. Is there factual or background material available?
7. Are visual aids available and in place?
8. Is something planned to break the ice before the meeting starts (coffee, a
group exercise, etc.)?

NO

CONDUCTING THE MEETING
YES
9. Did I announce the agenda topics?
10a. Was my introduction too long?
10b. Was my introduction relevant and to the point?
10c. Was my introduction adequately informative?
11. Did I toss the discussion ball to the group?
12a. Did I control the order of the meeting by following the agenda?
12b. Did I control the order of the meeting by recognizing members who
wished to speak?
12c. Did I control the order of the meeting by using parliamentary
procedure?
12d. Did I control the order of the meeting by insisting that members stick
to the issue at hand?
12e. Did I control the order of the meeting by preventing a few people from
dominating the meeting?
13a. Did I keep the discussion moving by allowing sufficient time for each
topic?
13b. Did I keep the discussion moving by pointing out repetitions or
digressions?
13c. Did I keep the discussion moving by clarifying confusing points?
13d. Did I keep the discussion moving by bridging ideas together?
13e. Did I keep the discussion moving by pointing out differences of
opinion?
13f. Did I keep the discussion moving by drawing out quiet members?
13g. Did I keep the discussion moving by redirecting questions to other
group members?
13h. Did I keep the discussion moving by expressing appreciation for
individual contributions?
14a. Were my leadership techniques aimed at bringing out reasons,
opinions, and causes?
14b. Were my leadership techniques designed to bring out and tolerate all

NO
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shades of opinions?
14c. Were my leadership techniques presented objectively and without
bias?
14d. Were my leadership techniques brief, timely, and to the point?
14e. Were my leadership techniques fair and tactful with all members?
15a. When I put a motion to a vote or made a summary of the discussion,
did I cover all the points agreed upon?
15b. When I put a motion to a vote or made a summary of the discussion,
did I state the full motion?
15c. When I put a motion to a vote or made a summary of the discussion,
did I point out both sides (benefits, issues, disadvantages) of the question?
15d. When I put a motion to a vote or made a summary of the discussion,
did I point out the consequences?
EVALUATING THE MEETING
YES
16. Was the meeting attended by all members?
17. Did the members arrive on time?
18. Did the individuals work as a group?
19. Was the contribution of each member recognized and evaluated?
20. Were the conflicts resolved into a common understanding?
21. Were issues approached with an open mind?
22. Were possible solutions checked?
23. Were any important aspects overlooked?
24. Was much time wasted?
25. Were personal interactions cooperative and in keeping with each
member's worth and dignity?
26. Did everyone leave with a clear understanding of their “homework
assignments” or other responsibilities?
27. What conclusions did the group reach?

28. What could I have done better?
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NO

D. Group Decision Making
(Adapted from Robert Balke's Formulations)
Groups make decisions in many ways. Some are better than others.
1.

Decision by Lack of Response (“The Plop”)

The floor of many group meeting rooms is completely covered by ideas, statements,
motions, etc., that have “plopped.” Someone has proposed something, and this has been
followed by discussions, other proposals, more ideas, perhaps some argument, then more
suggestions, until, finally, the group settles on one it will act on. All the others have
simply been bypassed in a common decision not to support them, making the proposers
feel that their suggestions have “plopped.” In this process, endurance and persistence can
prevail!

2.

Decision by Authority Rule

Many groups set up a power structure or start with a power structure in which one
person (occasionally a small group) makes the decisions. All the others in the body,
meeting, board, committee, etc., can and do contribute to ideas, suggestions,
recommendations, discussions, but stop short of making the actual decision (selection of
one of the ideas) and look to the authority person or small group to determine the final
step. This process is usually more rapid, and may actually be more efficient (in terms of
the group's energy input versus the output). However, quite often the group discovers
that none of its ideas, etc., is selected, and something quite different is opted for by the
authority person (chairperson, leader, president, etc.). This usually causes problems
when the group faces the implementa tion phase of the decision it did not help choose.
The group must be aware ahead of time of this potential consequence of the
authority-rule decision-making method. This process is often seen at work when a larger
group or board allows the “Executive Committee” to make final decisions in the interest
of expediency, or because of geography, or some other obstacle.
3.

Decision by Minority

Feeling “railroaded” into making a decision is one of the most common complaints of
group/board members. One person can “railroad” a decision by preempting the buildup
of opposition to his or her idea(s). A small group, no more than 3 individuals, can be
very effective in controlling the discussion in a larger group. Quite often individual's
silence in a public gathering is construed as consent or acquiescence, even agreement.
When questioned later in private, many individuals will state their opposition to the
“railroaded” action, or at least express com plaints about the tough, organized, sometimes
“strong-arm” tactics, but the decision stands. When objection is actually voiced, you will
hear: “Everyone had a chance to speak up. You did, too! You could have disagreed.”
The trap is the assumption that silence is consent.
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4.

Decision by Majority Rule: Voting and/or Polling

This method is the most familiar primarily because it reflects our political system. In
its simplest form, each individual opinion is sought after an agreed-to period of
discussion, often on the pros and cons of an idea, either in an informal poll, or in a more
formal process of asking for votes for, votes against, and abstentions. On the surface, this
method, which we so often take for granted as the only way to proceed, but there are
consequences that the group should consider.
a.

The process itself creates two groups: those for something and those
against it. This has a tendency, when repeated often, to form coalitions; the
Winners and the Losers. The Winners are preoccupied with what they won.
The Losers become preoccupied with winning the next confrontation. A Board
meeting turns into an athletic contest.

b.

The Losers come to feel misunderstood, incapable and resentful. Majority
members (The Winners) grow to feel increasingly capable of conducting the
group's business (without the Losers). They also grow in power.

It is possible for a group or Board of 25 members, who only require 13 present to
constitute a quorum, to be ruled by a majority (Winners) of 7, thereby leaving 6 minority
(Losers) and 12 others wondering what happened.

5.

Decision by Consensus

This is probably the most effective group decision-making method. It is also the most
time-consuming. It is important to note that consensus is not the same thing as
unanimity. Consensus does not demand that everyone in the group agree. It does require
that everyone have a full opportunity to express their real (no hidden agendas!) feelings
about an issue, accept that each has had an effect on an ultimate decision, avoid formal
protocols (vote taking, roll calls) and test the “Sense of the meeting.” When it appears
that most favor a particular alterna tive, and those who oppose it accept that they have had
a fair opportunity to influence the others, then a consensus exists. It is a psychological
state that can be expressed as follows: “I know how most of you feel about the issue and
what you would like to do about it. I personally would not do that, and I feel that you
understand what my alternative would be. I have had sufficient opportunity to sway you
to my point of view but clearly have not been able to do it. Therefore, in the interest of
the group, I will go along with what most of you want to do.” This attitude is a
commitment not to act negatively or attempt to sabotage the implementation phase of the
decision. Again, it is the most time-consuming process, but a group that has learned to
function this way is the more effective than majority rule.
6.

Decision by Unanimous Consent
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This method is the most perfect of all decision-making methods, and the most
difficult to attain. Unanimous consent means everyone truly agrees on the course of
action to be taken by the group. The group itself must decide when, and in what kinds of
issues, matters, situations it would require unanimous consent. Most often, it is not
necessary to achieve unanimous consent in order to conduct a group's business
effectively, and it would have a tendency to be highly inefficient. There are goals that
groups can get unanimous consent for, but most often the problems arise over how the
goals are to be achieved. Because a group can achieve unanimous consent for a specific
goal, it must not assume that unanimity (or even consent) will last throughout the whole
process of reaching that goal.

E. The Community Services Block Grant Act of 1981
For the complete text of the Community Services Block Grant Act of 1981, please
direct your browser to: http://www.ncaf.org/csbg.htm
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Chapter Eleven Quiz

1. What are some of the reasons why a person is recruited to be on your board?

2. Identify at least two areas in which it is possible for a board member to improve their
knowledge or skills.

3. Individual skills can be developed off-site, but for the board to work better as a team,
or to improve the whole board, who should receive the training -- an individual or the
whole board?

4. What is the purpose of an Individual Development Plan?

5. List three things you would like to have in your personal Individual Development Plan.
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Answers to Chapter Eleven Quiz
1. A few possible reasons are: (1) they have some specific skill (lawyer, housing expert,
personnel manager) or because (2) they are part of a constituency or (3) can represent a
community or (4) they can represent a specific institution. There may be others.

2. Examples include: functions of the board or specific anti-poverty strategies. (See the
list.)

3. To help the whole board work better or work more effectively as a team, the whole
board should be present to learn how to do this.

4. An Individual Development Plan describes how one person will acquire knowledge or
skills they need to improve their performance.

5. Your list!
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CHAPTER TWELVE. Reducing Busywork, Focusing More Board Activity on
Community Issues
There are three interrelated problems experienced by some boards.
Problem # 1. They spend all their time focused:
* on the past,
* on what staff have done,
* on the inner workings of the agency.
* on reports and other paperwork.
Problem # 2. Their primary role is that of a volunteer compliance officer for
funders. The amount of time they spend on community issues is very small.
Problem # 3. The board members do nothing but attend board meetings; staff are
expected to do everything else. Board members are not active in the community as
representatives of the CAA or in helping to implement strategies. Board members do not
act as agents for change.
Here are four tools that can be used to address one or more of these problems.
I. Take control of the amount of time focused on community issues and the amount of
time focused on internal operational issues.
Does your sponsor or program create social policy in your community? Are the
funded programs tools for you to use to accomplish big goals? The increasing
professionalization of programs and the increasing bureaucratization by funders who
specify all aspects of program operations leaves Board members with fewer roles to play
that was the case twenty or even ten years ago. But even when programs operated by the
Federal rule book, there were still local issues that you can work on in addition to
managing the grant!
Many board members say that their primary reason for joining the Board is to
work on community issues. Look at your last few Board meeting Agendas. What is the
percentage of time spent focused on issues OUTSIDE the agency and what is the
percentage focused INSIDE. Most boards are surprised to discover that they spend about
99% of their time on operational issues INSIDE the agency. This section provides ideas
for issue-oriented planning.
Adopt a policy that 1/4th or 1/3rd or ½ of EACH MEETING will be focused on
community issues on which the Board Members themselves will play an active role in
implementing the strategy related to that issue.
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II. Develop an understanding among all parties about what is the Board’s role and what
is the staff role.
Board Role:






The Board decides what the organization will do. It determines
the ENDS that the agency or program is to accomplish in the
community.
The Ends are the Outcomes that result from Board activity and
program operations.
Select no more than 5-6 major outcomes.
The board must be active agents in achieving the desired
outcomes.

Staff Role:
The Executive staff decides what the staff will do, individually and collectively.
Staff generally select the:
 Means
 Methods
 Procedures
 Activities of daily work.
HOWEVER, the Board does not just decide ends then delegate all work to staff.
There are some implementation functions that are far better performed by Board
members. Many of these are related to management of external relations, including
public relations, advocacy for institutional change and resource mobilization. Board
members have the connections, legitimacy, and personal commitment and empowerment
from their Board to advocate for a better community. Board members have flexibility to
act in all social and political arenas -- more than staff who are covered by restrictions on
public funds. The Boards should set their own social objectives. They pick issues or
projects in which they have a major role -- and go for them.
Some funders like for Board members to act as their local volunteer compliance
officers, doing reviews with a microscope of what staff did to determine if staff are
carrying out all the rules in the rulebook programs. You can't see the big picture through
a microscope. You get bogged down in detail, and lay Board members rarely have the
time or training to become experts on all the technical aspects of the programs. The
Board member can't keep up, feels inadequate to the task, and quits. THE SOLUTION.
Stop micro)reviews. Create a guideline on the amount of meeting time that will be
devoted to issues that are OUTSIDE the organization (community issues) and the amount
of time that will be spent focused INSIDE the organization.
E.G. “We now spend 95% of our time on internal operations and reviewing
reports of past activity. We want to spend no more than 65% of our time on those
activities and we want to spend 35% of our time on community issues.”
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III. Limit the amount of time spent on route approvals of required reports.
The Board can review all existing information that now flows through them. The
Board decides what it will review and how much time it will spend on each TYPE of
item. You have the opportunity to re-prioritize all items.
1. Look at your past agendas. List all, topics, data elements and other items from
inside the agency that are now reviewed by the board.
2. Sort into these 5 categories.
a. Outcome measure or info needed to determine or understand
ENDS or outcome. (Board review and discussion time for
progress on each measure: 5 minutes)
b. Whatever is needed to validate a management system (fiscal,
personnel) is in place and is working. May need onsite review by
Board member or by hired expert, e.g., auditor, CPA, etc. The
REPORT is limited to "the system is in place, or system is not in
place and should or must be put into place."
This is
fundamentally different from trying to judge the merits of
transactions that occur in a system. Time ?? Minutes
c. Consent Agenda. This includes most items required by funders.
(Like your local Zoning Board, batch process these items by the
dozen. The assumption is that everything will e approved unless a
board member asks that the items be removed from the consent
agenda in order to receive additional attention). Approval time:
one minute.
d. Drop from review all MEANS, which belong to staff. FIGHT OFF
temptation to review means. Some staff like Board to approve
means because then they are off the hook for results. "I did it like
you said..." Board should not micro-review activities at the
individual staff person level. This is the supervisors role. The rule
-book procedures are very relevant to the staff role, not as relevant
to the Board. Time: No minutes.
e. There is always the exception to the rule. There may be an "X"
factor issue that the Board does want to consider.
Time: in
Minutes.
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IV. Focus more Board attention on community issues by using the following six steps for
Board -driven social change.
1. Formulate social policy statement on issue(s). Your vision....
2. Identify specific outcome measures on each issue. How will you know you are
making progress or have succeeded?
3. Formulate action plan. What do you want different groups or individuals to
KNOW?
Desired Outcomes in Community
1

2

3

Stakeholder Group 1

BMN*

BMN*

BMN

Stakeholder Group 2

BMN

BMN

BMN

Stakeholder Group 3

BMN

BMN

BMN

Stakeholder Group 4

BMN

BMN

BMN

Put a BMN (board member name) in each box. Maybe two or three people are
involved in the activity, but one person must be the lead person who makes sure it
happens.
4. Identify specific institutional changes needed.
 What do you want different groups or individuals to DO?
 This is the (small p) political coalition building.
Institutional Changes
1

2

3

Group 1

BMN

BMN

etc.

Group 2

BMN

BMN

Group 3

BMN

BMN

5.

Resource mobilization. Go after the resources you need to achieve each vision.
Sources
1

2

Time

R/BMN

R/BMN

Money

R/BMN

R/BMN

3
Resource needed/R/BMN

Other
R/BMN
R/BMN
6.
Staff support role. Executive secretariat, research, logistics.
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Board members must do most of the persuading of other individuals,
agencies and groups to support the desired ENDS.
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Chapter Twelve Quiz

1. What are some negative behaviors that boards may slip into?

2. What are four of the six steps the Board can take to work out of this rut?
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Answers to Chapter 12 Quiz
1. Problem # 1. They spend all their time focused:
* on the past,
* on what staff have done,
* on the inner workings of the agency.
* on reports and other paperwork.
Problem #2. Their primary role is that of a volunteer compliance officer for
funders. The amount of time they spend on community issues is very small.
Problem #3. The board members do nothing but attend board meetings; staff are
expected to do everything else.
Are there other issues or problems your board should address?

2.
a. Take control of the amount of agenda time spent on community issues and the
amount of time spent on internal operational issues.
b. Develop and understanding among all parties about the board role.
c. Limit the amount of time spent on routine approvals of required reports.
d. Focus more attention on community issues. Use the 6-step approach for
Board-driven social change.
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CHAPTER THIRTEEN. CAA Board and Staff Relations
This section covers several topics:
a.
b.
c.
d.
e.
f.

Shared roles and responsibilities
Separate roles that complement each other.
Summary of the successful board and Executive Director relationship
“Rights” or expectations of volunteer board members
Evaluating an Executive Director
Board and funding agency relationships

A. SHARED ROLES AND RESPONSIBILITIES. All members of the Board and
staff are in general agreement about the desirability of:
1. Eliminating the causes and conditions of poverty.
2. Helping individuals, families and communities become strong and independent.
They share a commitment to their mission and to carry out the intent of the
Community Services Block Grant Act within their State. The Board and staff have
different roles to play in pursuit of their common objectives.

B. SEPARATE ROLES THAT COMPLEMENT EACH OTHER.
The CAA Board and its Policy-Making Role. The CAA Board makes policy
about the ENDS the CAA should seek, about the big picture. The MEANS for
accomplishing those ends are largely determined by the CAA Executive Director and
staff. For a CAA to operate effectively, functions of the Board and staff must fit
together-- without leaving a gap or overlapping. So there are three major elements. The
Board as a whole, the individual board member, and the executive director (staff)
function.
1. The Board as a Whole.
The authority of the Board lies in its group action. No single member (or few
members) have authority over the CAA. Each Board Member has one vote in deciding
what the Board as a whole will do. It is through the collective action of all members that
a binding decision is made. The Board as a policy-making body is responsible for:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Identifying the needs of the community.
Establishing goals for the CAA. These are the ENDS that the CAA will seek.
Formulating strategic plans for community action.
Approving proposals for financial assistance.
Making sure the Executive Director has established and is managing other
systems needed by the CAA (personnel, fiscal, etc). Most funding agencies hold
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the Board responsible for abiding by terms of the grant, so make sure the
Executive Director has those systems are in place!
6. Assessing the risk and benefits of profit making activity and social enterprises.
7. Other duties as adopted by it.

2. The Individual Board Member
Each board member shares equally in the Board's deliberations and actions. Each
Board member represents a constituency, or group, on the Board. He or she presents
views of that group to the Board, and reports the Board's actions back to that group. He
or she must:
 know which group(s) they represent.
 know that group's interests and concerns.
 communicate with that group regularly.
 reflect the group's interests at Board meetings.
 be authorized to represent that group.
In carrying out their roles as the representative of the group they represent, each
individual Board member also has the right to:
1. Bring any concern of theirs or of the groups they represent about CAA activities
to the attention of the whole Board.
2. Initiate any relevant new business for the Board's con sideration at Board or
committee meetings.
3. Express opinions about issues or proposed items of business before a vote is
taken.
4. Request additional information on any subject under con sideration -- and question
anyone testifying before the Board -- before a vote is called.
5. Organize support for or against any issue brought before the Board for a vote,
either before or during a meeting.
6. Obtain a complete and current list of Board members, and have their voting
records compiled.
7. Question or recommend any other matter necessary to effective organization of
the Board or conduct of its business.
8. Ask the Chairperson to clarify the way in which a meeting is being conducted at
any time.
9. Request that a vote be taken in a particular way.
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10. Request a summary of internal policies and procedures.
11. Request changes in minutes before they are approved to make them more
accurately reflect events.
12. Request that their opposition to an item passed by majority be recorded.
13. Discuss what has happened or is expected to happen with other Board members,
the Executive Director or other CAA staff, neighborhood residents or any other
interested party.
14. Marshall forces, within or outside of the Board, to oppose or support a measure
scheduled for consideration. However, once the Board votes, then every
individual member has an obligation to carry out that policy. They should not
criticize the policy except in board meetings.
15. Seek reconsideration for any measure previously passed.
16. Ask for appointment to a committee.
17. Board members are expected to bring relevant proposals and ideas to the Board.
These should be developed in advance and presented in a straightforward manner
to the Board. They should also be followed up once the Board has approved
them.
18. The Board also has roles to play in accomplishing their own ENDS. The Board
does not simply adopt ENDS and completely turn them over to staff. In most
cases the successful accomplishment of ENDS requires that many other elements
of the community be involved. In most cases, board members will be more
effective at lining up that support than will staff. Further, the organizational
maintenance functions of "staying in touch" with elected officials, the press and
other key constituencies is best performed by board members.

3. The Executive Director
A CAA Executive Director is the chief executive officer and top manager of the
CAA. The Executive Director guides staff activity to accomplish the ENDS that have
been adopted by the Board. The Director uses their management skills, staff and
programs as the MEANS to accomplish the ENDS adopted by the Board.
The authority of the Executive Director begins where the authority of the Board
leaves off. He or she is the chief administrator. It is his or her function to implement, or
execute, policies established by the Board.
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The Executive Director is an employee of the Board of Directors. He or she is
hired, paid and fired by the Board. The performance of the Executive Director is
evaluated by the Board.
While it is his or her job to carry out policy of the Board, he or she is not expected
to be in total agreement with his or her employer at all times. They should, however, be
open and honest about their disagreements.
He or she serves as a primary source of information for the Board. He or she
should constantly feed the Board information concerning its policies, pointing out
strengths and weak nesses, new directions that need to be considered, gaps in existing
programs, old programs which need to be updated or discontinued, and other items.
He or she also must run the programs and operations of the CAA and keep the
staff motivated.
The Executive Director receives his or her authority from the Board. He or she:
1. Is responsible to the Board for proper administration of the CAA.
2. Prepares, at least annually, and submits to the Board a complete report on
finances and administrative activities for the past year.
3. Provides the Board with information which is necessary or helpful to the Board in
making policy.
4. Recommends that the Board adopt policies and programs which the Executive
Director feels are necessary to effectively conduct the antipoverty program and
improve administrative practices.
5. Attends all board meetings, unless excused, and takes part in discussion of all
matters coming before the Board.
6. Develops and supervises systems for personnel, fiscal, purchasing and other
functions to insure integrity of handling of funds and the best use of funds.
7. Administers programs is in accordance with Federal, State and local laws.
8. Monitors ongoing Board projects and delegate agency programs, and reports
findings to the Board.
9. Actively manages the CAA, including:
a) Hiring, firing, and supervising of the staff.
b) Planning how projects will operate.
c) Scheduling of activities.
d) Delineating staff responsibilities.
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e) Evaluating staff performance.
f) Monitoring all projects.
g) Evaluating program effectiveness and outcomes.
The staff, under the direction of the Executive Director, is responsible for
day-to-day implementation of policies established by the Board. The staff members
answer to the Executive Direc tor. This does not mean, however, that there is no
communication between the staff and the Board. There should be ground rules for staff
and board communication. The staff members should not:


Respond to direct communication from the Board unless it was approved by,
or came through, the Executive Director.



Follow instructions from the Board concerning operations unless approved by
the Executive Director.



Report directly to a board member concerning project operations unless
approval is given by the Executive Director.

An effective CAA is a partnership between the Board, the Executive Director and
the staff. In the same spirit, the staff offers opinions and recommendations to guide the
Board. Also, the staff helps keep the Board informed of problems, progress and status of
activities in the CAA, and in the community. By working together, the board and
executive director can turn their CAA into a powerful engine for social change.
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D. Summary: The Successful Board/Executive Director Relationship
Characteristic
Role Clarity

Good Communication

Trust

Mutual Support

Respect

Ways to achieve it
 Written job descriptions: general Board member,
committees, chair, other officers.
 Board development training that addresses roles.
 Written policies and procedures.
 Written annual goals and objectives for Executive Director
(agency)
 Regular meetings with Director and President
 No Surprises
 Timely written reports from Director.
 Well-run Board and committee meetings.
 Bring up possible problems before they grow.
 Follow-through on commitments.
 Regular communication
 Follow established lines of communication.
 Direct communication.
 Meeting procedures which promote respectful discussion
and problem solving.
 Back up each other's decisions.
 Pitch in on tasks
 Recognize achievements
 Share the glory and the problems
 Recognize that people have different experiences and
perspectives, and accept them
 Recognize unique contributions and validate them.
 Share honest opinion, confront conflicts in a
constructive fashion.
 Allow for human error! Accept apooogies!
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E. "Rights" of Volunteer Board Members
1. To be fully informed about the responsibilities, time commitment, organization,
etc., before accepting the position of Board member.
2. To have access to an orientation and continuing board training which will assist
the Board member to function effectively.
3. To be kept fully informed through accurate financial reports, management reports,
regular and thorough briefings by staff, etc., about the operation of the
organization.
4. To expect that volunteer time will not be wasted by lack of planning, coordination
and cooperation within the Board.
5. To be assigned jobs which are worthwhile and challenging with freedom to use
existing skills or develop new ones.
6. To be able to decline an assignment if it is felt that the match of skills and
interests is not appropriate.
7. To have successful job experiences that provide opportunities for personal
growth.
8. To be trusted with confidential information that will help the Board member carry
out assignments and responsibilities.
9. To know whether the volunteer work is effective and what results have been
obtained; access to an evaluation process which will measure that performance
based upon measurable, impartial standards.
10. To be recognized at appropriate times for one's work and involvement as a Board
member.
Developed for United Way of King County, Washington.
By Margarat Ceis
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Chapter Thirteen Quiz

1. What is one of the commitments or topics on which all board members and the
Executive Director should (hopefully) share?

2. Discuss the difference between the board acting as a whole -- and role of the
individual members.

3. Identify two expectations that are reasonable for individual board members to have.

4. Who is generally responsible for defining the ENDS the CAA will seek?

5. Who is generally responsible for selecting the MEANS that the CAA will use to
achieve its ENDS?

6. What are some characteristics of a good relationship between a board and an Executive
Director?
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Answers to Chapter Thirteen Quiz
1. The board and Executive Director should share a commitment to ending the causes
and conditions of poverty.

2. The board is a single unit; board members express individual opinions until after a
vote is taken, then that collective action becomes the policy that binds all members of the
board.

3. See the list.

4. The board is generally responsible for selecting the ENDS.

5. The Executive Director is generally responsible for selecting the MEANS the staff
will use to accomplish the organizational ENDS.

6. Role clarity, good communication, trust, mutual support and respect are some of the
elements that make for a successful board and Executive Director Relationship.
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CHAPTER FOURTEEN. Evaluation of the Executive Director, Funder
Relationships, and of the Agency Itself
Evaluation elements:
1. The evaluation should involve people who know the Executive Director's work in
different ways. Ideally, this would include the Board and Board President, the
staff, and key community contacts.
2. The evaluation should include the Executive Director as a major presenter and
self-evaluator.
3. The evaluation should include attention to standard management skills as well as
the agency's particular needs and situation.
4. The evaluation should distinguish between regular, on-going work, and handling
of unusual circumstances.
5. The evaluation should focus on measurable results and be related to the job
description.

From EVALUATING THE EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR, by Jim Hickman, United Way.
I. Appraisal should be planned on a regular basis to review agreed-upon standards of
performance.
a. Job Description: Principal duties. Reviewed and updated annually.
b. Performance Standards: Day-to-day duties, expressed in measurable terms,
qualitative and quantitative.
c. Objectives: Duties beyond routine.
achievements.

Future responsibilities and expected

d. Assessment of Results: Degree of progress achieved.
II. Employee performance-based appraisal is a four-step process that places the major
responsibility on the Executive Director.
a. Executive Director presents the annual performance report to the Board of
Directors.
b. Board of Directors reviews the Executive Director's presentation. The
Executive Director is generally not present for this step. Evaluation of
Executive Director's performance, based upon job description, performance
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standards, determination of objectives accomplished, and assessment of
results. Targeting of future responsibilities and how results will be measured.
c. As the executive's supervisor, the Board President conducts a performance
review with the Executive Director privately to discuss the Board's views.
Discuss performance standards and objectives. Agree on updated job
description.
d. President and Executive Director agree on next year's measurement criteria
based on the organization's annual plan.
All steps are documented in writing. The Executive Director may find the same
procedure useful in evaluating staff.
Here is another sample of a GUIDE TO EVALUATION OF EXECUTIVE
DIRECTOR.
Source: Health and Community Services Council of Hawaii, Room
602, 200 North Vineyard Boulevard, Honolulu, Hawaii
1. Relationship to Board and Committees








Does he/she relate well to Board members?
Does he/she communicate his/her ideas clearly and show leadership?
Does he/she listen and help discern the direction of the Board?
Does he/she propose directions, assist Board and Committee leadership
develop agenda and identify critical issues for decision-making?
Does he/she show enthusiasm, vision, and encouragement in the development
of the council?
Does he/she see to it that enough material is provided for Board and
Committee decision-making?
Does he/she assist the Board in a strong independent and accountable
policy-making body?

2. Relationship to Members and Community Leaders
Does he/she work effectively with:
 The leadership of the United Way and other agencies?
 Leaders in government, especially in those agencies that relate to human
services?
 The leaders of voluntary organizations?
 Leadership in the grassroots community?
 Leadership in foundations?
 Church leadership?
 Corporate leadership which relate to the council?
 What image of the council does he/she project?
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3. Relationship to Staff
Does he/she employ staff that can carry out the work of the council?
Does he/she establish a good working relationship among staff?
Does he/she communicate well with staff, individually and as a group?
Does he/she contribute to staff development?
Does he/she encourage creativity and enthusiasm among staff for the work
of the council?
 Does he/she provide adequate supervision and evaluation for the staff?






4. Professional and Personal Competencies
 Does he/she keep up with changes in policies, practices, and personnel in
the neighborhoods, communities, and institutions as well as on the
national level?
 Does he/she show evidence of developing his/her knowledge of the local
and national scene and his/her community planning and administrative
skills?
 Does he/she show ability in carrying out the financial management of the
council, including budgeting, financial reporting and control?
 Does he/she show flexibility and creativity in relating the council,
including budgeting, financial reporting and control?
 Does he/she show flexibility and creativity in relating the council to the
current needs of the community?
 Does he/she show commitment to the goals of the council and to the
betterment of the community?

G. Board and Funding Agency Relationships
The key concepts are:
RESULTS. Any funding source is "buying results" from you. They want their goals and
purposes to be accomplished.
ACCOUNTABILITY. They want to insure that you are accountable to them, and to the
other significant publics, for what you do and how you do it.
INTEGRITY. They want to be sure that you are honest in your dealings with them and in
your handling of their assets. Every contract is a partnership where the actions of one
reflect upon the reputation of the other. And nobody likes to feel like they are getting
ripped off.
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COMMUNICATION. The amounts and types of communication flows will vary
depending on how well the funding source feels that you are meeting the first three -- and
on how much it feels like it needs to protect itself.
These four factors can be "mixed" very differently.
A. Foundations.
Foundations tend to emphasize the YOUR SELECTION OF A
PROBLEM AREA IN WHICH THEY ARE CURRENTLY INTERESTED and the
present of CORRECT SOCIAL VALUES in the recipient of funds (i.e. -- you) as a form
of results. They do not give you money to solve your problems. They give you money to
implement the foundation's value structure. They tend to select and fund people who
have similar ideological and value structures as theirs, and they rely on their personal
judgments to provide that information. Once they have blessed you, some of them seem
to lose interest. Some foundations will send you a check and thank-you-and-goodbye.
Others want only a final report. Still others want an audit. Others may want periodic
narrative reports, usually in the form of a letter to them. Only a few foundations will
schedule on- site visits. These relationships tend to be fairly informal and unstructured.
They are very fluid and can change quickly.
B. Corporations. Corporations tend to emphasize the visible results in the community
and their name in association with those results. Corporations want projects that have
some connection with their corporate purpose. If the right product is created at the right
time, they are usually not too concerned about how you did it. Since they may not have
"standard procedures" for dealing with entities like yours, you have to invent the
relationship for each project. Corporations rarely require audits as long as you produce
the desired results.
C. Public Agencies. The public agencies tend to focus on accountability as the main
issue. Bad publicity alleging misuse of funds is so damaging to the legislators that
supported a program to the public agency that administers it and to the careers of the
officials who administer them that they are always extremely focused on accountability.
To protect the program, their agency and themselves they devise and require use of
complex management systems.
These rules and management systems are designed primarily to serve the needs of
the funding agency. The systems may or may not be useful to the agency staff and
Board. There is often considerable confusion when one party does not understand the
purpose of a system and tries to use it for something other than the purpose it was
designed to accomplish.
Usually 90% of the purpose and focus of these systems are on accountability for
the use of public funds. These systems almost always impose numerous reporting
requirements. The funding agency is trying to determine that you are complying with
procedures and trying to see if you have violated any regulations. So they require you to
re-verify monthly or quarterly that you are operating properly. The assumption on which
most of these systems are based is that if you are in compliance with the approved
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methods of operation, of inputting resources, then you are probably producing the desired
results.
This is not necessarily correct, of course, and the trend in the past few years has
been towards "performance-based" contracting wherein you are responsible primarily for
RESULTS and are given more flexibility in terms of how you produce those results.
There is often great difficulty is specifying exactly what results are to be produced and in
measuring to determine if the agreed upon results were produced.
In the CSBG, a national monitoring and assessment task force sponsored by
HHS/Office of Community Services has developed a set of six national goals for the
CSBG. For each goal, they identified examples of results measures under each of those
goals. All CAA=s should be using those materials and relating their activity to that
framework. You can select your own goals and measures, but there should be some way
to relate them to the national goals.
Public agencies may emphasize communication as a tool in the accountability
process. Some public agencies deal almost entirely with the Board or Board Chair.
Others with a Committee of the Board and the Executive Director. Others relate
primarily or entirely with the Executive Director or a program director. Some require
both the Board and the Executive to sign applications or contracts. Other require the
Board to sign. Some allow the Board's designee to sign (i.e. the Executive Director).
Some send only one letter to the agency. Other send copies to the Board Chair, or to all
Board members. These practices vary widely from agency to agency and often change.
Virtually all public agencies require audits. Most specify the topics they want
covered in the audits. Fortunately they are also willing to pay for the cost of doing the
audits.
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H. Self Assessment of a Community Action Agency
There are basically four types of standards for self-assessment.
1. You compare yourself with standards that you have imposed on yourself – your own
goals, desired results, etc. This category would include contractual standards from a
funding organization that you have agreed to meet in order to get their money. This
is the “planned” versus “actual” comparison.
2. Reviewing your results over time. Are we better than we were last year? Are we
getting better over time?
3. Comparing yourself with peers. How are we doing in comparison with other CAA’s?
This is difficult because you are often comparing apples and oranges. However, there
are evaluations done on various programs both nationally and in other states. This
includes Head Start, WX, and other programs. These reports provide one way to
compare yourself with how others are doing.
The United Way has much useful information on evaluation. Check them out at:
http://national.unitedway.org/
The Urban Institute also publishes useful tools. Look at: http://www.urban.org/
4. Comparing yourself with “ideal” standards. These might include statutory standards
(and you better meet those J).
They might include the standards created by your peers through the national
associations. The Community Action Code of Ethics creates standards for all of us. The
Code can be found at:
http://www.communityactionpartnership.com/professional/ccap/codeofethics.pdf
The community action Partnership has adopted standards of what constitutes
excellence in a community action agency. These can be found on the Partnership web
site at:
http://www.communityactionpartnership.com/about/about_partnership/2003_awar
d_for_excellence.asp
***
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Chapter Fourteen Quiz

1. What are some of the sources of the factors that should be used when evaluating the
Executive Director?

2. What are some of the relationships that might be evaluated?

3. Should the same standards or criteria be used to evaluate the relationships with every
funding source?

4. This toolkit named four ways that a CAA can evaluate itself. Which of these would
be most productive or useful for use in your CAA right now? Why?
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Answers to Chapter Fourteen Quiz
1. The performance of the CAA Executive Director should be evaluated in terms of the
agreement reached between the Board and the ED about what the ED is supposed to do –
i.e. do not wait to make up the criteria until AFTER the year has passed. Reach
agreement on the criteria that will be used BEFORE the year begins.

2. The Executive Director is the manager of several sets of relationships, including the
relationships to the board, to staff, to other agencies, to community leaders, and to
funders.

3. Probably not. Every funder has specific things they want from you. Whether you are
able to meet their unique expectations is one element that should be considered.

4. The four ways are to compare your CAA with:
a. standards you set for yourself (planned-versus-actual)
b. progress over time
c. your peers
c. ideal standards
Which of these would be most useful for your agency to use over the course of the
next year or so? How will you bring this to the attention of the Board and the Executive
Director?

Good luck! And remember, if you have questions about any of this e-mail
Jim Masters at the Center for Community Futures, jmasters@cencomfut.com or call
him at 510.339.3801
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Appendix A
Additional Resources
1. Coates Act. Community Services Block Grant Act.
PUBLIC LAW
105–285—OCT. 27, 1998. Community Opportunities, Accountability, and
Training and Educational Services Act of 1998. http://frwebgate.access.gpo.gov/c
gi-bin/getdoc.cgi?dbname=105_cong_public_laws&docid=f:publ285.105.pdf
Acronyms and Definitions
This your Alphabet Soup Glossary for some of the acronyms frequently heard in
CAAs.
AAA
A/P
A/R
AFDC
CAA
CAB
CAC
CCCC
CSS
CAP
CDBG
CETA
CFNP
CFR
COA
CPA
CSA
CSBG
DEO
DHHS
DOE
DOL
ECIP
EEO

Area Agency on Aging (now called Agency on Aging)
Accounts Payable
Accounts Receivable
Aid to Families with Dependent Children
Community Action Agency
Community Action Board (required of a public CAA)
Community Action Council (can be either a CAA or the name for an advisory
council)
Child Care Coordinating Council (day care standards, a.k.a. 4Cs)
Catholic Social Services (now Catholic Charities)
Community Action Program (also used synonymously with CAA).
Community Action Partnership (formerly NACAA, the National Association of
Community Action Agencies) http://www.communityactionpartnership.com
Community Development Block Grant
Comprehensive Employment and Training Act of 1972 (replaced by JTPA in
1982)
Community Food and Nutrition Programs
Code of Federal Regulations http://www.gpoaccess.gov/ecfr/index.html
Commission on Aging; Council on Aging
Certified Public Accountant
Community Services Administration (no longer in existence as of October 1981)
Community Services Block Grant Act of 1981 (Created as part of the Omnibus
Budget and Reconciliation Act of 1981)
http://www.acf.hhs.gov/programs/ocs/csbg/
Department of Economic Opportunity
U.S. Department of Health and Human Services http://www.hhs.gov/
Department of Energy http://www.doe.gov/
Department of Labor http://www.dol.gov
Energy Crisis Intervention Program
Equal Employment Office/r;
Equal Employment Opportunity/-ies
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EEOC
EFMS
EOA
EOC
EOO
EPA
ERA
ERISA
ES
EZ/EC
FASB
FEPC
FERC
FICA
FNS
FY
GA
GAAP
GAAS
GAGAS
HAP
HCDA
HEAP
HEW
HHS
HRD
HUD
JTPA
LEAA
LIHEAP
LULAC
MIS
NAACP
NACD
NACAA
NASCSP
NCAF
OBRA

Equal Employment Opportunity Commission http://www.eeoc.gov/
Emergency Food and Medical Services
Equal Opportunity Act of 1964 (replaced October, 1981)
Economic Opportunity Commission
Equal Opportunity Office/r
Environmental Protection Agency http://www.epa.gov/
Energy Research Agency; Equal Rights Amendment
Employee Retirement Income Security Act
Employment Security
Enterprise Zone/Enterprise Community
Financial Accounting Standards Bureau
Financial Accounting Standards Board http://www.fasb.org/
Fair Employment Practices Commission
http://www.nps.gov/elro/glossary/fepc.htm
Federal Energy Regulatory Commission http://www.ferc.gov/
Federal Insurance Contribution Act
Food and Nutrition Service
Fiscal Year
General Assistance; Grants Administration
Generally Accepted Accounting Principles. (Published by FASB)
Generally Accepted Auditing Standards
Generally Accepted Government Accounting Standards
Homeless Assistance Program
Housing and Community Development Act
Home Energy Assistance Program (also known as Low Income Home Energy
Assistance Program, or LIHEAP)
U.S. Department of Health, Education and Welfare.
Now Department of Health and Human Services http://www.hhs.gov/
U.S. Department of Health and Human Services http://www.hhs.gov/
Human Resources Development
U.S. Department of Housing and Urban Development http://www.hud.gov
Job Training Partnership Act of 1983 (replaced CETA)
Law Enforcement Assistance Administration
Low Income Home Energy Assistance Program (a.k.a. HEAP)
League of United Latin American Citizens http://www.lulac.org
Management Information Systems
National Association for the Advancement of Colored People
http://www.naacp.org
National Association For Community Development
National Association of Community Action Agencies. Now Community Action
Partnership.
National Association of State Community Services Programs
National Community Action Foundation
Omnibus Budget and Reconciliation Act of 1981 (established the CSBG and
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OCD
OEO
OIC
OMB
OMBE
OSHA
PAC
PIC
RFP
SBA
SDA
SDI
Section 8
Section 202
Section 236
SOEO
SJTCC
SSA
SSI
SUA
SUI
T&TA
USDA
WIC
WIN
WRO
WX
YEP
YDP
YOP

other Block Grants)
Office of Child Development
Federal Office of Economic Opportunity (transformed into the Community
Services Administration in 1975)
Opportunities Industrialization Center
Office of Management and Budget
Office of Minority Business Enterprises
Occupational Safety and Health Administration (under Department of Labor)
http://www.osha.gov
Policy Advisory Committee; Parent Advisory Committee; Political Action
Committee
Private Industry Council, for JTPA
Request for Proposal
Small Business Administration http://www.sba.gov
Service Delivery Area, local area served by JTPA
State Disability Insurance; Strategic Defense Initiative
Various Housing Programs
Various Housing Programs
Various Housing Programs
State Office of Economic Opportunity
State Job Training Coordinating Council
Social Security Administration http://www.ssa.gov
Supplemental Security Income
State Units on Aging
State Unemployment Insurance
Training and Technical Assistance (T/TA)
U.S. Department of Agriculture http://www.usda.gov/wps/portal/usdahome
Women, Infants and Children Program
Work Incentive Program
Welfare Rights Organization
Weatherization. Low income weatherization assistance program.
Youth Employment Program (formerly NYC, or Neighborhood Youth Corps)
Youth Development Program
Youth Opportunity Program
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